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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this thesis we propose an extended transaction management theory. The theory provides a
basis for improving concurrency and recovery of transactions over existing approaches, while
preserving the correctness of the database. This is achieved by exploiting the semantics of
transactional applications.
In this chapter we motivate the need for an extended transaction theory in section 1.1.
We provide a brief overview of existing work in section 1.2 and introduce our problem
statement in section 1.3. Then, in section 1.4 we introduce our approach. We conclude this
chapter with an outline of this thesis in section 1.5.

1.1

Motivation

This section introduces basic notions such as a database, transactional programs and transactions. We motivate the need for transaction management and introduce the particular
challenges for long transactions.

1.1.1

Transaction management

A database can be used to model part of the real world that is relevant to its users. Users
can query the database to retrieve part of the database state and update the database to
reflect changes that occur in the real world. A combination of queries and updates to reflect
a change in the real world in the database is referred to as a transaction. Users perform
transactions on the database through computer programs. We refer to these programs as
transactional programs.
The state of a database is generally considered correct, if it reflects the result of all transactions. In theory, this can be easily achieved by executing the transactions in sequence on
the database.
However, in practice transactions are often executed concurrently on the database. This
means that a database system must deal with concurrent access to data. Another complication is that database systems and application servers are vulnerable to failures. It is
the main goal of transaction management to guarantee that correctness of the database is
13
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preserved, even in the presence of concurrency and failures. We reference the mechanisms
to deal with concurrency and failures as concurrency control and recovery.
The requirement to preserve correctness in the presence of concurrency and failures is
captured by means of the ACID properties for transactions. As long as the execution of each
transaction is ACID, correctness of the database is preserved [46]. The ACID properties
include:
• atomicity: either all results of each transaction should appear in the database, or none,
• consistency: each transaction leads from one consistent database state to another,
• isolation: concurrent transactions should not interfere with a transaction’s execution,
• durability: the result of each transaction should be stored persistently.
Guaranteeing the ACID properties in the presence of concurrency and failures is a complex task. Therefore, the ACID properties are generally guarded by a dedicated system
component, the transaction manager. The transaction manager is essentially a scheduler
that allows operations of the transactional programs to execute on the database in a particular order. In addition, the transaction manager guarantees persistency of results. How
operations are scheduled depends on the transaction model that is used by the system.
The most widely adopted transaction model is the flat transaction model. A transaction
manager based on the flat transaction model preserves all ACID properties and can be
implemented efficiently by a locking protocol and a persistent log [35]. The flat transaction
model with the strict two-phase locking protocol implementation has had tremendous impact
both in theory and in practice. This is witnessed by the fact that it is still the main
transaction management technique today and is implemented in almost any commercial
database system.

1.1.2

Advanced transaction management

Even though the flat transaction model has been highly successful for many applications,
the model has been less successful for long transactions that may execute for days, weeks,
or longer. This is mainly due to the fact, that strict two-phase locking blocks resources
until the transaction completes and lock contention increases polynomially with the length
of transactions [42].
Therefore, since the late eighties enhanced transaction models have been proposed to
overcome the limitations of the conventional flat transaction model. Numerous extended
transaction models and techniques have been proposed, but almost none are adopted in
practice, with the exception of a limited use of the nested transaction model [60].
The most important reason for their limited success is that either performance is inadequate, or correctness guarantees are insufficient, or the model is too complex. Not
surprisingly, voices have emerged in recent years to give up research on extended transaction management [19]. It has been argued that it be sufficient to support long running
applications by conventional transaction management techniques. Missing transactional requirements should be encoded by the program designer himself.

1.2. EXISTING APPROACHES

15

However, explicit programming of concurrency and failure handling is complex and errorprone. One could even argue that these disadvantages are even the main reason for the
success of the conventional transaction model.
The author therefore stresses that research into transaction models and techniques for
long running applications is still required. To identify the opportunities for such research,
the remainder of this section discusses related work to identify strengths and weaknesses of
existing approaches. Based on this analysis, the goal and the approach of this thesis are
formulated.

1.2

Existing approaches

We center the discussion of the existing approaches around the ACID properties. For each
of the properties we give an overview of the particular problems involved and the most
important solutions. We will not go into to much detail in this section. More detailed
discussions on the specific problems addressed in this thesis are postponed to the related
work sections of the appropriate chapters.

1.2.1

Atomicity

Atomicity of a transaction requires that either all results of the transaction appear in the
database, or none. In the conventional transaction model, atomicity of transactions is preserved by recording a before image of each variable that is written, such that upon failure the
database state can be restored to its value before transaction start by writing the recorded
values back to the database. In addition, no concurrent transaction should observe aborted
results, that are generally referred to as dirty reads. The problem can be approached optimistically where uncommitted results can be read. This results in higher degrees of concurrency at the expense of cascaded aborts. Alternatively, dirty reads can be prevented, but
this comes at the expense of reduced concurrency. The latter approach is adopted in strict
two-phase locking, where locks on results are held until transaction commit [21].
Neither approach is satisfactory for long transactions, because cascaded aborts may result
in much lost work, and strict locking reduces concurrency considerably for long transactions.
In [41, 37] it was recognized that effects of an aborted transaction can also be erased from
the database by executing compensating operations. Each operation is assumed to have a
compensating operation with an inverse effect. The effect of an aborted transaction can
be removed from the database, by executing the compensating operations of all executed
operations in reversed order.
The SAGA model [38] is a typical example of this approach. A SAGA is a sequence
of sub-transactions, called steps, where each step is associated with a compensating step.
Upon failure, the compensating steps are executed in reverse order to remove the effects of
the previous steps from the database. As each step can be arbitrarily interleaved by steps of
other transactions, results can be observed that may be later compensated and thus only a
weaker interpretation of atomicity is preserved. This weaker notion of atomicity is referred
to as semantic atomicity.
One problem with this approach is that in general, it cannot be assumed that every effect
can be compensated. In these cases, the only way to preserve atomicity after executing a

16
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non-compensatable operation is to guarantee that the transaction completes. For this, the
remaining operations of the transaction must succeed. Operations that are guaranteed to
succeed after a finite number of retries are referred to as retriable operations [52, 57, 58].
Essentially, for atomicity it is only necessary that some retriable postfix of a transaction
exists after a non-compensatable operation. Such structure is referred to as well-formed [70].
These ideas are captured by flexible transactions [89, 88]. Flexible transactions are
essentially sets of transactions, that are ordered with a preference relation. The transaction
succeeds, if one of the alternative transactions is able to commit, in order of preference.
This type of atomicity is referred to as semi-atomicity [89, 88]. Semi-atomicity preserves
atomicity of transactions, while allowing for non-compensatable operations.
Another, more theoretic approach to atomicity was taken in [77, 76]. In this work, the
unified theory of concurrency and recovery was developed, that provides a single model for
reasoning about concurrency and recovery. In particular, it is aimed at providing atomicity with compensating operations. Unfortunately, the basic theory does not account for
non-compensatable operations. Therefore, the unified theory has recently been extended for
non-compensatable operations [70]. However, the proposed model does not exploit knowledge about the forward recovery of transactions, which severely degrades concurrency for
transactions with early non-compensatable operations.

1.2.2

Consistency

The consistency requirement means that each transaction transforms a consistent database
state into another consistent database state. This is achieved if the transaction manager
starts a transaction in a consistent database state and completes the transaction in another
consistent database state. Consistency can be verified by the transaction manager by evaluating the database consistency constraints. Consistency can be preserved by removing all
effects of those transactions that violate database consistency upon completion. If the effects of such malicious transactions can be erased, database consistency can be preserved if
transactions execute serially. Concurrent execution of transactions can also be allowed as
long as the interleaved execution is equivalent to a serial execution of transactions. Such
executions are referred to as serializable [21].
The class of view serializable schedules satisfy the requirement that the observations of
all transactions and the final database state after execution of the schedule are the same
as some serial execution of the same transactions [87]. View serializability however cannot
be efficiently implemented [64, 63]. Therefore, a sub-class of view serializable schedules was
proposed that can be efficiently implemented: the class of conflict serializable schedules [63].
Conflict serializability is therefore the correctness criterion of choice for many database
products. Conflict serializability is generally implemented by two-phase locking [35].
To enlarge concurrency, weaker notions of correctness may be used. The class of final
state serializable schedules [64, 22] only requires that the final database state is the same
as after some serial execution of transactions. It is not required that transactions observe a
consistent database state. This weaker correctness criterion may be acceptable if only serializability with respect to the database is required, and not with respect to values returned
to the user.
Another approach to improving concurrency by weakening correctness is predicate-wise
serializability [49]. In this approach, it is assumed that the database consistency constraint
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can be written in conjunctive normal form. Consistency is preserved by requiring serializability with respect to each conjunct, but the serialization order over each conjunct can be
different.

1.2.3

Isolation

Conventional transaction management guarantees complete isolation, which is a sufficient
condition to execute correctly. Isolation of transactions is guaranteed in any serializable
execution [21]. As mentioned above, serializability is generally implemented by two-phase
locking. However, two-phase locking is very inefficient for long transactions, as lock contention grows polynomially with the size of each transaction [42].
For this reason, the ANSI isolation levels were introduced [8]. For isolation levels other
than serializable, locks are released earlier than two-phase. Although this results in higher
degrees of concurrency, full isolation for transactions is lost. Therefore, other levels than
serializable do not provide correctness for all applications [12]. Although the problem of
identifying the appropriate isolation level for particular applications was addressed in more
recent work [18, 54], the approach of isolation levels remains inflexible, because only a
single isolation level can be chosen for each transaction, which should always be the most
conservative one to ensure correctness.
Another approach to enlarge concurrency is by decomposing transactions into smaller
units of isolation. An early proposal for decomposed transactions is the nested transaction
model [60], where a transaction is decomposed hierarchically into sub-transactions. Sibling
sub-transactions may execute concurrently and are isolated with respect to each other. The
model allows for intra-transaction concurrency, while preserving isolation with respect to
transactions. In this model, intermediate results of transactions are not visible to concurrent
transactions. This way, concurrency at the transaction level is limited.
The limitation is overcome in the multi-level transaction model [81, 82]. Multi-level
transactions exploit the higher-level semantics of groups of operations to prove that these
operations can execute in arbitrary order without violating isolation. The name multi-level
transaction model refers to the property that transactions are nested hierarchically with an
equal number of layers. This makes the model especially suitable for application in layered
systems. Its generalization to open nested transactions [84] releases the requirement for the
layering of the transaction structure. More recently, the theory was further generalized for
scheduling of open nested transactions over arbitrary system configurations [5, 4, 65]. These
systems are referred to as composite systems [3].
One of the first approaches to relax isolation of transactions is the SAGA model [38]. As
discussed, the SAGA model assumes a sequence of isolated steps for transactions. Between
steps, no isolation is guaranteed. This property of either full isolation within steps, but
no isolation between steps severely limits the applicability of the model. To overcome this
limitation, models have been proposed that provide some degree of isolation between steps
by means of restricting the interleaving of steps. Examples of these include the breakpoint
model [56, 36], relative atomicity [1, 75] and the ConTract model [66, 79, 71, 72, 67]. The
problem with these approaches is however, that no guidelines are provided what interleaving
should be considered correct.
The problem of correctness of interleaving of steps has been addressed by Bernstein et
al. [16, 17, 13]. Here, transaction semantics are exploited and a formal method is used to
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derive assertions that need to be maintained between the execution of two consecutive steps.
Only those concurrently running steps are allowed to interleave the two steps that do not
invalidate the assertion. A concurrency control is proposed that allows only the correct
interleaving.

1.2.4

Durability

In most transaction models, the commit operation marks the moment at which the transaction has terminated and its results must become durable. The approach where results are
made durable only at the end of a transaction is generally undesirable for long transactions,
because much work may be lost in case of failure. Therefore several approaches have been
proposed in literature to limit the amount of work that is lost upon failure.
A classical model where durability of intermediate results is achieved is the chained
transaction model [38, 74]. Chained transactions consist of a sequence of sub-transactions
that are immediately committed after completion. Results of completed sub-transactions
are therefore durable. However, the use of chained transactions is limited, because neither
atomicity, nor isolation is guaranteed for transactions. In addition, for maintaining database
consistency each sub-transaction is required to preserve consistency, which severely limits
the decomposition.
Savepoints are another approach to improve durability [59]. Savepoints mark the database
state at a certain point during execution. A partial rollback may be performed to a savepoint
during execution, such that only the work after the savepoint is erased. A savepoint however
does not provide durability, because an abort will remove all effects of the transaction from
the database [62, 47, 68].

1.3

Problem statement

The previous discussion shows that a lot of work has been done to overcome the limitations of
the flat transaction model [21]. Initial attempts focused on refining the notion of correctness
without exploiting application semantics. Notable results in this direction include predicatewise serializability [49] and multi-version serializability [73, 20]. However, it has proven
difficult to define a single correctness notion that suits all applications.
Therefore, it seems that the most promising direction is the exploitation of application
semantics for improving performance. Notable work in this direction involve the transaction
models that are based on interleaving specifications of steps of transactions. Other important work with high practical relevance are the ANSI isolation levels [8]. In both directions
significant performance improvements have been reported over the traditional model. However, the main disadvantage of these approaches is that they are not backed by a well-defined
correctness criterion. This means that one of the great appeals of transaction management
is lost: relieving the application designer from responsibility of concurrency and recovery
related problems.
Therefore, we believe that a well-defined correctness criterion is crucial for successful
transaction management theory. Therefore, we define the high-level goal of this thesis is as
follows.
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The goal of this thesis is to develop an integrated transaction model with a well-defined
correctness criterion that improves concurrency and recovery over existing approaches by
exploiting application semantics.
The question can be decomposed into several smaller questions. The first question to
answer is:
What application semantics should be included in the transaction model?
Assuming that the transactional semantics are known, it must be possible to integrate
them into a single model. Thus, the following question has to be answered as well:
How can the transactional semantics be integrated into a coherent model?
Transaction management techniques must be capable of handling the transactional semantics, such that concurrency and recovery are improved. This brings up the question:
What transaction management technique is suitable for scheduling?
For suitability of the technique we will consider the performance characteristics of the
techniques and the common practice.

1.4

Approach

The main approach to answer the three questions is as follows.
The first question to address is what transactional semantics should be included in the
transaction model. Previous work has identified many transactional semantics of applications that have proven relevant for improving concurrency and recovery. The main approach
here is to identify these transactional semantics from previous work, and include them in
our model.
The second question involves the integration of the transactional semantics into a coherent model. Previous work demonstrates the overwhelming success of serializability theory
as a framework in which various transactional properties can be captured [61, 21, 76, 70].
Therefore, we will adopt this model as the basis for our model.
The third question also favors serializability theory as the formal basis. Previous work
has demonstrated that it is often possible to derive efficient scheduling protocols from
serializability-based theory [35]. It is likely that our serializability-based theory will have
such property as well.
We already stressed the importance of a well-defined correctness criterion for transaction management theory. This means, that our model will be based primarily on work that
successfully improved concurrency and recovery by exploiting application semantics while
preserving a well-defined correctness criterion. In this direction we note the work of closed
and open nested transaction model [61, 84], and the step decomposition approach for improving concurrency [13]. Improvement of recovery was achieved by the unifying theory of
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concurrency and recovery and its extension to transactional processes [77, 76, 70]. We use
this work as a starting point for our approach to recovery.
Next, we discuss our approach in more detail. We develop our theory in a number of
steps. In every step, we add transactional semantics to our model to improve either concurrency, recovery or both. In each step, we sketch how we identify the relevant transactional
semantics, how the transactional semantics are integrated in our model and why the extended model can still be scheduled efficiently. Our discussion is structured around the
ACID properties.

1.4.1

Atomicity

Traditionally, strict atomicity is preserved by restoring before images that are stored in the
log. Strict atomicity can however also be preserved by means of compensating operations.
Although many models have included compensation as a means for recovery, only recently
a theory was established with a well-defined correctness criterion: the unified theory of
concurrency and recovery [69, 77, 76]. Extensions to the basic theory demonstrated how
concurrency and recovery can be improved by exploiting the semantics of compensating
operations. However, the theory assumes that all operations are compensatable. This limits
the applicability of the theory. In [70] the theory has been extended for operations that are
non-compensatable. Unfortunately, this theory does not exploit the semantics of forward
recovery operations.
Our model will exploit the semantics of both backward as well as forward recovery operations.
The extra semantics of the forward recovery operations are used to improve concurrency and
recovery.

1.4.2

Consistency

A serial execution of transactions is correct, because each transaction then observes and
preserves database consistency. However, for consistency it is sufficient to serialize subtransactions, as long as each sub-transaction preserves consistency. This approach is adopted
by the SAGA model [38], where a transaction is decomposed into a sequence of steps that
observe and preserve database consistency. The consistency requirement on steps constrains
the applicability of the model. To overcome this limitation, we propose to decompose the
transaction semantics, instead of decomposing the transaction itself. This way, decomposition is not constrained by the transaction’s implementation, such that concurrency can be
improved.

1.4.3

Isolation

In classical serializability theory, view serializability is considered the prime correctness
criterion for schedules, because it specifies that each transaction should observe the same
states as in a serial schedule and the final database state should reflect the state after a serial
schedule. This implies, that in any view serializable schedule each transaction executes as
if it executed in full isolation.
Although full isolation for transactions is sufficient for correct execution, it is not always
necessary. This is one of the reasons why advanced transaction models have been developed.
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In particular, models have been proposed to decompose transactions into steps that are
allowed to interleave. In most cases the application designer has to specify what interleaving
of steps is correct.
The problem with many of the interleaving approaches is that no guidelines are available
for the application designer to establish what interleaving is correct. This problem was
addressed by recent work [7, 13]. Here, transaction semantics are used to formally derive
what interleaving is correct.
These approaches however consider interleaving specifications for the concurrency control, which is incompatible with existing serializability theory. This means, that existing
results from serializability theory cannot be reused.
Therefore, in our approach we align the interleaving approaches with serializability theory. We investigate how weaker correctness criteria than conventional serializability can
be developed, based on the application semantics. The main approach here is to consider
weaker operation semantics than the actual semantics of operations that are still sufficient
from the perspective of the application. These weaker semantics are used to define new
correctness criteria that do not imply total isolation. We interpret conventional serializability theory in the context of these weaker semantics and investigate how conventional
concurrency controls can be reused.
In a second step, we generalize the approach to the case where higher-level semantics
are exploited, similar to the case of open nested transactions. These extra higher-level
semantics are expected to improve concurrency, similar to the case of conventional open
nested transactions [84].

1.4.4

Durability

Previous work on extending durability for long running applications has focused on a minimal
loss of work in case of failure. Typically, either intermediate commits are submitted or
savepoints are assumed for partial rollbacks [59]. An intermediate commit however, releases
all locks, such that isolation is compromised. On the other hand, savepoints generally do
not provide durability.
Therefore, we investigate the possibility to provide durability of intermediate results, in
combination with partial rollbacks, while isolation and atomicity are guaranteed.

1.4.5

Validation

Throughout the thesis we will validate our extensions to the model by means of definitions,
theorems and proofs. To demonstrate practical applicability, we apply our model to a
representative application. For this, we take the TPC-W benchmark application, because it
is representative for novel applications with high transaction processing demands [24].

1.5

Outline

We start in chapter 2 with a discussion on the basic concepts and definitions.
In chapter 3 we discuss our approach to relax isolation. In the first part of the chapter,
we introduce a means to describe the relevant semantics of operations in the context of
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their application. Based on the operation semantics, the semantics of schedules are defined.
The semantics of schedules can then be used to express correctness in terms of semantic
serializability. The second part of the chapter discusses how transaction semantics can be
exploited to define weaker classes of semantic serializability.
In chapter 4 the approach is extended to the tree model1 . It is discussed how application
semantics can be exploited in this model and subclasses are introduced that can be scheduled
efficiently.
Then, in chapter 5 we introduce semantic decomposition of transactions. The novel
aspect here is that transactions are not decomposed by partitioning their operations into
steps, but by decomposing the semantics of the transaction. This allows for more flexible
decomposition. We define a weaker notion of serializability with respect to the decomposed
semantics.
In chapter 6 the atomicity and durability properties of ACID are addressed. The notion
of atomicity is relaxed by introducing forward recovery. In addition, the notion of durability
is extended by introducing durability operations. The theory developed is an extension of
the unifying theory of concurrency and recovery [77, 76].
Chapter 7 demonstrates that the developed theory has practical relevance. For this,
we analyze the TPC-W benchmark application and we demonstrate that its transactional
application semantics can be captured by our model. We perform a theoretic analysis by
comparing the conflict definitions of the application according to the conventional definitions
and our definitions in this thesis.
Finally, in chapter 8 we conclude and suggest future work.

1 Also

referred to as the object model [85].

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
In this chapter we introduce the basic concepts and definitions required for the remainder of
this thesis. We start with the introduction of the definitions of operations and transactions.
Then, in 2.2 we discuss the basic theory of concurrency control with some basic protocols.
In 2.3 we discuss the basic theory of recovery. In 2.4 we describe the concurrency and
recovery theory in the context of the tree model.

2.1

Definitions

A database is defined as a set of variables. We consider a single database DB. The state of a
database is an assignment of values to DB. For database DB a set of data operations PDB
is defined, where each operation p ∈ PDB atomically transforms a state of the database
into another state of the database.
Instances of operations can be grouped into transactions to perform complex state transitions. In the context of transactions, we distinguish the following additional variables:
transaction parameters (TP ) and program variables (PV ). The set of transaction parameters includes those variables that interact with the user during the execution of the transaction. The set of program variables are invisible to the user and are used by the program to
achieve the result of the transaction. The set of database variables, transaction parameters
and program variables is called the set of application variables (AV ).
In addition to data operations, we distinguish transactional operations. For the moment
we only distinguish the termination operations commit (Cm) and abort (Ab). A transaction
always terminates with either a commit or abort operation. A commit operation denotes the
fact that all results of the transaction remain in the database, whereas an abort operation
denotes that none of the results remain in the database [21]. A transaction that terminates
with a commit operation is called committed, and a transaction that terminates with an
abort operation is called aborted.
In the context of a transaction, we will refer to operation instances simply as operations
to improve readability.
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Definition 2.1.0.1 (Transaction) A transaction is a tuple T = (P , <), with:
• P a set of data operations and one termination operation Tm, with Tm ∈ {Ab, Cm},
V
• < a partial order on P , called the intra-transaction order, with p∈P\{Tm} p < Tm.
A schedule represents the execution of multiple transactions. We define a schedule as a
set of transactions with a partial order on the transaction’s operations.
Definition 2.1.0.2 (Schedule) A schedule is a tuple S = (T , P , <), with:
• T a set of transactions,
(P 0 ,<0 )∈ T

P0

(P 0 ,<0 )∈T

<0 ⊆ <.

• P the operations of the set of transactions T , i.e. P =

S

• < a partial order on P , called the dynamic order, with

S

By definition, the dynamic order of a schedule always contains the intra-transaction orders of all transactions. Extra orders may be added to a schedule for the sake of concurrency
control and recovery. A schedule where the dynamic order is a total order of the operation
is called a totally ordered schedule.

2.2

Concurrency control

Now we have introduced the definitions of operations, transactions and schedules, we are
ready to define correctness of schedules in the presence of concurrency. For the moment,
we ignore recovery related problems and assume that all transactions in a schedule have
committed.
As the basic notion of correctness, we consider a schedule where no concurrency is present.
Such schedule is called a serial schedule [21]. In a serial schedule, the operations of a
transaction are not interleaved by operations of other transactions.
Definition 2.2.0.3 (Serial schedule) Let S = (T , P , <) be a schedule. Schedule S is a
serial schedule if there is a total order <total on T with:
^
∀Ti , Tj ∈ T :
Ti <total Tj ⇒
p<q
p∈PTi ,q∈PTj

Correctness of schedules can be expressed in terms of equivalence to a serial schedule. A
schedule that is equivalent to a serial schedule is called serializable.
Equivalence of schedules is expressed in terms of equivalence of the semantics of schedules. The semantics of schedules can be derived from the semantics of its operations. We
describe the actual semantics of an operation p by a function on application states fp .
Definition 2.2.0.4 (Actual operation semantics) The actual operation semantics of operation p are a function on application states fp : AS → AS that describes the transformations performed by operation p on the application states.
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The actual semantics of a totally ordered schedule are defined as the composition of the
functions fp of its operations.
Definition 2.2.0.5 (Actual semantics of a totally ordered schedule) Let
S = (T , P , <) be a totally ordered schedule. If for each operation p, function fp : AS → AS
represents the actual semantics of operation p and < defines the order p1 < · · · < pn on P ,
the actual semantics of S are defined as:
M (S )

= fpn ◦ fpn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ fp1

The actual semantics of an arbitrary schedule S with a partial order on its operations
can also be defined. However, the semantics are only defined if the semantics of all totally
ordered schedules compatible with S are the same. This intuition is captured by the following
definition.
Definition 2.2.0.6 (Actual semantics of a schedule) Let S = (T , P , <) be a schedule.
If for all totally ordered schedules S 00 = (T , P , <00 ) and S 000 = (T , P , <000 ) with < ⊆ <00 and
< ⊆ <000 we have M (S 00 ) = M (S 000 ), the actual semantics of S are defined as:
M (S ) = M (S 0 )
. . . where S 0 = (T , P , <0 ) an arbitrary totally ordered schedule with < ⊆ <0 .
This definition is used to define the notion of final state equivalence on schedules. Final
state equivalence only considers database variables. For notational convenience, we will
write the set of application variables as a vector. We write [V ]W to denote a vector that
is identical to V with only the rows of the variables in W . In a similar way, we define the
projection of a relation R on vectors as:
[R]W

= {([V ]W , [V 0 ]W )|(V , V 0 ) ∈ R}

(2.1)

We define final state equivalence and final state serializability as follows.
Definition 2.2.0.7 (Final state equivalence) Let S = (T , P , <) and S 0 = (T 0 , P 0 , <0 )
be two schedules. Let fp define the actual semantics of each operation p. Schedules S and
S 0 are final state equivalent, if:
• T = T0
• P = P0
• [M (S )]DB = [M (S 0 )]DB
Definition 2.2.0.8 (Final state serializable (FSR))
able, if it is final state equivalent to a serial schedule.

1

A schedule is final state serializ-

1 As a notational convention, serializability definitions are followed by abbreviation xSR. The abbreviation
references the set of schedules that satisfies the serializability criterion. In this case, the set FSR represents
the set of final state serializable schedules.
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Final state serializability only requires equivalence to a serial schedule with respect to the
(final) database state. This means that states returned to the user through the transaction
parameters are not considered. Consequently, a user may observe non-serializable results.
Therefore, the stronger criteria of view equivalence and view serializability are defined over
database variables and transaction parameters.
Definition 2.2.0.9 (View equivalence) Let S = (T , P , <) and S = (T 0 , P 0 , <0 ) be two
schedules. Let fp define the actual semantics for each operation p. Schedules S and S 0 are
view equivalent, if:
• T = T0
• P = P0
• [M (S )]DB∪TP = [M (S 0 )]DB∪TP
Definition 2.2.0.10 (View serializable (VSR)) A schedule S is view serializable, if it is
view equivalent to a serial schedule.
Schedules that are view serializable return the same values to the user and the final
database state is the same as for some serial schedule. Therefore, no difference can be
observed between a serial schedule and a view serializable schedule. Consequently, view
serializability is a satisfactory correctness criterion for many applications. Unfortunately, it
cannot be implemented efficiently [64].
Therefore, the subclass of conflict serializable schedules has been suggested for concurrency control [63]. Conflict serializability is based on the conflict relation among operations [80]. The conflict relation is defined as follows.
Definition 2.2.0.11 (Conflict relation) Let fp define the actual semantics for each operation p. The conflict relation CON on P × P is defined:
CON (p, q) ⇔

(fp ◦ fq 6= fq ◦ fp )

Two operations p and q are said to conflict if CON (p, q) and to commute otherwise.
The definition implies that the order of conflicting operations is relevant for the semantics
of a schedule. Therefore, in the remainder of this thesis, we will assume that in schedules
the conflicting operations are ordered. Two schedules are considered conflict equivalent, if
the order of their conflicting operations is the same.
Definition 2.2.0.12 (Conflict equivalence) Let S = (T , P , <) and S 0 = (T , P , <0 ) be
identical schedules, except for their orders < and <0 . Schedules S and S 0 are conflict equivalent if:
∀p, q ∈ P : CON (p, q) ⇒ (p < q = p <0 q)
A schedule that is conflict equivalent to a serial schedule is a conflict serializable schedule.
Definition 2.2.0.13 (Conflict serializable (CSR)) Schedule S is conflict serializable, if
it is conflict equivalent to a serial schedule.
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The class of conflict serializable schedules is a proper subclass of view serializable schedules. This important result is stated by theorem 2.2.0.16. The proof uses the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.2.0.14 (Conflict equivalence implies semantic equivalence) Let
S = (T , P , <) and S 0 = (T , P , <0 ) be identical schedules except for their orders < and <0 .
If S and S 0 are conflict equivalent, then M (S ) = M (S 0 ).
Proof 2.2.0.15 (Analogous to [53, page 766])
By definition 2.2.0.6 we can assume that < and <0 are total orders without loss of generality,
and thus we can assume some composition order for M (S ) and M (S 0 ) of the actual semantics
functions of the operations in P .
We prove the lemma, by demonstrating that the composition order of M (S ) can be rewritten to the composition order of M (S 0 ) by interchanging the semantics functions in the composition, without changing M (S ). This way, we demonstrate that M (S ) = M (S 0 ).
To demonstrate that this can always be done if S and S 0 are conflict equivalent and the
conflicting operations are ordered, consider the derived composition order at an arbitrary
moment during the interchange procedure:
· · · ◦ fpi ◦ fpi+1 ◦ fpi+2 ◦ · · · ◦ fpi+r −1 ◦ fpi+r ◦ · · ·

(2.2)

We assume that for all 1 ≤ j < r : fpi and fpi+j are ordered the same as in M (S 0 ).
Let fpi+r be the first function that is ordered differently with respect to fpi . Hence, in
M (S 0 ) we have fpi+r ordered before fpi . We can correct the composition order by moving fpi+r
before fpi by iteratively interchanging fpi+j with fpi+r . By definition 2.2.0.11 the semantics
are preserved if ¬CON (pi+j , pi+r ).
Now, assume that we have some fpi+k with 1 ≤ k < r and CON(pi+k ,pi+r ). Because
S and S 0 are conflict equivalent, we have that M (S 0 ) = · · · ◦ fpi+k ◦ · · · ◦ fpi+r ◦ · · · ◦ fpi ◦ · · ·.
But then, fpi+k was the first function that was ordered differently in (2.2), and not fpi+r .
Thus, such fpi+k cannot exist and fpi+r can be moved before pi without changing the semantics.
The interchange procedure can be repeated, until all functions are ordered the same as in
M (S 0 ). This way, we demonstrated that M (S ) = M (S 0 ).
Theorem 2.2.0.16 CSR ⊂ VSR
Proof 2.2.0.17
S ∈ CSR
⇒ (definition 2.2.0.13)
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and S and S 0 are conflict equivalent
⇒ (lemma 2.2.0.14)
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and M (S ) = M (S 0 )
⇒ (monotonicity of [R]W )
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and [M (S )]DB∪TP = [M (S 0 )]DB∪TP
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⇒ (definition 2.2.0.10)
S ∈ VSR

The proof of lemma 2.2.0.14 implies a procedural definition of conflict serializability,
where unordered operations are ordered in an arbitrary way and non-conflicting operations
are interchanged to demonstrate equivalence to a serial schedule. This motivates an alternative definition of conflict serializability where this procedure is made explicit. This
alternative definition for conflict serializability is useful, because it allows for convenient
generalizations of correctness definitions in the context of failures and the tree model in
section 2.3 and 2.4.
Alternative definition 2.2.0.18 (Conflict serializable) A schedule S = (T , P , <) is
conflict serializable if it can be transformed into a serial schedule by the following rules:
• commute rule: for an adjacent2 ordered pair of operations p < q reverse the order, if
¬CON (p, q) and not p <0 q for some (P 0 , <0 ) ∈ T .
• order rule: an unordered pair p and q is ordered either p < q or q < p.

2.2.1

Protocols

We consider two types of concurrency control protocols in this thesis3 . One is serialization
graph testing, that accepts the complete class of CSR but is of quadratic complexity on the
number of transactions. The other is based on two-phase locking. Two-phase locking is of
linear complexity, but accepts only a subclass of CSR.
Serialization graph testing is defined on a serialization graph.
Definition 2.2.1.1 (Serialization graph) Let S = (T , P , <) be a schedule. Its serialization graph SG(S ) is a directed graph (N , V ) with:
• N =T
• V = {(T 0 , T 00 ) | T 0 , T 00 ∈ T ∧ T 0 6= T 00 ∧ p ∈ P 0 ∧ q ∈ P 00 ∧ p < q ∧ CON (p, q)}
The serialization graph represents the conflict order among the transactions of a schedule.
If this order is acyclic the schedule is conflict equivalent to a serial schedule [63].
Theorem 2.2.1.2 (Conflict serializability) S ∈ CSR ⇔ SG(S ) is acyclic
Proof 2.2.1.3 [63]
As mentioned above, serialization graph testing is of quadratic complexity. This complexity is generally considered too high for a concurrency control. Therefore, locking schedulers
are often preferred.
2 Two operations p and q are considered adjacent in the order <, if there is no operation k such that
p < k < q or q < k < p.
3 Another well known type of concurrency control is time stamp ordering.
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Locking schedulers synchronize access to data objects using locks, which can be set on
and removed from data objects on behalf of transactions. Typically, before each operation
p is executed, a lock must be acquired on all objects accessed by operation p and the locks
are released only after completing operation p. With each type of operation, a lock type
is associated. We refer the lock type for operation p simply as lock p. A lock p can only
be acquired if no conflicting lock q is held by another transaction on the same data object.
Locks p and q are considered conflicting or incompatible, if CON (p, q), and commuting or
compatible otherwise.
Based on this principle, a family of locking protocols can be identified that accepts
only conflict serializable schedules. It has been demonstrated that for conflict serializability
it is sufficient if each transaction locks its data objects according to a two-phase locking
schema [35]. We define two-phase locking by means of the following rules.
Protocol 2.2.1.4 (Two-phase locking (2PL))
• Lock acquisition rule: before operation p is executed, a lock p is acquired on all accessed
objects.
• Lock conflict rule: a lock p is granted only if no lock q is held by a different transaction
on the same data object with CON (q, p).
• Lock release rule: once a lock p has been released, no lock q of the same transaction
is acquired. All locks are released as soon as possible.
We denote the class of schedules accepted by protocol family Prot as Gen(Prot). Twophase locking protocols accept only a proper subclass of CSR. This is stated by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.2.1.5 Gen(2PL) ⊂ CSR
Proof 2.2.1.6 [63]

2.3

Recovery

So far, we only considered correctness without the presence of failures. In this section we
generalize to the case with failures. Three types of failures are generally distinguished:
transaction failures, system failures and media failures. In this thesis, we only consider
transaction and system failures, but no media failures. For a discussion on media failures
we refer to [59]. We model the failure of a transaction by an abort operation and the failure
of a system with an abort operation for all active transactions at the moment the system
failed.
According to the atomicity requirement of ACID, for each transaction either all of its
results should appear in the database or none. This can be achieved by removing all effects
of transactions that have not yet committed.
The removal of effects of transactions can be performed by means of compensating operations [41, 37].
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Definition 2.3.0.7 (Compensating operation) Let p and q be two operations with actual semantics fp and fq respectively. Operation q is the compensating operation of operation
p if:
[fp ◦ fq ]DB = [fId ]DB
. . . with fId the identity function on application states.
We denote the compensating operation of operation p with p − . We will also refer to
operation p as a forward operation and p − as a backward recovery operation.
Upon abort, it is assumed that the system performs a recovery procedure. The abort
operation can therefore be considered as an abbreviation of the recovery procedure.
Recovery is performed by submitting the compensating operations of the forward operations for the aborted transactions. This means, that upon failure, a schedule is expanded by
the appropriate compensating operations. Such schedule is defined an expanded schedule
and is defined below.
As a notational convention we assume Cmi (Abi ) to be the commit (abort) operation of
transaction Ti and pi an operation of Ti , unless otherwise noted.
Definition 2.3.0.8 (Expanded schedule) Let S = (T , P , <) be a schedule. The expansion of S is a schedule X (S ) = (T 0 , P 0 , <0 ) with:
• T0 = T
• P0 =
– {pi | pi ∈ PTi ∧ pi ∈
/ {Abi , Cmi }} ∪
– {pi− | pi ∈ PTi ∧ Cmi ∈
/ P Ti ∧ pi ∈
/ {Abi , Cmi }}
• <0 =< ∪
– {(pj , pi− ) | pi ∈ PTi ∧ pj ∈ PTj ∧ (pj , Abi ) ∈ <}
– {(pi− , pj ) | pi ∈ PTi ∧ pj ∈ PTj ∧ (Abi , pj ) ∈ <}
– {(pi− , pj −) | pi ∈ PTi ∧ pj ∈ PTj ∧ (Abi , Abj ) ∈ <}
Correctness of recovery is defined on expanded schedules. We define correctness in a
procedural way, similar to the procedural definition of CSR. In addition to the commute
rule, we add the compensation rule that removes two operations pi and pi− if pi− represents
the compensating operation for pi . The class of schedules that can be reduced to a serial
schedule is defined reducible.
Definition 2.3.0.9 (Reducible (RED)) 4 Let S = (T , P , <) be a schedule and X (S ) =
(T 0 , P 0 , <0 ) its expanded schedule. Schedule S is reducible if X (S ) can be transformed into
a serial schedule by the following rules:
4 For reducibility we take the same notational convention as for serializability. This means, that the set
RED represents the set of schedules that are reducible.
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• commute rule: for an adjacent ordered pair of operations p < q reverse the order, if
¬CON (p, q) and not p <k q for some (Pk , <k ) ∈ T .
• compensate rule: remove any adjacent ordered pair p <0 p − , where p − is the compensating operation of p.
• order rule: an unordered pair p and q is ordered either p <0 q or q <0 p.
It is assumed that failures can occur at any time during execution. This means, that
each prefix of a schedule must be reducible. We verify reducibility of prefixes of schedules,
by assuming a group abort of all active transactions.

2.3.1

Protocols

Reducibility of a schedule can be verified in two steps. First, the expansion of the schedule is constructed and reducibility is verified. Second, the reduced schedule is verified for
serializability. Reducibility is verified by removing adjacent operation pairs p, p − from the
conflict graph of the expanded schedule. The conflict graph is defined as follows.
Definition 2.3.1.1 (Conflict graph (CG)) The conflict graph CG(S ) of a schedule S =
(T , P , <) is a directed graph (N , V ) with:
• N =P
• V = {(p, q) | p < q ∧ CON (p, q)}
The removal of pairs p, p − follows the definition of reducible schedules by applying the
commute, compensate and order rules. The commute rule is implicitly contained in the
conflict graph: if there is no path between two operations p and p − they can be moved
together by means of the commute rule.
Lemma 2.3.1.2 (Adjacency) Two operations p and q can be moved together in S with
the commute rule if and only if there is no path between p and q in CG(S ).
Proof 2.3.1.3 [76]
By Lemma 2.3.1.2 the following procedure can be used to remove compensating operations from the conflict graph of the expanded schedule X (S ) [76].
Procedure 2.3.1.4 (Conflict graph reduction)
1. Construct G = CG(XS (S )).
2. Find a pair of nodes p and p − in G such that there is no path between them.
3. If such a pair does not exist then
(a) If G contains some compensating operation, declare the schedule S non-reducible
and exit, else
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(b) If G contains no compensating operation, then declare S reducible and exit.
4. Remove p and p − from G along with all edges incidental to these nodes.
5. Go to step 2

Unfortunately, the verification procedure may cause too much overhead as a concurrency
control. This is mainly due to the fact that paths must be verified for all pairs p and p − in
the graph.
To avoid the verification of paths for reducibility, the class of backward safe schedules
(BSF ) has been introduced [76]. Schedules in BSF have a commit and abort order among
transactions depending on the conflict order of forward operations and compensating operations. The class is defined as follows.
Definition 2.3.1.5 (Backward safe (BSF )) Schedule S = (T , P , <) is backward safe if:
∀Ti , Tj ∈ T , pi ∈ PTi , pj ∈ PTj :
• Ti 6= Tj ∧
• pi < pj ∧
• (Abi , pj ) ∈
/ <∧
• CON (pj , pi− ) ⇒
– (Cmj ∈ PTj ⇒ Cmi ∈ PTi ∧ Cmi < Cmj ) ∧
– (Abi ∈ PTi ⇒ Abj ∈ PTj ∧ (Abi , Abj ) ∈
/ <)
The class imposes a commit order Cmi < Cmj , if an operation pj of Tj is executed after
pi and pj conflicts with pi− . This way reducibility is guaranteed, because if operation pi−
cannot be moved to pi due to its conflict with pj , the operation pj can be removed first.
This latter intuition is captured by the last bullet of the definition.
The intersection class BSF ∩ CSR is a proper subclass of RED, which is stated by
theorem 2.3.1.6.
Theorem 2.3.1.6 BSF ∩ CSR ⊂ RED
Proof 2.3.1.7 [76]
Theorem 2.3.1.6 allows for the development of an efficient concurrency control. To guarantee that a schedule is a member of BSF , a termination graph is maintained according
to the commit and abort dependencies in line with definition 2.3.1.5. To guarantee that
a schedule is a member of CSR, we apply the two-phase locking protocol (see definition
2.2.1.4). The combined protocol was suggested in [76].
Protocol 2.3.1.8 (Backward safe hybrid protocol) Consider a termination graph with
transactions as nodes and directed edges between the nodes.
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• Lock acquisition rule: before operation pj is executed, a lock pj is acquired on all
accessed objects,
• Lock conflict rule: a lock pj is granted only if no lock pi is held with CON (pi , pj ).
• Lock release rule: after a lock pj is released, no lock pi of the same transaction is
acquired. All locks are released as soon as possible.
• Termination graph extension rule: include transaction Tj of pj in the termination
graph, and add an edge Ti ← Tj for non-aborted transaction Ti with some pi ∈ Ti
and CON (pj , pi− ).
• Commit rule: if no transaction Ti precedes Tj in the termination graph, grant the
commit Cmj and remove Tj from the termination graph; else abort Tj
• Abort rule: abort Tj together with all transactions Ti that follow Tj in the termination
graph. Remove Tj and these transactions from the termination graph.

2.4

The tree model

This section introduces the tree model for transactions. The tree model is a generalization
of the conventional flat model. Whereas in the flat model operations are only ordered by
the intra-transaction order, in the tree model operations are also hierarchically ordered.
Non-leaf operations can be considered implemented by their children and thus are defined
at a higher level of abstraction.
The motivation for the tree model is twofold. First, it provides a transaction theory for
nested implementations of applications. Second, it can be used to improve concurrency by
exploiting the semantics of the higher level operations and improve recovery by considering
each nesting as a recovery scope.
A transaction tree is defined as follows [10, 9, 85].
Definition 2.4.0.9 (Transaction tree) A transaction tree is a tuple T = (P , <a , <i )
with:
• T a set of data operations and transactional operations,
• <a a hierarchical order on P , called the abstraction order,
• <i a partial order on P, called the intra-transaction order,
• ∀k ∈ P : Ch(P,<a ) (k ) 6= ∅ ⇒
– Ch(P,<a ) (k ) is a set of data operations and one transactional operation Tmk ,
with Tmk ∈ {Abk , Cmk },
V
– p∈Ch(P,< ) (k )\Tmk p <i Tmk
a
– ∀p, q, p 0 , q 0 ∈ P : p <i q ∧ p <a p 0 ∧ q <a q 0 ⇒ p 0 <i q 0
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In the definition, Ch(P,<a ) (k ) denotes the direct descendents of operation k in P with respect
to <a , i.e.:
Ch(P,<a ) (k ) = {p | p ∈ P ∧ k <a p ∧ ¬∃q ∈ P : k <a q <a p}

(2.3)

As a notational convenience, we will abbreviate Ch(P,<a ) (k ) to Ch(k ) if P and <a are clear
from the context.
The intra-transaction order is defined over all operations of P , such that an order among
two operations p and q means that all their descendents are ordered in the same way.5
A conventional transaction T = (P , <) can be expressed as a transaction tree T 0 =
0
(P , <0a , <0i ) with an additional root operation r as:
P0
<0a
<0i

2.4.1

= P ∪ {r }
= {(r , p) | p ∈ P }
= <

Concurrency control

Analogous to the conventional flat model, we introduce the definitions of a schedule in the
tree model.
Definition 2.4.1.1 (Tree schedule) A tree schedule is a tuple S = (T , P , <a , <d ), with:
• T a set of transaction trees
• P the operations of the set of transaction trees, with P =

S

(P 0 ,<0a ,<0i )∈T

• <a a hierarchical order on P , called the abstraction order, with <a =

S

P0

(P 0 ,<0a ,<0i )∈T

<0a

• <d a partial order on P , called the dynamic order, with:
S
– ( (P 0 ,<0 ,<0 )∈T <0i ) ⊆<d
a

i

– ∀pi , pj , pi0 , pj0 ∈ P : pi <d pj ∧ pi <a pi0 ∧ pj <a pj0 ⇒ pi0 <d pj0
The main point for introducing transaction trees is that the semantics of higher level
operations can be exploited for the notion of equivalence to a serial history. The gain here
is that two higher level operations may not conflict even though their children may conflict.
This results in a larger class of schedules than conflict serializable schedules. This class of
tree conflict serializable schedules (TCSR) is defined by a procedure of commute, compose
and order rules. A schedule is defined TCSR if the procedure terminates with a serial tree
schedule. This is a tree schedule of totally ordered root operations.
Definition 2.4.1.2 (Tree conflict serializable (TCSR)) Let S = (T , P , <a , <d ) be a
tree schedule. Tree schedule S is tree conflict serializable if it can be transformed into a
serial tree schedule by the following rules:
5 This

is referred to as tree-consistent node ordering [85].
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• commute rule: for an adjacent pair of ordered leaf operations p <d q reverse the order,
if ¬CON (p, q) and not p <0i q for some (P 0 , <0a , <0i ) ∈ T .
• compose rule: remove operations Ch(k ) for some operation k, if Ch(k ) are leaf operations and are non-interleaved by other leaf operations.
• order rule: an unordered pair of leaf operations p and q is ordered either p <d q or
q <d p.
Protocols
The definition of TCSR is not constructive and therefore not suitable for developing a
concurrency control. A more conservative class of TCSR that can be verified efficiently is
called multi-level serializability [11, 83]. In this class it is assumed that transaction trees are
layered, i.e. all leaf operations of each transaction tree have the same distance to the root
operation.
Definition 2.4.1.3 (Layered schedule) A layered schedule is a tree schedule S = (T , P , <a
, <d ) where the leaf operations of all transaction trees have the same distance to the root
operation with respect order <a .
The reason why a layered schedule can be verified efficiently, is that each level can be
considered a conventional flat schedule that, to a large extent, can be scheduled in a modular
way. Each such flat schedule in a layered schedule is defined a level-to-level schedule. A
layered schedule with n levels is referred to as an n-level schedule.
Definition 2.4.1.4 (Level-to-Level Schedule) Let S = (T , P , <a , <d ) be an n-level schedule with layers L0 , . . . , Ln (in top-down order). The level-to-level schedule Sk = (Tk , Pk , <k )
from level k to level k + 1 with 0 ≤ k < n is a schedule with:
• Tk the set of transactions that represent the operations in P with distance k to the
root w.r.t. <a .
• Pk the set of operations of P with distance k + 1 to the root w.r.t. <a ,
• <k the order <d on the operations Pk .
It has been demonstrated that conflict serializability for each level-to-level schedule is
not sufficient for TCSR [82]. An additional property of level-to-level schedules is required,
where for each pair of conflicting operations, there must be at least one conflicting pair
among their children. This is referred to as conflict faithfulness.
Definition 2.4.1.5 (Conflict Faithfulness) A layered schedule S = (T , P , <a , <d ) is
conflict faithful if for each conflicting pair p and q at the same level, there are two conflicting children p 0 ∈ Ch(p) and q 0 ∈ Ch(q).
Conflict faithfulness and conflict serializability for each level in layered schedules is sufficient for TCSR. This is expressed by theorem 2.4.1.6.
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Theorem 2.4.1.6 (Multi-level serializable (MCSR)) An n-level schedule S is tree conflict serializable if it is conflict faithful and for all k : 0 ≤ k < n : level-to-level schedule
Sk ∈ CSR.
Proof 2.4.1.7 [85]
Theorem 2.4.1.6 allows for a highly modular concurrency control that is based on twophase locking for each level-to-level schedule.

2.4.2

Recovery

The recovery theory of section 2.3 can be extended to the tree model. The interesting aspect
of the tree model in the context of recovery is that the hierarchical structure of transaction
trees can be exploited for more refined recovery. Each non-leaf operation is considered a
separate recovery scope, such that an abort or commit of the non-leaf operation only applies
to the children of this non-leaf operation. Each non-leaf operation can then be considered a
sub-transaction.
A schedule of transaction trees with aborted non-leaf operations can be expanded similar
to the expansion of conventional schedules. The expansion of tree schedules is defined as
follows:6
Definition 2.4.2.1 (Expanded tree schedule) Let S = (T , P , <a , <d ) be a tree schedule. The expanded tree schedule of S is a tree schedule X (S ) = (T 0 , P 0 , <0a , <0d ) with:
• T0 = T
• P0 =
– {pi | pk ∈ P ∧ pi ∈ Ch(pk ) ∧ pi ∈
/ {Abk , Cmk }} ∪ {Cmk } ∪
– {pi− | pk ∈ P ∧ pi ∈ Ch(pk ) ∧ Abk ∈ Ch(pk ) ∧ pi 6= Abk }
• <0a =<a ∪ {(pk , pi− ) | pk , pi ∈ P ∧ pk <a pi }
• <0d =<d ∪
– {(pj , pi− ) | pj , pk ∈ P ∧ pi ∈ Ch(pk ) ∧ pj <d Abk }
– {(pi− , pj ) | pj , pk ∈ P ∧ pi ∈ Ch(pk ) ∧ Abk <d pj }
– {(pi− , pj− ) | pk , pl ∈ P ∧ pi ∈ Ch(pk ) ∧ pj ∈ Ch(pl ) ∧ Abk <d Abl }
The difference between the conventional definition of expanded schedule and expanded
tree schedule is that the abstraction order is extended, such that compensating operations
are added as children of aborted or active non-leaf operations.
Correctness for the expanded tree schedule is defined by combining tree conflict serializability and reducibility.
Definition 2.4.2.2 (Tree reducible (TRED)) Let S = (T , P , <a , <d ) be a tree schedule
and X (S ) = (T 0 , P 0 , <0a , <0i ) its expanded tree schedule. Tree schedule S is tree reducible if
X (S ) can be transformed into a serial tree schedule by applying the following rules:
6 We

write Tmk to denote the termination operation of operation k , with Tmk ∈ {Cmk , Abk }
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• commute rule: for an adjacent pair of ordered leaf operations p <0d q reverse the order,
if ¬CON (p, q) and not p <00i q for some (P 00 , <00a , <00i ) ∈ T 0 .
• compose rule: remove operations Ch(k ) for some operation k , if Ch(k ) are leaf operations and are non-interleaved by other leaf operations.
• compensate rule: remove any adjacent leaf pair p <d p − , where p − is the compensating
operation of p.
• order rule: an unordered leaf pair p and q is ordered either p <0d q or q <0d p.
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Chapter 3

Semantics-based concurrency
control
3.1

Introduction

In conventional serializability theory it is assumed that each transaction must execute in full
isolation. This has important consequences for the allowable degree of concurrency, because
the execution must result in the same observed states as a serial execution of transactions,
i.e. the execution must be view serializable.
However, for many applications full isolation is not required: these applications can
tolerate some degree of interference during execution, while they still produce their intended
effect on the database. The fact that some interference can be tolerated can have significant
impact on concurrency, because certain non-view serializable interleaving of operations can
be accepted. The following example gives a schedule that is not view serializable, but can
still be considered correct.
Example 3.1.0.3 (Correct non-view serializable schedule) Consider a transaction T1
that takes the address of a customer and delivers a parcel to the customer’s address. In addition, consider a concurrent transaction T2 that updates the address. Transaction T1 is
implemented by two operations intake and deliver. Operation intake takes address n from
the user through transaction parameter n and writes the address to the database variable
a. Operation deliver reads database variable a, and writes the delivery address to variable
d . Transaction T2 is implemented by a single operation update that writes an address to
variable a.
Now, consider the following schedule:
T1 :
intake
deliver
update
T2 :
The schedule represents an execution in which transaction T1 does not execute in full
isolation: operation deliver reads the address produced by operation update instead of the
address produced by operation intake. This is not acceptable, if T1 requires that the delivery
address d is the same as the address supplied by the user. However, if the delivery address
39
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need not be the same as the address taken from the user, the schedule is acceptable even
though operation update writes a different address in variable a. This would be the case if
delivery only requires that the address a is valid when it starts.
The example illustrates that for certain applications isolated execution is not required.
The fact that isolated execution is not required may improve concurrency. This fact is
particularly important for long transactions, because isolated execution of long transactions
may have considerable impact on concurrency.
The example also illustrates, that the required degree of isolation of transactions is
dependent on the semantics of the application. The semantics for T1 , where the delivery
address must be the same as the user supplied address, did not tolerate interference, whereas
the relaxed semantics of T1 , where delivery can be done to any valid address, allowed for
interference by T2 .
In this chapter we investigate how application semantics can be exploited to improve
concurrency by reducing isolation. We aim at a general formal model that captures semantics
of applications and we pursue practical concurrency controls.
We are not the first to investigate this. An overview of the most important approaches
is provided in the next section.

3.1.1

Related work

Considerable work has been done to improve concurrency while exploiting the semantics
of applications. Essentially, the work can be split into two directions: one direction that
maintains view serializability as correctness criterion, while the other direction abandons
this correctness criterion and instead relies on interleaving specifications of transactions.
The first direction generalizes the classical work on concurrency control. The classical
approach adopts conflict serializability as correctness criterion, because it is a subclass of
view serializable schedules that is suitable for efficient concurrency controls. The class of
conflict serializable schedules is extended in two steps.
The first step considers the semantics of the operations. Instead of considering only read
and write semantics for operations, the actual function of the operation is considered in
the context of the application. With these extra semantics, certain previously conflicting
operations can be identified as non-conflicting. This results in a weaker conflict relation,
such that the class of conflict serializable schedules is extended [80, 55].
The second step extends the first to the case where the combined semantics of a set of
operations are considered. This was initially motivated by the architecture of transactional
systems. In [82] this approach was taken for layered systems. Here, transactions are considered as operations that invoke operations at lower levels in the system. In [5] this work
was further generalized to non-layered, composite systems. It has been demonstrated that
the higher-level semantics of sets of operations can improve concurrency significantly.
These works demonstrated that by exploiting semantics of operations and sets of operations transactions can be allowed to execute concurrently. However, the approaches all
preserve view serializability and thus only schedules are accepted that preserve full isolation. As a result, the example from the introduction is not by supported by any of these
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approaches.
The second direction does not consider view serializability as basis for correctness and
allows for non-isolated execution. Instead, transactions are decomposed into atomic steps.
Steps generally consist of a subset of operations of the transaction that execute in a serializable way. Correctness is defined by the application designer by means of an allowable
interleaving of the steps of concurrent transactions.
Initial work on interleaving specifications can be found in [37]. Here, the database is
partitioned into database variables that require serializability and those that do not require
serializability. Based on this distinction, transactions are grouped, such that the transactions
in the same compatibility set can be arbitrarily interleaved without violating serializability,
whereas transactions in different groups cannot be interleaved at all. A special case of
this approach is the SAGA model [38]. In this model all transactions can interleave in an
arbitrary way. To preserve correctness, it is required that each step observes and preserves
database consistency. This requirement severely limits the decomposition possibilities of
transactions.
In [56] a more refined model of specifying allowable interleaving of transactions is proposed. For each transaction, the operations are grouped according to a hierarchical structure,
such that at each level of the hierarchy a set of breakpoints between the groups is implied.
Transactions are also hierarchically grouped. The lowest level at which two transactions
Ti and Tj are grouped, determines at what layer the operations of both transactions can
be interleaved. Despite the fact that the specification model is more flexible than [37], the
hierarchical approach has limited flexibility.
The model proposed in [36] generalizes the proposal of [56]. Here, each transaction is
decomposed into steps and for each step it is specified what transactions are allowed to interleave. Although this is more flexible, only interleaving with respect to whole transactions
can be specified.
The work [1] is the first to combine interleaving specifications with conventional serializability theory. For this, the operations of each transaction are grouped into atomic
units. The atomic units are defined relative to other transactions and define how the atomic
units are allowed to interleave. A schedule is considered relatively serializable, if the atomic
units are serializable with respect to each other. It is demonstrated that the approach is a
generalization of [36]. In [75] the approach of [1] is further refined, such that atomic units
can be defined relative to operations instead of transactions.
Although the sketched approaches provide a refined model for specifying interleaving
specifications, they leave the responsibility for correctness of the interleaving specification
with the application designer. In addition, no guidelines are offered to the application
designer what interleaving should be correct. The design process is therefore complex, error
prone and thus rather impractical.
To overcome this design problem, some approaches have suggested the specification of
isolation predicates between steps. One such approach is the ConTract model [66, 79, 67].
A ConTract can be considered a partial order of steps. With each step an entry and exit
invariant is associated, similar to a pre- and post-condition of the step. Entry invariants
may reference exit invariants of previously executed steps, such that a degree of isolation
can be specified between steps. If a step Si invalidates an entry or exit invariant of a step
Sj it is considered ordered before or after Sj . As a correctness criterion, ConTracts should
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execute in a serializable way with respect to this order.
A similar approach is taken in [2]. Here, a model is proposed where transactions are
decomposed into steps and where the application designer explicitly states a pre-condition
before every step that states the ’required consistency’ of the database. Schedules are
only correct if the consistency assertions are satisfied before each step. Unfortunately, the
consistency assertions are not sufficient to guarantee that transactions observe consistent
database states. For this a notion of orderability is introduced, similar to serializability.
The advantage of these approaches, is that the specification of the allowed interleaving is
more intuitive, because it can be expressed in terms of the semantics of the transactions
themselves, and not relative to other transactions. However, this specification appears
insufficient for correctness, because it is not sufficient for observing consistent database
states. Therefore, again, a notion of serializability is introduced. The relation between the
semantics of the application and the notion of serializability remains unclear.
The first work to establish a formal link between the semantics of transactions and the
notion of serializability is [17, 14, 13]. The approach takes as input a formal specification of
the semantics of transactions in terms of a pre- and post-condition. A schedule is defined
correct, if it satisfies the compositional result of a sequence of transactions, and database
consistency is restored. Importantly, the compositional result is defined in terms of the semantics of transactions and not in terms of database states. As a result, semantic correctness
is weaker than view serializability. It only requires that the specifications of the transactions
are satisfied, but does not require that transactions execute in full isolation. For the concurrency control, the formal specification of the semantics of a transaction are used to establish
the minimal constraints between the steps of a transaction that are required for each transaction to meet its specification. As such, the minimal isolation requirements between the
steps can be formally derived. At run-time a locking-based ’assertional’ concurrency control
controls the interleaving of steps, such that semantic correctness is preserved.
Possibly one of the most important contributions of the work is the definition of semantic
correctness as a correctness criterion that is weaker than view serializability, proposed in [13].
Semantic correctness allows for non-isolated execution of transactions, such as our example
from the introduction, while preserving some notion of serializability. However, much of
the potential gain is lost in the proposed concurrency control. For example, the assertional
concurrency control does not allow concurrent execution of transactions that invalidate each
other’s results. Second, the approach has a practical limitation on the decomposition of
steps, because the concurrency control does not exploit the combined semantics of sets of
steps. This way, a reasonable granularity of steps must be maintained, in order to exploit
some higher-level semantics such as in [82].

3.1.2

Approach

The discussion of related work shows that the limitations of view serializability can be
overcome by introducing explicit interleaving specifications. This however burdens the application designer with heavy responsibility for preserving correctness in the presence of
concurrency. Even more important, it provides no guidelines for what interleaving of steps
is correct. As an initial attempt, explicit isolation predicates were introduced, that guarantee that at least the specifications of transactions are met. However, these predicates
alone prove insufficient for correctness definitions for schedules. The main problem here is
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that no notion of serializability is used in these approaches. Not surprisingly, the notion of
serializability was reintroduced in recent approaches. Eventually, in [13] a formal link was
established between isolation predicates between steps and the notion of serializability.
The work of [13] comes forth from the tradition of interleaving specifications, and not
surprisingly, a new concurrency control was proposed that is based on allowed interleaving
of steps. The problem with the approach and the concurrency control in particular is that
it ignores the existing serializability theory, with all its practically relevant results.
Therefore, in this chapter we investigate how conventional serializability theory can be
applied in the context of the approaches of interleaving specifications, and in particular
the work of [13]. Such relation is relevant, because it enables the reuse of the results of
serializability theory. Even more important, it allows for the application of the results to
existing commercial systems that are mostly based on serializability theory with minimal
effort.
Our serializability theory is based on an application specific interpretation of semantics
of operations, schedules and transactions. Instead of considering the actual semantics of
operations, we only consider the relevant semantics of operations in the context of their
application. The relevant semantics of operations are generally weaker than the actual semantics of an operation. For example, the function of operation intake from the example
in the introduction writes the value of the input parameter n to database variable a. However, in the context of the application, the relevant semantics of operation intake are much
weaker: it is only required that some valid address is written to database variable a. This
makes, that the address after operation intake may be modified by a concurrent transaction
T2 without invalidating the relevant result of operation intake.
We introduce a definition of semantics that can capture this subtlety. Based on this definition, we introduce a definition for the semantics of operations, and extend this definition
to schedules, defined as the semantic composition of its operations. Such definition is then
used to introduce novel correctness criteria that are semantic interpretations of the conventional notions of final state serializability, view serializability and conflict serializability. We
refer to these new correctness criteria as semantic final state serializability, semantic view
serializability and semantic conflict serializability.
The definition of semantic conflict serializability is of high practical relevance, because many
concurrency controls are based on conflict serializability. Semantic conflict serializability is
defined based on the semantic interpretation of the conventional conflict relation among operations: the semantic conflict relation. For the concurrency control, we propose conventional
techniques such as serialization graph testing and two-phase locking. The improvement in
concurrency therefore comes directly from the weaker definition of the conflict relation.
In addition, we investigate the possibility to exploit higher-level semantics. Initially, we
define semantics of transactions in a similar way as semantics for operations. Based on such
definition, the definition of the semantics of a serial schedule can be expressed in a similar
way as the semantics of a schedule. The semantics of a serial schedule of transactions can
then be used to introduce even weaker notions of correctness than the introduced semantic
serializability notions, because the semantics of transactions can be exploited. This approach
of exploiting semantics of transactions can be further generalized to the tree model, such
that semantics of sets of operations can also be exploited. This approach is discussed in
chapter 4.
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Outline

We start our discussion in section 3.2 by motivating the need for a more general definition
of semantics than semantics based on functions (see chapter 2). Then, we introduce such a
definition of semantics for application state transitions. The definition is used to define the
semantics of operations. The semantics of schedules are defined as the composition of the
semantics of its operations.
In section 3.3 the new definition of semantics is used to introduce novel correctness criteria for schedules. In particular, we introduce the criteria semantic final state serializability,
semantic view serializability and semantic conflict serializability. The latter correctness criterion is similar to conventional conflict serializability, except for the semantic interpretation
of the conflict relation. We demonstrate how weaker application semantics result in higher
degrees of concurrency.
In section 3.4 we demonstrate how concurrency can be further improved by exploiting
the semantics of transactions. We introduce a definition for correct transaction semantics
and introduce the definition of sufficient operation semantics in the context of transaction
semantics. This definition is useful, because it can be used to define weaker operation
semantics, which results in higher degrees of concurrency. We introduce novel correctness
criteria based on the semantics of transactions.
We conclude in section 3.5.

3.2

Semantics of operations and schedules

In chapter 2 we introduced a semantics based on functions for operations in the context
of a schedule. These semantics are defined for each operation by a function on application
states. We implicitly assumed that these semantics of the operations are sufficient for each
transaction to achieve its intended result. However, the function of the operation may
however not be necessary for the application to achieve its intended result.
As an illustration, reconsider example 3.1.0.3 from the introduction. The operation
intake takes some address from the user and stores it in database variable a. The resulting
state of address a is therefore the same as the state of the input parameter n. However,
according to the weaker semantics of the application, it appears that the relevant semantics
of operation intake are weaker. It is not required that the resulting state of the address is the
same as the address supplied by the user. Rather, it is sufficient, if the address a represents
some valid address. This explains why a concurrent transaction is allowed to change the
state of the address during execution of transaction T1 . We therefore conclude, that the
relevant semantics of operation intake require that the resulting address a is valid, rather
than that it is required that the state of address a equals the state of input parameter n.
This means, that the semantics of operation intake are sufficient for transaction T1 to
complete successfully, but are not necessary. Instead, weaker semantics of the operation are
sufficient for T1 that allow a result consisting of a set of states on variable a, i.e. the set of
states where variable a represents a valid address.
The reasoning above motivates us to generalize the definition of operation semantics
from functions to binary relations on application states. We start with a generic definition
of semantics of application state transitions.
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Definition 3.2.0.1 (Application state transition semantics) The semantics of an application state transition are defined as a binary relation on the set of application states
R : AS × AS , where each application state is represented by a vector corresponding to the
application variables. We reference the components of the vector pair as:
((x 1pre , x 2pre , . . . , xnpre ), (x 1post , x 2post , . . . , xnpost ))
. . . with x 1, x 2, . . . , xn the application variables AV.
In the sequel of this thesis, we will refer to an application state transition, simply as
transition and we may refer to application state transition semantics simply as semantics.
We identify the binary relation R on pairs of application states with its characterizing
predicate function F , such that:
((x 1pre , x 2pre , . . . , xnpre ), (x 1post , x 2post , . . . , xnpost )) ∈ R
⇔
F (x 1pre , x 2pre , . . . , xnpre , x 1post , x 2post , . . . , xnpost )
This way, we can write semantics either by means of the binary relation or the characterizing predicate function. We illustrate the definition by means of the following example.
Example 3.2.0.2 (Semantics) Let AV be the set of application variables with AV =
{x , y, z }. The semantics of the transition where variable x is incremented by one can be
described by predicate function:
xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre ∧ zpost = zpre

(3.1)

As the set of appliation variables is generally large, we may abbreviate those conjuncts
for variables that remain invariant by Inv(V ). Predicate Inv is defined as:
^
Inv(V ) =def
xpost = xpre
x ∈AV\V
Thus, for the transition of the example we can write:
xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x }).
We illustrate this definition by example 3.1.0.3 from the introduction.
Example 3.2.0.3 (Semantics predicate) The semantics of the operations in the introduction example can be specified as:
Rintake = (valid (npre ) ⇒ apost = npre ∧ Inv({a}))
The premisse expresses the fact that at the beginning of operation intake the variable n
represents a valid address. The conclusion expresses the fact that variable a is written with
the value of n.
Rdeliver = (valid (apre ) ⇒ dpost = apre ∧ Inv({d }))
The premisse states that variable a must represent a valid address. The conclusion states
that the delivery address is written with the same as the address a.
Rupdate = (valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))
Operation update writes some valid address to variable a.
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We have motivated our definition for semantics by the claim that it allows us to introduce weaker semantics for operations than the actual semantics of operations. Intuitively,
semantics R 0 for an operation are weaker than semantics R, if R 0 allows for at least the same
state transitions as R. We define this formally as follows.
Definition 3.2.0.4 (Weaker/stronger semantics) Let R and R 0 be two semantics. Semantics R 0 are weaker than semantics R (semantics R are stronger than R 0 ) if R ⊂ R 0 .
Example 3.2.0.5 (Weaker/stronger semantics) Consider the semantics Rintake for operation intake as given in example 3.2.0.2:
Rintake = (valid (npre ) ⇒ apost = npre ∧ Inv({a}))
The semantics Rintake specify that after operation intake, variable a has the same value
as the initial value of variable n.
If for a certain application it is only required that after operation intake variable a represents some valid address, but not necessarily a = n, we may assign the following semantics
to operation intake as well:
0
Rintake
= (valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))
0
0
is a weaker relation on state transition pairs
, i.e. Rintake
We have that Rintake ⊂ Rintake
than Rintake .

Although theoretically any semantics can be assigned to operations, in practice operations will perform state transitions according to their actual semantics.1 . Any semantics
assigned to operations must therefore be weaker than the actual semantics. Semantics with
this property are called justified.2
Definition 3.2.0.6 (Justified semantics) Let R be the actual semantics of operation p
and let R 0 be some arbitrary semantics. R 0 are justified semantics for p if: R ⊆ R 0 .
In the examples 3.2.0.5 and 3.2.0.3, the semantics Rintake represent the actual semantics.
0
0
are justified, because Rintake ⊆ Rintake
. In the remainder of this
The semantics Rintake
thesis, we assume justified semantics for operations.
Now we have defined the semantics of operations, we can define the semantics of schedules. The semantics of schedules are generally not specified by the user, because a schedule
is generally not known at design-time. Therefore, we introduce a definition for the composition of semantics. We start with sequential composition of semantics, which is defined as
the relational composition.
Definition 3.2.0.7 (Composition of semantics) The composition of semantics R and
R 0 , denoted R ⊕ R 0 is defined:
R ⊕ R 0 =def
{((x 1pre , . . . , xmpre ), (x 1post , . . . , xmpost )) | ∃(x 1mid , . . . , xmmid ) :
((x 1pre , . . . , xmpre ), (x 1mid , . . . , xmmid )) ∈ R ∧
((x 1mid , . . . , xmmid ), (x 1post , . . . , xmpost )) ∈ R 0 }
1 See
2 For

definition 2.2.0.4
the definition, we redefine the actual semantics function as a relation.
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It follows from the identification of binary relations with functions (see page 45) that we
can write F ⊕ F 0 for R ⊕ R 0 , with:
F ⊕ F0 =
∃(x 1mid , . . . , xmmid ) :
F [(x 1post , . . . , xmpost ) ← (x 1mid , . . . , xmmid )] ∧
F 0 [(x 1pre , . . . , xmpre ) ← (x 1mid , . . . , xmmid )]
. . . where P [(x 1, . . . , xm) ← (y1, . . . , ym)] denotes that each variable xi in predicate P is
replaced by variable yi .
We illustrate the definition by means of the delivery example.
Example 3.2.0.8 (Composition of semantics) Recall the semantics of the operations
intake and deliver from example 3.2.0.3:
Rintake
Rdeliver

= (valid (npre ) ⇒ apost = npre ∧ Inv({a}))
= (valid (apre ) ⇒ dpost = apre ∧ Inv({d }))

The semantics of the sequential composition are defined as:
Rintake ⊕ Rdeliver
= ∃(n, a, d , . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ apost = npre ∧ Inv({a}))[(npost , apost , dpost , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)] ∧
(valid (apre ) ⇒ dpost = apre ∧apre = apost ∧Inv({d }))[(npre , apre , dpre , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)]
= ∃(n, a, d , . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ a = npre ∧ Inv({a})[(npost , apost , dpost , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)]) ∧
(valid (a) ⇒ dpost = a ∧ a = apost ∧ Inv({d })[(npre , apre , dpre , . . .) < −(n, a, d , . . .)])
= (valid (npre ) ⇒ npre = npost = dpost = apost ∧ Inv({a, d }))
The definition of sequential composition can be generalized to sets of totally ordered
semantics.
Definition 3.2.0.9 (Totally ordered semantics) Let RR be a set of semantics and <R
a total order on RR, with R1 <R . . . <R Rn . The total order of semantics are defined as:
(RR, <R ) =def R1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Rn
The definition can be applied to totally ordered schedules in the context of some semantics
assignment to its operations. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 3.2.0.10 (Totally ordered semantics) Reconsider example 3.1.0.3 from the
introduction, with schedule:
T1
intake
deliver
update
T2
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. . . and operation semantics:
Rintake = (valid (npre ) ⇒ apost = npre ∧ Inv({a}))
Rdeliver = (valid (apre ) ⇒ dpost = apre ∧ Inv({d }))
Rupdate = (valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))
The semantics of the totally ordered schedule are derived as follows:
Rintake ⊕ Rupdate ⊕ Rdeliver
= (∃(n, a, d , . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ apost = npre ∧ Inv({a}))[(npost , apost , dpost , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)] ∧
(valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))[(npre , apre , dpre , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)])
⊕ Rdeliver
= (∃(n, a, d , . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ a = npre ∧ Inv({a})[(npost , apost , dpost , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)] ∧
(valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a})[(npre , apre , dpre , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)]))
⊕ Rdeliver
= ((valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))) ⊕ Rdeliver
= ∃(n, a, d , . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))[(npost , apost , dpost , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)] ∧
(valid (apre ) ⇒ dpost = apre ∧ Inv({d }))[(npre , apre , dpre , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)]
= ∃(n, a, d , . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))[(npost , apost , dpost , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)] ∧
(valid (apre ) ⇒ dpost = apre ∧ Inv({d }))[(npre , apre , dpre , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)]
= ∃(n, a, d , . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (a) ∧ Inv({a})[(npost , apost , dpost , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)]) ∧
(valid (a) ⇒ dpost = a ∧ Inv({d })[(npre , apre , dpre , . . .) ← (n, a, d , . . .)])
= (valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost ) ∧ dpost = apost ∧ Inv({a, d }))

In general however, the operations in a schedule are not totally ordered, but partially
ordered. The semantics of a partial order of operations can be defined as the disjunction of
the semantics of all total orders of the operations that satisfy the partial order.
Definition 3.2.0.11 (Partially ordered semantics) Let RR be a set of semantics and
<r a partial order on RR. Let <R be the set of total orders on RR that satisfies ∀ <Ri ∈<R :
(<r ⊆ <Ri ). The partially ordered semantics are defined as:
[
(RR, <r ) =def
(RR, <Ri ).
<Ri ∈<R
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This is an important definition in the context of schedules, because it allows us to reason
about the partially ordered semantics of the operations in a schedule. In particular, if we
have a schedule S = (T , P , <) and the semantics for each operation p ∈ P are defined by
Rp . Then, the composed semantics of the schedule are defined by:
[
Rp , <)
(
p∈P

As a result, we can now reason about the semantics of schedules and relate these semantics to appropriate correctness criteria. This is discussed in the following section.

3.3

Semantic serializability

In this section we define correctness notions for semantic serializability. We follow a similar
approach as conventional serializability theory by considering schedules serializable, if they
are equivalent to a serial schedule.
As the basis for the equivalence relation on schedules, we consider the composed semantics of a schedule. Initially, we adapt the conventional definitions of final state serializability
and view serializability to semantic final state serializability and semantic view serializability. Then, in section 3.3.2 we introduce the definition for semantic conflict serializability.

3.3.1

Semantic final state and semantic view serializability

The generalized definition of semantics for operations can be directly applied to the conventional definitions of final state serializability and view serializability. In the definitions we
simply replace the semantics function M (S ) with the composed semantics of the schedule.
First, we introduce semantic final state equivalence. Similar to final state equivalence,
semantic final state equivalence is only defined with respect to the database variables.
Definition 3.3.1.1 (Semantic final state equivalence) Let S = (T , P , <) and S 0 =
(T 0 , P 0 , <0 ) be two schedules. Schedules S and S 0 are semantic final state equivalent in the
context of justified semantics Rp for each operation p ∈ P , if:
• T = T0
• P = P0
S
S
• [( p∈P Rp , <)]DB = [( p∈P Rp , <0 )]DB
Based on the definition of semantic final state equivalence, we can define semantic final
state serializability as follows.
Definition 3.3.1.2 (Semantic final state serializable (SFSR)) A schedule is semantic
final state serializable if it is semantic final state equivalent to a serial schedule.
The correctness criterion SFSR shares an important disadvantage with its conventional
criterion FSR in that it defines serializability only with respect to database variables, but
not with respect to results returned to the user. This is generally unacceptable.
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Therefore, we introduce the class of semantic view serializable schedules that requires
that users only observe results from serializable executions. We define semantic view serializability by means of semantic view equivalence of schedules. Semantic view equivalence of
schedules is a stronger equivalence relation than semantic final result equivalence, because
we interpret the semantics not only with respect to database variables but also with respect
to the transaction parameters (TP) that interact with the users.
Semantic view equivalence and semantic view serializability are defined as follows.
Definition 3.3.1.3 (Semantic view equivalence) Let S = (T , P , <) and S 0 = (T 0 , P 0 , <0
) be two schedules. Schedules S and S 0 are semantic view equivalent in the context of justified
semantics Rp for each operation p ∈ P , if:
• T = T’
• P = P’
S
S
• [( p∈P Rp , <)]DB∪TP = [( p∈P Rp , <0 )]DB∪TP
Definition 3.3.1.4 (Semantic view serializable (SVSR)) A schedule is semantic view
serializable if it is semantic view equivalent to a serial schedule.
It may be clear from the definitions that the class of semantic view serializable schedules is a subclass of semantic final result serializable schedules, because the results on the
transaction parameters are included in SVSR.
We illustrate the definition of semantic final result serializability and semantic view
serializability by the following example.
Example 3.3.1.5 (SFSR and not SVSR) Consider transactions T1 and T2 . Transaction T1 consists of operations incx and incy, and transaction T3 consist of one operation
audit. The semantics of the operations are defined by:
Rincx
Rincy
Raudit

= (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x }))
= (ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({y}))
= (ppost = xpre ∧ qpost = ypre ∧ Inv({p, q}))

. . . with x , y ∈ DB and p, q ∈ TP . Now, consider schedule S :
incy
T1 :
incx
T2 :
audit
We demonstrate that S ∈ SFSR and S ∈
/ SVSR. For this, we derive the semantics of
schedule S . Then, we derive the semantics of the serial schedule S 0 where operation audit
is ordered after incy. Based on the composed semantics of schedule S and S 0 , we conclude
that S is semantic final state serializable and not semantic view serializable.
The semantics of schedule S are derived as follows :
Rincx ⊕ Raudit ⊕ Rincy
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x })) ⊕ (ppost = xpre ∧ qpost = ypre ∧ Inv({p, q})) ⊕ Rincy
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⇔ (∃(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...) :
((xpost = xpre +1∧Inv({x }))[(xpost , ypost , ppost , qpost , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)]∧
(ppost = xpre ∧ qpost = ypre ∧ Inv({p, q}))[(xpre , ypre , ppre , qpre , ...) ←
(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)])
⊕ Rincy
⇔ (∃(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...) :
(xmid = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x })[(xpost , ypost , ppost , qpost , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)] ∧
ppost = xmid ∧ qpost = ymid ∧ Inv({p, q})[(xpre , ypre , ppre , qpre , ...) ←
(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)])
⊕ Rincy
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ppost = xpre + 1 ∧ qpost = ypre ∧ Inv({x , p, q})) ⊕ Rincy
⇔ ∃(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...) :
(xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ppost = xpre + 1 ∧ qpost = ypre ∧ Inv({x , y, p, q}))
[(xpost , ypost , ppost , qpost , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)] ∧
(ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({y}))[(xpre , ypre , ppre , qpre , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)]
⇔ ∃(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...) :
(xmid = xpre + 1 ∧ pmid = xpre + 1 ∧ qmid = ypre ∧ Inv({x , y, p, q}))
[(xpost , ypost , ppost , qpost , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)] ∧
(ypost = ymid + 1 ∧ Inv({y}))[(xpre , ypre , ppre , qpre , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)]
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ ppost = xpre + 1 ∧ qpost = ypre ∧ Inv({x , y, p, q}))
The semantics of serial schedule S 0 are derived as follows:
Rincx ⊕ Rincy ⊕ Raudit
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x })) ⊕ (ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({y})) ⊕ Raudit
⇔ (∃(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , . . .) :
(xpost = xpre +1∧Inv({x }))[(xpost , ypost , ppost , qpost , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)]∧
(ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({y}))[(xpre , ypre , ppre , qpre , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)])
⊕ Raudit
⇔ (∃(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , . . .) :
(xmid = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x })[(xpost , ypost , ppost , qpost , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)] ∧
ypost = ymid + 1 ∧ Inv({y})[(xpre , ypre , ppre , qpre , ...) ← (xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)])
⊕ Raudit
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , y})) ⊕ Raudit
⇔ (∃(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , . . .) :
(xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , y}))[(xpost , ypost , ppost , qpost , ...) ←
(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)] ∧
(ppost = xpre ∧ qpost = ypre ∧ Inv({p, q}))[(xpre , ypre , ppre , qpre , ...) ←
(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)]
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⇔ (∃(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , . . .) :
(xmid = xpre + 1 ∧ ymid = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , y})[(xpost , ypost , ppost , qpost , ...) ←
(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)] ∧
ppost = xmid ∧ qpost = ymid ∧ Inv({p, q})[(xpre , ypre , ppre , qpre , ...) ←
(xmid , ymid , pmid , qmid , ...)]
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ ppost = xpre + 1 ∧ qpost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , y, p, q}))

Based on the semantics of schedules S and S 0 we can now verify whether schedule S is
semantic final result equivalent to serial schedule S 0 and whether schedule S is semantic
view equivalent to serial schedule S 0 . We have T = T 0 and P = P 0 and in addition:
S
S
[( p∈P Rp , <)]DB = [( p∈P Rp , <0 )]DB
⇔ [(∃ppre , ppost , qpre , qpost : (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ ppost = xpre + 1 ∧ qpost =
ypre ∧ Inv({x , y, p, q})))]DB =
[(∃ppre , ppost , qpre , qpost : (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ ppost = xpre + 1 ∧ qpost =
ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , y, p, q}))]DB
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , y})) =
(xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , y}))
⇔ TRUE
Hence, we can conclude that schedules S and S 0 are semantic final state equivalent, and
thus schedule S ∈ SFSR. In a similar way we verify whether S ∈ SVSR. We have T = T 0 ,
P = P 0 and:
S
S
[( p∈PS Rp , <)]DB∪TP = [( p∈PS Rp , <0 )]DB∪TP
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ ppost = xpre + 1 ∧ qpost = ypre ∧ Inv({x , y, p, q})) =
(xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ ypost = ypre + 1 ∧ ppost = xpre + 1 ∧ qpost = ypre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , y, p, q}))
⇔ FALSE
. . . and therefore we conclude that S ∈
/ SVSR. The reason is that the semantics of
schedule S and S 0 are different with respect to transaction parameter q.

3.3.2

Semantic conflict serializability (SCSR)

After defining semantic final state serializability and semantic view serializability, we now
apply the relevant semantics to the definition of conflict serializability, resulting in the
correctness criterion of semantic conflict serializability. The primary difference between
conventional conflict serializability and semantic conflict serializability is the definition of
the conflict relation. We introduce the semantic conflict relation as a binary relation on
semantics.
Definition 3.3.2.1 (Semantic conflict relation) The semantic conflict relation SCON
on a binary relation of semantics is defined:
SCON (R, R 0 ) ⇔ (R ⊕ R 0 6= R 0 ⊕ R)
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The definition implies that the order of the operations p and q with conflicting semantics
Rp and Rq is relevant for the composed semantics of a schedule. Therefore, we will assume
that in schedules operations p and q with conflicting semantics are ordered.
We illustrate the definition of SCON in the following example.
Example 3.3.2.2 (SCON) Consider an operation inc that increments variable x and a
multiplier operation mul that doubles the value of variable x , with semantics:
Rinc
Rmul

= (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x }))
= (xpost = 2xpre ∧ Inv({x }))

We have :
SCON (Rinc , Rmul )
⇔ Rinc ⊕ Rmul 6= Rmul ⊕ Rinc
⇔ (∃(x , . . .) : (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x }))[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)] ∧ (xpost = 2xpre ∧
Inv({x }))[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)]) 6=
(∃(x , . . .) : (xpost = 2xpre ∧ Inv({x }))[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)] ∧ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧
Inv({x }))[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)])
⇔ (∃(x , . . .) : (x = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x })[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)] ∧
xpost = 2x ∧ Inv({x })[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)]) 6=
(∃(x , . . .) : (x = 2xpre ∧ Inv({x })[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)]
∧ xpost = x + 1 ∧ Inv({x })[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)])
⇔ (xpost = 2xpre + 2 ∧ Inv({x })) 6= (xpost = 2xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x }))
⇔ TRUE
Apparently, SCON (Rinc , Rmul ) ⇔ TRUE and thus both operations should be considered to
conflict under this interpretation of their semantics.
The interesting aspect of the semantic conflict relation however, is that weaker semantics
for operations can be considered. Then, this also results in a weaker semantic conflict
relation. This is illustrated by the following example, where we consider weaker semantics
for the increment operation.
Example 3.3.2.3 (Weaker SCON) Reconsider the increment and multiplier operations
from example 3.3.2.2, but now consider the following weaker semantics for operation inc:
0
Rinc

=

(xpost > xpre ∧ Inv({x }))

Instead of stating that the final value of x is one more than its initial value, we make the
weaker statement that the final value of x is larger than its initial value. Again, we calculate
0
SCON , but this time for the semantics Rinc
and Rmul .
0
SCON (Rinc
, Rmul )
0
0
⇔ Rinc
⊕ Rmul 6= Rmul ⊕ Rinc
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⇔ (∃(x , . . .) : (xpost > xpre ∧ Inv({x }))[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)] ∧
(xpost = 2xpre ∧ Inv({x }))[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)]) 6=
(∃(x , . . .) : (xpost = 2xpre ∧ Inv({x }))[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)]
∧ (xpost > xpre ∧ Inv({x }))[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)])
⇔ (∃(x , . . .) : (x > xpre ∧ Inv({x })[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)] ∧
xpost = 2x ∧ Inv({x })[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)]) 6=
(∃(x , . . .) : (x = 2xpre ∧ Inv({x })[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)] ∧
xpost > x ∧ Inv({x })[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)])
⇔ (xpost > 2xpre ∧ Inv({x })) 6= (xpost > 2xpre ∧ Inv({x }))
⇔ FALSE

0
This time, we conclude SCON (Rinc
, Rmul ) ⇔ FALSE . Apparently, with the weaker
0
semantics Rinc the operations inc and mul are not considered to conflict, whereas with the
stronger semantics Rinc for inc the operations do conflict.

Now we have defined a semantic conflict, we can define semantic conflict equivalence
analogously to the conventional definition of conflict equivalence.
Definition 3.3.2.4 (Semantic conflict equivalence) Let S = (T , P , <) and S 0 = (T , P , <0
) be identical schedules, except for their orders. Let Rp be a justified semantics for each operation p ∈ P . Schedules S and S 0 are semantic conflict equivalent with respect to the
semantics Rp for each operation p if:
∀p, q ∈ P : SCON (Rp , Rq ) ⇒ (p < q = p <0 q)
In a similar way as the conventional definition, we define the class of semantic conflict
serializable schedules.
Definition 3.3.2.5 (Semantic conflict serializable (SCSR)) A schedule is semantic conflict serializable if it is semantic conflict equivalent to a serial schedule.
The important property of semantic conflict serializability with respect to the conventional definition of conflict serializability is that semantic conflict serializability is defined in
the context of a semantics assignment to operations. The result we achieved is that concurrency is improved if weaker semantics are considered for the operations. This follows directly
from the fact that weaker semantics imply a weaker semantic conflict relation and a weaker
semantic conflict relation implies a weaker notion of semantic conflict equivalence. There is
however a limit to weakening the operation semantics. We will discuss this in section 3.4.
This leaves us to prove that SCSR is a subset of SVSR. We prove in a similar way as
Theorem 2.2.0.16, but with the following additional lemma.
Lemma 3.3.2.6 (Conflict ordering implies totally ordered semantics) Let (R, <) be
a partially ordered semantics. Let <0 be a total order on R with < ⊆ <0 . Then:
^
((
(SCON (Rp , Rq ) ⇒ Rp < Rq ∨ Rq < Rp )) ⇒ (R, <) = (R, <0 )
Rp ,Rq ∈R
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Proof 3.3.2.7 We demonstrate that we can iteratively remove the orders from <0 on nonsemantic conflicting semantics without violating the lemma.
We start with the case where < is identical to <0 without the order Rp <0 Rq and with
¬SCON (Rp , Rq ). Now, assume that (R, <) 6= (R, <0 ).
By definition 3.2.0.11 we have (R, <) = (R, <0 ) ∪ (R, <∗ ) with <∗ a total order with
∗
< =< ∪ {(Rq , Rp )}. The semantics Rp and Rq must be adjacent in <∗ , because Rp and Rq
are only ordered differently in <0 and <∗ . By assumption, we have ¬SCON (Rp , Rq ). But
then by definition 3.3.2.1 we have (R, <0 ) = (R, <∗ ) and thus (R, <) = (R, <0 ).
This reasoning can be iteratively applied until only the orders on the semantic conflicting
semantics remain.
Lemma 3.3.2.8 (Semantic conflict equivalence implies semantic equivalence) Let
(R, <) and (R, <0 ) be partially ordered semantics. Let in (R, <) and (R, <0 ) the semantically conflicting pairs be ordered by < and <0 . if the semantically conflicting pairs in R are
ordered the same by < and <0 then(R, <) = (R, <0 )
Proof 3.3.2.9 (Analogous to the proof of lemma 2.2.0.14)
By lemma 3.3.2.6 we can assume that < and <0 are total orders without loss of generality,
and thus we can assume that (R, <) and (R, <0 ) represent some sequential composition of
R.
We prove the lemma, by demonstrating that the sequential composition of (R, <) can
be rewritten to the sequential composition of (R, <0 ) by interchanging the elements in the
composition, without changing the composed semantics. It follows that (R, <) = (R, <0 ).
To demonstrate that this can always be done if the semantically conflicting pairs in R
are ordered the same by < and <0 , consider the composition order at an arbitrary moment
during the procedure of rewriting (R, <):
. . . ⊕ Ri ⊕ Ri+1 ⊕ Ri+2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ri+r −1 ⊕ Ri+r ⊕ . . .

(3.2)

We assume that for all j : 1 ≤ j < r , Ri and Ri+j are ordered the same by <0 .
Let Ri+r be the first semantics that are ordered differently with respect to Ri . Hence,
in (R, <0 ) we have Ri+r ordered before Ri . We can correct the composition order by moving Ri+r before Ri by iteratively interchanging Ri+j with Ri+r . By definition 3.3.2.1 the
composed semantics are preserved if ¬SCON (Ri+j , Ri+r ).
Now, assume that we have some Ri+k with 1 ≤ k < r and SCON (Ri+k , Ri+r ). Because
the semantically conflicting pairs are ordered the same, we have that (R, <0 ) = . . . ⊕ Ri+k ⊕
. . . ⊕ Ri+r ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ri ⊕ . . .. But then, Ri+k were the first semantics that were ordered
differently in (3.2), and not Ri+r . Thus, such Ri+k cannot exist and Ri+r can be moved
before Ri without changing the semantics.
The interchange procedure can be repeated, until all semantics are ordered the same as
in (R, <0 ). Thus, we demonstrated that (R, <) = (R, <0 ).
Theorem 3.3.2.10 SCSR ⊂ SVSR
Proof 3.3.2.11 For any schedule S = (T , P , <) with semantics Rp assigned to each operation p:
S ∈ SCSR
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⇒ definition 3.3.2.4
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and ∀p, q ∈ P : SCON (Rp , Rq ) ⇒ ((p < q) = (p <0 q))
⇒ lemma 3.3.2.6
S
S
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and ( p∈P Rp , <) = ( p∈P Rp , <0 )
⇒ monotonicity of [R]W
S
S
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and [( p∈P Rp , <)]DB∪TP = [( p∈P Rp , <0 )]DB∪TP
⇒ definition 3.3.1.4
S ∈ SVSR

3.3.3

Concurrency control for SCSR

We know from conventional theory that conflict serializability can be verified by testing a
serialization graph for cycles [35]. As we only changed the definition of the conflict relation,
semantic conflict serializability can also be verified by testing a serialization graph. We have
to introduce a semantic serialization graph similar to a conventional serialization graph,
where edges are inserted according to the semantic conflict order instead of the conventional
conflict order. The schedule is semantic conflict serializable if and only if the graph is acyclic.
A proof for this is analogous to the proof of theorem 2.2.1.2.
The problem with serialization graph testing is that it suffers from quadratic complexity
and therefore may cause too much overhead for certain applications. Locking protocols have
much less overhead and are generally preferred over serialization graph testing. In particular,
two-phase locking is often used.
Two-phase locking can be directly applied to guarantee semantic conflict serializability.
For each operation a special lock type is introduced for each type of operation and two
locks are considered conflicting if they lock the same object and the corresponding operations semantically conflict. Two-phase locking further requires that when each operation is
executed, the corresponding locks on the accessed objects have been acquired and after a
lock has been released, no new lock is acquired by the transaction (see definition 2.2.1.4 of
two-phase locking).

3.4

Transaction semantic serializability

In the previous sections we discussed how application semantics can be exploited to improve
concurrency by defining weaker semantics for operations than their actual semantics. In this
section we extend this approach and discuss how application semantics can be exploited at
the level of transactions. We demonstrate that with the transaction semantics we can define
weaker correctness criteria than defined in the previous section. In addition, we discuss how
the transaction semantics can be exploited to improve concurrency.
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Semantics of transactions

A transaction can be considered as a complex application state transition. Therefore, we
assign semantics to transactions in a similar way as we assign semantics to operations.
The main difference however is that the transaction must be defined for any initial state
that satisfies the database consistency constraint and the pre-condition of the transaction
parameters of T . In addition, the transaction must preserve database consistency. Only in
these cases, we consider the semantics for a transaction correct.
Definition 3.4.1.1 (Correct transaction semantics) Let T = (P , <) be a transaction,
I the database consistency constraint and B the transaction specific pre-condition on the
transaction parameters of T and R a semantics for T . Semantics R are correct for transaction T , if:
((x 1pre , . . . , xmpre ), (x 1post , . . . , xmpost )) ∈ R :
(I ((x 1pre , . . . , xmpre )) ∧ B ((x 1pre , . . . , xmpre )) ⇒ I ((x 1post , . . . , xmpost )))
In the sequel of this thesis we will assume that the semantics for transactions are correct.
In the next section, we will discuss how transaction semantics can be exploited to define
weaker correctness criteria.

3.4.2

Transaction semantic serializability

Transaction semantics can be used to develop weaker definitions of correctness. We use
transaction semantics to define schedules correct, if the composed semantics of a schedule
are no weaker than the semantics of a sequence of transactions. Because of the implication,
we do not adopt a notion of equivalence. Rather we define serializability directly.
We define transaction semantic final state serializability as the equivalent of semantic
final state serializability with transaction semantics. Again, we interpret the semantics only
with respect to the database variables.
Definition 3.4.2.1 (Transaction semantic final state serializability (TSFSR)) Let
S = (T , P , <) be a schedule and let Rp be a justified semantics for each operation p ∈ P
and let RTi be correct semantics for transaction Ti ∈ T . Schedule S is transaction semantic
final state serializable if there is a total order T1 . . . Tn of T such that:
[
[(
Rp , <)]DB ⊆ [RT1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ RTn ]DB
p∈P

In a similar way, we define transaction semantic view serializability as semantic view
serializability with respect to the composed semantics of transactions. We only consider the
database variables DB and transaction parameters TP.
Definition 3.4.2.2 (Transaction semantic view serializability (TSVSR)) Let
S = (T , P , <) be a schedule and let Rp be a justified semantics for each operation p ∈ P and
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let RTi be a correct semantics for transaction Ti ∈ T . Schedule S is transaction semantic
view serializable if there is a total order T1 . . . Tn of T such that:
[
Rp , <)]DB∪TP ⊆ [RT1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ RTn ]DB∪TP
[(
p∈P

Although theoretically interesting, the definitions of TSFSR and TSVSR are of limited
practical use. Therefore, we investigate how the transaction semantics can be used in the
context of semantic conflict serializability.
Semantic conflict serializability was defined by means of the semantic conflict relation.
We discussed in section 3.3.2 that higher degrees of concurrency can be achieved, if weaker
semantics are assigned to the operations. However, we did not discuss how weak the semantics assigned to operations can be. This is exactly how we can exploit the transaction
semantics: to provide a limit on the weaking of operation semantics. In fact, we require
that the assigned semantics of operations must be sufficient to guarantee that the result of
the transaction is achieved. This is guaranteed, if the composed semantics of the operations
imply the semantics of their transaction. This is captured by the following definition.
Definition 3.4.2.3 (Sufficient operation semantics) Let T = (P , <) be a transaction
and let Rp be a semantics for each operation p ∈ P and let RT be a correct semantics for
transaction T . The assignment of operation semantics is sufficient if:
[
(
Rp , <) ⊆ RT
p∈P

We illustrate the definition of sufficient operation semantics by the following example.
Example 3.4.2.4 (Sufficient operation semantics) Reconsider transaction T1 from the
initial example 3.1.0.3 of this chapter. Assume the following semantics for transaction T1 :
RT1 = (valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (dpost ) ∧ dpost = apost ∧ Inv({d , a}))
Further, assume that the operation semantics are defined by:
Rintake
Rdeliver

= (valid (npre ) ⇒ apost = npost ∧ Inv({a}))
= (dpost = apost ∧ Inv({d }))

To verify whether the operation semantics are sufficient for RT1 , we apply definition
3.4.2.3:
({Rintake , Rdeliver }, {(Rintake , Rdeliver )}) ⊆ RT1
⇔ Rintake ⊕ Rdeliver ⊆ RT1
⇔ (∃(n, d , a, . . .) : (valid (npre ) ⇒ apost = npost ∧ Inv({a}))[(npost , dpost , apost , . . .) ←
(n, d , a, . . .)] ∧ (dpost = apost ∧ Inv({d }))[(npre , dpre , apre , . . .) ← (n, d , a, . . .)]) ⊆ RT1
⇔ (∃(n, d , a, . . .) : (valid (npre ) ⇒ a = n∧Inv({a})[(npost , dpost , apost , . . .) ← (n, d , a, . . .)]∧
dpost = apost ∧ Inv({d })[(npre , dpre , apre , . . .) ← (n, d , a, . . .)]) ⊆ RT1
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⇔ (valid (npre ) ⇒ npost = dpost = apost ∧ Inv({a, d })) ⊆ (valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (dpost ) ∧
dpost = apost ∧ Inv({d , a}))
⇔ TRUE
We conclude that the operation semantics Rintake and Rdeliver are sufficient for RT1 .
Next, we demonstrate that the semantics of the operations can be weakened. For this, we
0
consider the weaker semantics Rintake
for operation intake:
0
Rintake
= (valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))

The assigned semantics for operation intake have been weakened, because its result no
0
longer specifies that a = n, i.e. we have: Rintake ⊂ Rintake
.
Again, we verify whether the operations are sufficient for RT1 :
0
({Rintake
, Rdeliver }, {(Rintake , Rdeliver )}) ⊆ RT1
0
⇔ Rintake
⊕ Rdeliver ⊆ RT1

⇔ (∃(n, d , a, . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost ) ∧ Inv({a}))[(npost , dpost , apost , . . .) ← (n, d , a, . . .)] ∧
(valid (apost ) ∧ dpost = apost ∧ Inv({d }))[(npre , dpre , apre , . . .) ← (n, d , a, . . .)]) ⊆ RT1
⇔ (∃(n, d , a, . . .) :
(valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (a) ∧ Inv({a})[(npost , dpost , apost , . . .) ← (n, d , a, . . .)] ∧
dpost = apost ∧ Inv({d })[(npre , dpre , apre , . . .) ← (n, d , a, . . .)]) ⊆ RT1
⇔ (valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost )∧dpost = apost ∧Inv({a, d })) ⊆ (valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (dpost )∧
dpost = apost ∧ Inv({d , a}))
⇔ TRUE
0
for operation intake, the opWe conclude that even with the weaker semantics Rintake
0
erations semantics are still sufficient. Because Rintake is weaker than Rintake we may have
higher degrees of concurrency than when considering Rintake for operation intake.

With the definition of sufficient operation semantics and the definition of justified operation semantics, we have defined criteria for the weakest and strongest semantics for
operations: the semantics of operations must be no stronger than their actual semantics,
but the semantics must be no weaker than their sufficient semantics.
Formally, for each transaction T = (P , <) and semantics RT for T and actual semantics
Rp for operation p ∈ P , and some assigned semantics Rp0 for operation p, we have:
^
p∈P

(Rp ⊆ Rp0 ) and (

[

Rp0 , <) ⊆ RT

p∈P

In general, the application designer will choose operation semantics no stronger than the
sufficient operation semantics, because the weaker the semantics, the higher the degree of
concurrency that is achieved. This way, the transaction semantics can be directly exploited
to improve concurrency in the context of semantic conflict serializability and there is no
need to introduce a new correctness definition. We complete the chapter by the following
theorem that states that sufficient operation semantics imply SCSR ⊂ TSVSR.
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Theorem 3.4.2.5 All operations have sufficient semantics in the context of their transactions ⇒ SCSR ⊂ TSVSR
Proof 3.4.2.6 Let S = (T , P , <) be an arbitrary schedule. Let Rp be the semantics assigned
to each operation p ∈ P . Let RTi be the semantics assigned to transaction Ti ∈ T .
We have:
S ∈ SCSR
⇒ definition 3.3.2.5
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and ∀p, q ∈ P : SCON (Rp , Rq ) ⇒ ((p < Sq) = (p < S 0 q))
⇒ lemma 3.3.2.8
S
S
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and ( p∈P Rp , <) = ( p∈P Rp , <0 )
⇒ definition 3.4.2.3
S
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and ( p∈P Rp , <) ⊆ (RT1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ RTn )
⇒ monotonicity of [R]W
S
∃S 0 : S 0 is a serial schedule and [( p∈P Rp , <)]DB∪TP ⊆ [(RT1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ RTn )]DB∪TP
⇒ definition 3.4.2.2
S ∈ TSVSR

3.5

Conclusions

Conventional serializability theory assumes that each transaction must execute in isolation.
However, for many applications transactions need not execute in full isolation. So, for these
applications the theory is too constraining, resulting in unnecessary loss of concurrency.
Therefore, many other approaches have been suggested in literature to relax isolation
by exploiting the semantics of applications. However, in most approaches the definition
of correctness is only related informally to the semantics of the applications. A notable
exception is the work of [13], which is the first to establish a formal link between correctness of
schedules and the semantics of applications. The work however does not exploit established
serializability theory. This is unfortunate, because most practical concurrency controls are
based on this theory. We fill this gap in this chapter.
We have introduced a formal definition for the semantics of operations and based on this
definition, we defined the semantics of a schedule. We defined the semantics of a schedule
by means of the composition of operation semantics. The formal definition of the semantics
of a schedule allows us to introduce notions of equivalence over schedules that are based
on the semantics of the operations. We introduced semantic final state equivalence and
semantic view equivalence as the semantic counterparts of the conventional notions of final
state equivalence and view equivalence. With these semantic equivalence definitions we
introduced corresponding serializability classes.
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Next, we exploited the semantics of operations to define the practically relevant class
of semantic conflict serializability. This class is the semantic equivalent of conventional
conflict serializability, except that the conventional conflict relation is interpreted over the
semantics of operations. This semantic conflict relation is weaker than the conventional
conflict relation and thus the class of semantic conflict serializable schedules is larger than
the conventional conflict serializable schedules. The great appeal of this class, is that conventional concurrency controls can be reused, such as serialization graph testing and locking.
In particular, implementations that are based on two-phase locking can be reused, simply
by redefining the conflict relation.
In the last section of this chapter we demonstrated how transaction semantics can be
exploited to improve concurrency. We introduced a notion of correctness for the assigned
semantics to transactions. Based on the semantics of transactions we introduced the novel
correctness criteria of transaction semantic final state serializability and transaction semantic
view serializability. For semantic conflict serializability we did not introduce a new class.
Instead, we introduced the notion of sufficient operation semantics in the context of the
semantics of their transaction. This notion provides guidelines to what extent the semantics
of operations can be weakened. This is important, because weaker operation semantics result
in higher degrees of concurrency in the context of semantic conflict serializability.
In the next chapter we discuss how more application semantics can be exploited by means
of the tree model.
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Chapter 4

Semantics-based concurrency
control for the tree model
4.1

Introduction

In chapter 3 we introduced the new correctness criteria SFSR, SVSR and SCSR based on
the semantics of operations. In the second part of the chapter we introduced larger classes by
exploiting transaction semantics. Here, we extended the classes SFSR and SVSR to TSFSR
and TSVSR. The classes TSFSR and TSVSR defined schedules correct if they imply the semantic result of some serial schedule with respect to their transaction semantics. In contrast
to SFSR and SVSR, we did not extend the class SCSR. Instead, we introduced a definition
of sufficient operation semantics. The definition can be used to find the weakest operation
semantics that are still sufficient to implement the semantics of the transaction. This is
important, because weaker operation semantics result in higher degrees of concurrency.
In this chapter we extend this approach and aim at a larger class than SCSR by exploiting the semantics of subsets of operations of transactions, in addition to the semantics
of transactions. These extra semantics improve concurrency if subsets of operations are
identified with weaker semantics than the semantics of the composed individual operations.
To exploit semantics of subsets of operations, we assign semantics to the tree model.1
The tree model is suitable for our purpose, because it allows a straightforward application of
our semantics in the model and efficient concurrency control protocols are readily available.
The particular aspect of our semantic approach to the tree model is the treatment of
dependencies among the operation semantics at different levels. We will describe explicitly
how the semantics of non-leaf operations relate to both lower and higher-level operations in
a transaction tree. In addition, we demonstrate how existing concurrency control techniques
can be applied.
1 See

section 2.4
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Figure 4.1: Transaction tree T from example 4.2.0.2

4.1.1

Outline

In section 4.2 we demonstrate how the semantics of operations relate in transaction trees.
We introduce the notion of sufficient semantics for operations in a transaction tree. Then,
we introduce the correctness criterion of semantic tree conflict serializability (STCSR). In
section 4.3 we propose concurrency controls for semantic tree conflict serializability. We
propose subclasses of STCSR that can be scheduled efficiently by means of serialization
graph testing and locking protocols. In section 4.3.3 we compare the newly introduced
classes.

4.2

Semantics of transaction trees

In chapter 2 we defined transaction trees as a partially ordered and hierarchically structured
set of operations.2 The hierarchical relation between the operations is based on the semantic
relationship between the operations. The semantic relationship is similar to the relationship
of semantics between the transaction and its operations: for each non-leaf operation the
child operations should have sufficient semantics to preserve the semantics of their parent.
Consequently, we define sufficient semantics in a transaction tree as follows.
Definition 4.2.0.1 (Sufficient tree operation semantics) Let T = (P , <a , <i ) be a
transaction tree, with operation r as its root. Let Rp be a semantics for each operation
p ∈ P , and RT a semantics for transaction tree T . The semantics Rp are sufficient, if
Rr ⊆ RT and for all non-leaf operations k :
[
(
Rp ) ⊆ Rk
p∈Ch(k )
The definition is an application of definition 3.4.2.3, where a non-leaf operation is considered a transaction and its children the operations of the transaction. In the sequel of
this thesis we will assume sufficient operation semantics for transaction trees unless noted
otherwise.
We illustrate the sufficient operation semantics by means of a classical example of a
transaction that increments a counter.
2 See

definition 2.4.0.9.
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Example 4.2.0.2 (Sufficient operation semantics) Let T = (P , <a , <i ) be a transaction tree that increments a variable x by two, with:
• P = {inctwo, inc1, inc2, r 11, w 12, r 21, w 22}
• <a = {(inctwo, inc1), (inctwo, inc2), (inc1, r 11), (inc1, w 12), (inc2, r 21), (inc2, w 22)}
• <i = {(r 11, w 12), (r 21, w 22)}
Transaction tree T is depicted graphically in figure 4.1.
We consider the following semantics for the transaction tree and its operations:
RT
Rinc1
Rr 11
Rw 12
Rinc2
Rr 21
Rw 22

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(xpost = xpre + 2 ∧ Inv({x , v , w }))
(xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , v }))
(vpost = xpre ∧ Inv({v }))
(xpost = vpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x }))
(xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , w }))
(wpost = xpre ∧ Inv({w }))
(xpost = wpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x }))

The semantics of the tree are sufficient, because the semantics of each non-leaf operation are
implied by the semantics of its children. This is demonstrated as follows.
The semantics Rr 11 and Rw 12 are sufficient for Rinc1 , because:
Rr 11 ⊕ Rw 12 ⊆ Rinc1
⇔ (∃(v , . . .) : (vpost = xpre ∧ Inv({v }))[(vpost , . . .) ← (v , . . .)] ∧
(xpost = vpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x }))[(vpre , . . .) ← (v , . . .)]) ⊆ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , v }))
⇔ (∃(v , . . .) : (v = xpre ∧ Inv({v })[(vpost , . . .) ← (v , . . .)] ∧
xpost = v + 1 ∧ Inv({x })[(vpre , . . .) ← (v , . . .)]) ⊆ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , v }))
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({v , x })) ⊆ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , v }))
⇔ TRUE
In a similar way, it can be demonstrated that the semantics Rr 21 and Rw 22 are sufficient
for Rinc2 .
The semantics Rinc1 and Rinc2 are sufficient for Rinctwo . As we have ¬SCON (Rinc1 , Rinc2 )
we can consider an arbitrary order for Rinc1 and Rinc2 . We consider Rinc1 < Rinc2 :
Rinc1 ⊕ Rinc2 ⊆ Rinctwo
⇔ (∃(x , . . .) : (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , v }))[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)] ∧
(xpost = xpre +1∧Inv({x , w }))[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)]) ⊆ (xpost = xpre +2∧Inv({x , v , w }))
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⇔ (∃(x , . . .) : (x = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv({x , v })[(xpost , . . .) ← (x , . . .)] ∧
xpost = x + 1 ∧ Inv({x , w })[(xpre , . . .) ← (x , . . .)]) ⊆ (xpost = xpre + 2 ∧ Inv({x , v , w }))
⇔ (xpost = xpre + 2 ∧ Inv({x , v , w })) ⊆ (xpost = xpre + 2 ∧ Inv({x , v , w }))
⇔ TRUE

Now we have defined sufficiency of semantics for operations of transaction trees, we can
introduce a new class of serializable schedules, by adapting TCSR (see definition 2.4.1.2)
with respect to the semantic conflict relation. We assume that the operation semantics of
all transaction trees are sufficient.
Definition 4.2.0.3 (Semantic tree conflict serializable (STCSR)) Let S = (T , P , <a
, <d ) be a tree schedule and Rp the semantics for each operation p ∈ P . Tree schedule S is
semantic tree conflict serializable if the semantics of the transaction trees in T are sufficient
and schedule S can be transformed into a serial tree schedule by the following rules:
• commute rule: for an adjacent pair of ordered leaf operations p <d q reverse the order,
if ¬SCON (Rp , Rq ) and not p <0 q for some (P 0 , <0 ) ∈ T ,
• compose rule: remove operations Ch(k ) for some operation k , if Ch(k ) are leaf operations and are non-interleaved by other leaf operations,
• order rule: an unordered pair of leaf operations p and q is ordered either p <d q or
q <d p.
The difference of STCSR with respect to TCSR is that the semantic conflict relation is
considered instead of the conventional conflict relation. In addition, the semantics of each
transaction tree must be sufficient.
We illustrate the class STCSR by means of the following example.
Example 4.2.0.4 (STCSR) Consider transaction trees T and T 0 that are defined in a
similar way as transaction T from example 4.2.0.2. In addition, consider the following
schedule S :
r 11
w 12
r 21
w 22
T
T0
r 110
w 120
We demonstrate that this schedule is STCSR by applying definition 4.2.0.3.

r 210

w 220

From example 4.2.0.2 we know that the operation semantics of T and T 0 are sufficient.
In addition, the commute, compose and order rules can be applied to S to transform S into
a serial tree schedule as follows:
r 11
w 12
T
T0
r 110
⇒ compose r11 and w12 into inc1
T
T0

r 21

r 21

inc1
r 110

w 120

w 22

w 120

r 210
w 22
r 210

w 220

w 220
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⇒ compose r11’ and w12’ into inc1’
r 21
inc1
T
T0
inc10
⇒ compose r21 and w22 into inc2

w 22
r 210

inc1
inc2
T
T0
inc10
⇒ compose r21’ and w22’ into inc2’

r 210

inc1
T
T0
inc10
⇒ commute inc1’ and inc2

inc20

w 220

w 220

inc2

inc1
inc2
T
T0
inc10
⇒ compose inc1 and inc2 into inctwo

inc20

inctwo
T
0
T
inc10
inc20
⇒ compose inc1’ and inc2’ into inctwo’
T
T0

inctwo
inctwo 0

The class of semantic tree conflict serializable schedules is larger than semantic conflict
serializable schedules. This is stated by Theorem 4.2.0.5.
Theorem 4.2.0.5 SCSR ⊂ STCSR
Proof 4.2.0.6 Similar to CSR, the class SCSR can be defined in a constructive way by
considering the semantic conflict relation instead of the conventional conflict relation. The
fact that SCSR ⊆ STCSR then follows directly from the constructive definition 2.2.0.18 of
SCSR, because the commute and order rules of SCSR are also included in STCSR and thus
we have SCSR ⊆ STCSR. The fact that SCSR is a proper subset of STCSR follows from
example 4.2.0.4.

4.3

Concurrency control for STCSR

The class STCSR is difficult to implement due to the fact that the composition order in
a transaction tree is only partially defined by the abstraction order: no order is imposed
between sibling operations. This order is however important, because it determines the class
of schedules that are accepted. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 4.3.0.7 (Relevant abstraction order) Consider transaction T and T 0 from
example 4.2.0.4 and a schedule S :
r 11
w 12
r 21
w 22
T
0
0
0
T
r 11
w 12
r 210
w 220
If transaction T must be completely composed before T 0 is composed, the schedule is not acceptable. This is due to the fact that the operations of T can only be composed by moving
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out the operations r 110 and w 120 by means of the commute rule. However, both operations
conflict with operations inc1 and inc2, so that this is not possible.
This example therefore shows that the composition order is relevant for the class of schedules to be accepted.
The conventional approach to impose an order of composition is to relate the composition
order to the abstraction order within transaction trees [82, 5, 85]. However, the abstraction
order is defined within individual transaction trees only, and thus the composition order is
independent of the dynamics of a schedule. Such dynamic composition order may however
be beneficial for concurrency.
This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 4.3.0.8 (Dynamic composition order) Consider a transaction tree T that
increments a variable x twice by means of two pairs of read and write operations. To improve concurrency, the semantics of the operations of T are captured by abstract operations.
The abstract operations are based on the operations of the prefixes of T . The structure of
transaction tree T is graphically depicted in figure 4.3.
The operations have the following semantics:
RT = Rinctwo
Rw 2
Rincr 1
Rr 12
Rinc11
Rw 112
Rr 111

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(xpost
(xpost
(xpost
(vpost
(xpost
(xpost
(vpost

= xpre
= vpre
= xpre
= xpre
= xpre
= vpre
= xpre

+ 2 ∧ Inv({x , v }))
+ 1 ∧ Inv({x }))
+ 1 ∧ vpost = xpost ∧ Inv({x , v }))
∧ Inv({v }))
+ 1 ∧ Inv({x , v }))
+ 1 ∧ Inv({x }))
∧ Inv({v }))

Consider transaction T 0 that is identical to T , except that it accesses variable v 0 instead
of v . Let schedule S be defined:
r 111
w 112
r 12
w2
T
0
0
0
T
r 111
w 112
r 120
w 20
If the abstraction order of the transactions is considered for the order of composition, the
schedule is not acceptable: the first two operations of T and T 0 are composed simultaneously,
which results in the following schedule:
T
T0

r 12

inc11
inc11

w2

0

r 120

w 20

After the first composition, the second composition into operations inc11 and inc21 cannot be performed, because the composition of inc11 requires that inc110 is moved before inc11,
while the composition of inc110 requires that inc11 is moved before inc110 . The schedule is
acceptable however, if operation incr 10 is composed only after the complete composition of
T . This is demonstrated by the following procedure of commute and compose rules:
T
T0

r 111

w 112

r 12
r 1110

w 1120

w2
r 120

w 20
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Inctwo
y
Incr 1

: abstraction order

o

: intra-trx order

z
Inc11
$
w 112 o

z
r 111 o


w2


r 12 o

Figure 4.2: Left-most transaction tree of example 4.3.0.8
⇒ compose r111, w112 into inc11 and r111’, w112’ into inc11’
inc11
T
0
T
inc110
⇒ commute inc11 and inc11’

r 12

r 12
inc11
T
T0
inc110
⇒ compose inc11, r12 into incr1
w2
incr 1
T
T0
inc110
⇒ compose incr1, w2 into inctwo
inctwo
T
T0
inc110
⇒ commute inc11’ and inctwo
T
T0

w2
r 120

w 20

r 120

w 20

w2

r 120

r 120

w 20

r 120

w 20

w 20

inctwo
inc110

⇒ compose inc21, r12’ into incr1’
inctwo
T
T0
incr 10
w 20
⇒ compose incr1’, w2’ into inctwo’
T
T0

inctwo
inctwo 0

The schedule is STCSR, because the procedure completes with a single operation for each
transaction in the schedule.
To include dynamic composition orders in schedules, we introduce an explicit composition
order within the definition of schedules. Such schedules are referred to as ordered tree
schedules.
Definition 4.3.0.9 (Ordered tree schedule) An ordered tree schedule is a tuple S =
(T , P , <m , <d ), with:
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• T a set of transaction trees,
• P the operations of the set of transaction trees, i.e. P =

S

(P 0 ,<0a ,<0i )∈T

• <m a hierarchical order on P , called the composition order, with
<m ),

V

P0

0
(P 0 ,<0a ,<0i )∈T (<a

⊆

• <d a partial order on P , called the dynamic order, with:
V
– (P 0 ,<0a ,<0 )∈T (<0i ⊆ <d ),
i

– ∀pi , pj , pi0 , pj0 ∈ P : (pi <d pj ∧ pi <m pi0 ∧ pj <m pj0 ) ⇒ pi0 <d pj0 .
With the definition of the ordered tree schedules, we introduce the new class of ordered
semantic tree conflict serializable schedules (OSTCSR). The class OSTCSR is similar to the
definition of STCSR, except for the composition order <m .
Definition 4.3.0.10 (Ordered semantic tree conflict serializable (OSTCSR)) Let S =
(T , P , <m , <d ) be an ordered tree schedule. Ordered tree schedule S is ordered semantic tree
conflict serializable if the semantics of the transaction trees are sufficient and schedule S
can be transformed into a serial tree schedule by the following rules:
• commute rule: for an adjacent pair of ordered leaf operations p <d q reverse the order,
if ¬SCON (Rp , Rq ) and not p <0i q for some (P 0 , <0a , <0i ) ∈ T ,
• compose rule: for all operations k, remove the operations Ch(k ), if Ch(k ) are leaf
operations according to order <m and are non-interleaved by other leaf operations,
• order rule: an unordered pair p and q of leaf operations according to <d , is ordered
either p <d q or q <d p.
We demonstrate that OSTCSR is a proper subclass of STCSR.
Theorem 4.3.0.11 OSTCSR ⊂ STCSR
Proof 4.3.0.12 The only difference in definition between OSTCSR and STCSR is the compose rule. Thus, the theorem is only false if composition is allowed by OSTCSR but not by
STCSR.
There are two differences in the definitions. First, the composition of OSTCSR requires
simultaneous composition of multiple operations at once. Second, composition is only allowed
if the removed operations are leaf operations according to <m .
The first difference cannot violate OSTCSR ⊆ STCSR, because if a set of operations can
be composed at once, they can also be composed in some order.
The second difference cannot violate OSTCSR ⊆ STCSR either, because by definition
of OSTCSR we have ∧(P 0 ,<0a ,<0i )∈T <0a ⊆<m and thus the composition order according to
OSTCSR can always be followed by STCSR.
The class OSTCSR is a proper subset of STCSR, because example 4.3.0.8 is STCSR but
not OSTCSR if ∧(P 0 ,<0a ,<0i )∈T <0a =<m .
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A locking protocol for OSTCSR

For scheduling OSTCSR, we take a similar approach as two-phase locking for layered systems
according to [82]. As we do not have an actual layered system, we derive the notion of a
layered system from the composition order to establish what locks for what operations should
be compared in the protocol.
The level of an operation in an ordered tree schedule is defined as the of an operation to
the root operation of the schedule according to the order <m . We say that two operations
p and q share a level, if their level is the same, or the level of operation p is less than the
level of operation q and operation p has no children.
With this definition of levels of operations, we can apply layered two-phase locking, with
the exception that locks are considered conflicting if operations p and q share a level (instead
of having the same level) and levels are defined with respect to the composition order. We
call this locking protocol the ordered semantic tree two-phase locking protocol (OST 2PL).
Protocol 4.3.1.1 (Ordered semantic tree two-phase locking protocol (OST 2PL))
Let Rp represent sufficient semantics for each operation p ∈ P for its transaction tree.
• Lock acquisition rule: before operation p is executed, a lock Rp is acquired on all
accessed objects,
• Lock conflict rule: a lock Rp is only granted if no lock Rq is held by a different parent
operation than the parent of p on the same data object with SCON (q, p) and operations
p and q share a level with respect to the composition order,
• Lock release rule: after lock Rp is released no new lock Rq is acquired if p and q have
the same parent or either is the parent of the other with respect to the abstraction order
of the transaction of p and q.
Theorem 4.3.1.2 states that the OST 2PL protocol preserves OSTCSR.
Theorem 4.3.1.2 Gen(OST 2PL) ⊂ OSTCSR
Proof 4.3.1.3 (By contradiction) Consider a schedule S ∈ Gen(OST 2PL), but S 6= OSTCSR.
This means, that there is a moment in the procedure of commute, compose and order rules
that the compose rule cannot be applied while the locking protocol was applied.
We consider an arbitrary step in the construction of the serial tree schedule, with corresponding tree schedule Sk , such that tree schedule Sk is the first schedule that cannot be
composed by the compose rule. We assume that Sk represents the schedule after applying
the compose rule k times. The operations in the schedule all share level k , because their
parents have not yet been composed. This means, that the operations at level k were all
scheduled according to two-phase locking with respect to their parents. By theorem 2.2.1.5
we know that two-phase locking preserves serializability with respect to the parents, and thus
the schedule can be rewritten by the commute rule to a serial schedule with respect to the
parent operations. This contradicts the fact that the compose rule cannot be applied.
As the locks are only considered among operations that share a level, it may be possible
that the locking protocol implies a different serialization order at two different levels. Such
different serialization order is inconsistent with the procedure of OSTCSR and must not
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occur. To see whether the locking protocol exhibits this property, we assume a conflict order
pi < pj in schedule Sk , and a conflict order pjk < pil at level schedule Sk −1 . The fact that
we have pjk < pil in Sk −1 means that the lock on pjk was released before the lock on pil
was acquired. According to the locking protocol, this means that the lock on pj was acquired
before the lock on pi was released. However, this contradicts the order pi < pj and thus, the
locking protocol preserves the serialization order over the levels. We conclude that OSTCSR
is preserved, i.e. Gen(OST 2PL) ⊆ OSTCSR.
The fact that Gen(OST 2PL) is a proper subset of OSTCSR directly follows from theorem
2.2.1.5.

4.3.2

Prefix semantic tree conflict serializability

The class OSTCSR was introduced to remove the non-determinism from the procedure of
STCSR. We removed the choice on the order of composition by means of the composition
order. With the definition of OSTCSR, we already noted that the composition order may be
specified with respect to some (dynamic) property of a schedule. In this section we consider
such a special subclass of OSTCSR, where the composition order is based on the dynamic
order of the operations in the schedule. We demonstrate that for this subclass a fairly simple
locking protocol exists.
We define the subclass by including the dynamic order of a schedule into the composition order. In addition, we assume that the transaction trees in the schedule are left-most
abstracted. This means, that for each prefix of the transaction, there is a unique abstract
operation. Because of this property and the eager composition order, we call this subclass
prefix semantic tree conflict serializable.
Definition 4.3.2.1 (Prefix semantic tree conflict serializable (PSTCSR))
Let S = (T , P , <m , <d ) be an ordered tree schedule. Tree schedule S is prefix semantic tree
conflict serializable, if:
• S ∈ OSTCSR,
• the transaction trees are left-most abstracted,
• <d ⊆ <m .
Because we have <d ⊆ <m , the operations of each transaction tree are composed in the
same order as their execution. As a result, for each schedule prefix the maximal semantics
of the transaction prefixes are exploited.
A locking protocol for PSTCSR
The locking protocol we propose exploits the fact that each transaction prefix is composed
to its corresponding prefix operation. The principle behind the locking protocol is as follows. A lock is held for each prefix operation of each active transaction tree. Because the
lock is held, the prefix operations of all other active transaction trees will commute and
thus all prefix operations can be interchanged by the commute rule. This way, any prefix
operation can be moved to a newly scheduled operation p in the schedule. By definition of
PSTCSR’s composition rule, the prefix operation and operation p can then be composed
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to the corresponding new prefix operation. If this new prefix operation again can acquire
a lock, we return to the situation that all prefix operations are locked and a new operation
can be scheduled. This way, the locking protocol preserves PSTCSR.
Protocol 4.3.2.2 (Prefix locking protocol (PrL)) Let Rp represent the semantics for
operation p.
• lock acquisition rule: before operation p is executed, a lock Rk is acquired on all accessed objects by operation k , where k is the parent of operation f and p, and f is the
current prefix operation of the transaction tree of p,
• lock conflict rule: a lock Rk is granted only if no lock Rg is held by a different transaction tree on the same data object with SCON (Rg , Rk ),
• lock release rule: after acquiring the lock Rk , the lock on Rf is released.
According to rule one, a new operation p can only be scheduled, if the new prefix operation k does not semantically conflict with the current prefix operations of the active
transactions. The lock conflict rule has become very basic without any reference to levels,
and just states that two locks conflict if their corresponding operations semantically conflict.
Rule three specifies that each new lock replaces the old lock.
Theorem 4.3.2.3 states that the prefix locking protocol preserves PSTCSR.
Theorem 4.3.2.3 Gen(PrL) ⊂ PSTCSR
Proof 4.3.2.4 Consider an arbitrary prefix Sk −1 of schedule S and prefix Sk that is the
extension of Sk −1 by operation pj of transaction Tj . Now, assume that Sk −1 and Sk are
both Gen(PrL) and Sk −1 is PSTCSR but Sk is not PSTCSR.
As prefix Sk −1 is PSTCSR, it can be rewritten by the commute and composition rules to
a schedule with prefix operations for each active transaction. Let operation pf be the prefix
operation of transaction Tj in Sk −1 .
As Sk is not PSTCSR, it must not be possible to move operations pf and pj together in the
schedule by the commute rule. This is only not possible if there is a semantic conflict order
Rpf < Rpk < . . . < Rpj for some operation pk . As Sk −1 was PSTCSR, operation pk must be
a prefix operation of some active transaction. However, because Sk −1 was also Gen(PrL),
locks for Rpf and Rpk are held simultaneously, and thus Rpf and Rpk must semantically
commute. Thus, such conflict order cannot exist and thus pf can be moved to pj by the
commute rule. This contradicts our assumption.
As a consequence, schedule prefix Sk must be PSTCSR. The reasoning can be applied for
arbitrary prefixes of S and thus we conclude Gen(PrL) ⊆ PSTCSR.
To see that Gen(PrL) is a proper subclass of PSTCSR, consider the following example:
wy1
T1
wx 1
wy2
T2
wx 2
. . . where operations wx access variable x and operations wy access variable y and all semantics of the operations semantically conflict. The operations wy can be moved to their
corresponding prefix operations wx by the commute rule and thus the schedule is PSTCSR.
However, the schedule is not Gen(PrL), because Rwx 1 and Rwx 2 do not commute.
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4.3.3

Classification of semantic tree conflict serializability classes

In this section we summarize the discussion above by comparing the classes of semantic tree
serializable schedules and the discussed locking protocols.
First, we summarize the results from the previous sections. We already established
SCSR ⊂ STCSR by theorem 4.2.0.5. By definition 4.3.2.1 we have that PSTCSR ⊂
OSTCSR. Also, by theorem 4.3.0.11 we have that OSTCSR ⊂ STCSR. This leaves us
to prove the relation of PSTCSR with CSR.
Theorem 4.3.3.1 states that SCSR is a proper subclass of PSTCSR.
Theorem 4.3.3.1 SCSR ⊂ PSTCSR
Proof 4.3.3.2 Consider a schedule prefix Sk −1 of schedule S that is SCSR and PSTCSR,
and schedule prefix Sk that is SCSR but not PSTCSR. This must be due to the operation pi
that was added to Sk −1 .
Schedule prefix Sk −1 was PSTCSR and thus can be rewritten to a schedule with the prefix
operations of the active transactions. The fact that Sk is not PSTCSR means that operation
pi cannot be moved to the prefix operation of the same transaction. This means that we have
a conflict order Rpf < Rpk < . . . < Rpi .
Next, we expand this schedule in an iterative way, such that each prefix operation in the
schedule is replaced by its leaf operations, i.e. pf1 . . . pfn . . . pk1 . . . pkm . . . pi . By definition
4.2.0.1, parent operations always have weaker semantics than the semantic result of their
children. This means, that for the conflict order Rpf < Rpk there must be two operations
pfj and pkl that are conflict ordered Rpfj < Rpkl . In a similar way, pkl must be conflict
ordered before pi . But then, a conflict order exists between Rpfj and Rpi , which means that
the schedule is not SCSR. Thus, we have a contradiction.
To see that SCSR is a proper subset of PSTCSR we refer to example 4.3.0.8, which is a
schedule that is not SCSR, but is PSTSCR.
With the result of Theorem 4.3.3.1, we have:
SCSR ⊂ PSTCSR ⊂ OSTCSR ⊂ STCSR

4.4

(4.1)

Conclusions

In the previous chapter we demonstrated how the semantics of transactions can be exploited
to increase concurrency. In this chapter we generalized this approach to the tree model. In
addition to that, we introduced new serializability classes, ordered semantic tree conflict
serializable and prefix semantic tree conflict serializable, for the tree model that can exploit
the application semantics more effectively. We introduced locking protocols that can be
scheduled efficiently.
These concurrency control protocols demonstrate that the new serializability classes are
not only a theoretic achievement, but also have practical relevance.

Chapter 5

Semantic decomposition
In the previous chapter we adopted serializability as the correctness criterion for schedules.
Serializability requires equivalence to a serial execution, where transactions write all of their
results in a single database snapshot. For many applications serializability is however not
required. Instead, it is often sufficient, if the result of a transaction is written to the database
in multiple smaller steps. This weaker interpretation of the semantics of a transaction is
exploited by some transaction models by decomposing a transaction into ACID steps. The
correctness criterion for schedules can then be weakened from serializability with respect to
transactions to serializability with respect to steps. As steps are smaller than transactions,
concurrency is increased. Unfortunately, the decomposition of a transaction into ACID steps
generally assumes a partitioning of the operations of the transaction. This seriously limits
the applicability of these models. In this chapter we extend this approach in two directions.
First, we demonstrate how application semantics can be exploited in such model. Second,
we demonstrate how the assumption on the partitioning of operations can be relaxed.
First, to exploit application semantics, we introduce a refined definition of the semantics
of a transaction, called the decomposed semantics of a transaction. The decomposed semantics of a transaction are defined as a set of application state transitions that transform a
consistent database state into another consistent database state. We exploit the refined semantics for transactions by introducing a correctness criterion, called decomposed semantic
conflict serializability, which is essentially semantic conflict serializability with respect to
the set of transitions.
Second, we overcome the limitation of the decomposition of transactions. Whereas in
the conventional step decomposition approach all semantics of a subset of operations are
considered, we take the approach where for each transition only part of the semantics of
all operations of the transaction are considered. We demonstrate that for such approach
conventional concurrency control techniques can be used.

5.1

Introduction

In conventional transaction models, transactions are considered the unit of transition for
the database. This means, that in a serial schedule the result of each transaction appears
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in a single database state. For many applications however, it is not required that all results
of a transaction appear in the same database state. Instead, it is often sufficient, if the
transaction applies its result to the database in multiple smaller transitions.
This is illustrated in the following example.
Example 5.1.0.3 (Multiple transitions) Consider a transaction T that moves from set
s all elements with ID = p1 to set r and moves from set s all elements with ID = p2 to set
r . The semantics of transaction T can be described by:1
RT = (
spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧
rpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ ¬(e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 )} ∧ Inv (PVT ∪ {s, r })
The specification states that when T completes, the set s contains the same items as in
the initial state, except for those items with ID = p1 and ID = p2 , and the set r contains
exactly these items. Although the specification is sufficient, it is too strong if it is only
required that the elements present in r are removed from s only at a certain point during
execution.
The example demonstrates that certain application semantics cannot be effectively captured by a single application state transition. For these applications, serializability with
respect to transactions is an overly restrictive correctness criterion, which results in unnecessarily low degrees of concurrency.
To overcome this limitation, several models have been proposed over the years. A survey
of the most important models is given in the next section.

5.1.1

Related work

One of the most well known approaches that relaxes serializability is the SAGA model [38,
23]. In the SAGA model, transactions are decomposed into a sequence of ACID steps. A
schedule is defined correct, if it is serializable with respect to the steps. Concurrency is
improved, because steps are smaller units of serialization than transactions.
The SAGA model has two important limitations. The first limitation is that the steps
are totally ordered. This constraint is relaxed to partially ordered steps in more recent
models, such as WIDE [44], TSME [39, 40], METEOR [50], X-transactions [78], and virtual
transactions [51].
The other limitation is more serious: the model assumes that the operations of a transaction can be partitioned, such that each subset of operations preserves database consistency.
This assumption severely limits the decomposition of transactions. The assumption is particularly a problem for transactions that produce a result at the beginning of a transaction
that is needed at the end of the transaction. An important category of such transactions
include order processing transactions. Such transactions cannot be decomposed according
to the SAGA model, or any of the previous models.
An early attempt to relax the assumption of independent units of work is the ConTract
model [79]. The ConTract model assumes a partial order of steps, while invariants can
1 Recall

that PV is the set of program variables.
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be defined between steps, such that results can be transferred between steps. The main
disadvantage of the ConTract model is however that correctness is not well-defined.
Another approach for decomposition of transactions is interleaving specifications. Interleaving specifications provide a means to express what transactions may interleave other
transactions and at what points in their execution. An early proposal in this direction is
multi-level atomicity [56]. Here interleaving is specified by hierarchically grouping transactions and specifying breakpoints for interleaving points. A more recent approach is relative
serializability [75] where steps, called atomic units, are defined relatively between two transactions. Although interleaving specifications are flexible, they require substantial specification effort, because interleaving is generally expressed relatively to other transactions. In
addition, the responsibility for correctness of executions is left with the application designer.
No guidelines are presented for what interleaving is correct.
More recently, a more formal approach to step-decomposition was proposed [17, 14, 15].
Transactions are decomposed into a sequence of steps similar to the SAGA model, but steps
do not necessarily observe and preserve database consistency. Similar to the invariants in the
ConTract model, assertions are defined between steps, such that results can be transferred
between steps. In contrast to the ConTract model, these assertions are formally derived
from the transaction semantics and thus it is possible to reason about correctness in a formal
way. Although semantics of applications are exploited to guarantee that the specifications
of each transaction are met, the proposed correctness criterion is still defined with respect
to transactions as a whole.
A rather different approach is taken in [49], where not the transactions, but the database
consistency constraint is considered for decomposition. It is assumed that a database consistency constraint is written in conjunctive normal form, and serializability is only required
with respect to each conjunct of the database consistency constraint. In fact, the database
is partitioned according to the conjuncts and serializability is only required with respect to
each part, but not necessarily in the same order. This weaker correctness criterion is called
predicate-wise serializability. Predicate-wise serializability guarantees that each transaction
observes and preserves database consistency, but it does not guarantee that each transaction
observes serializable results.

5.1.2

Approach

Despite the fact that many proposals appeared in literature to decompose transactions,
none of these models is satisfactory. First, the interleaving specifications lack a formal
link with the application semantics, and therefore correctness is ill-defined. Second, the
models that decompose transactions into ACID steps have limited applicability, because the
decomposition assumes a partitioning on the transaction’s operations. Third, the models
that impose assertions between steps still resort to some notion of serializability with respect
to transactions.
The goal of this chapter is to propose a model that allows for decomposition of transactions that overcomes these shortcomings.
To exploit the application semantics, we introduce a more refined definition of the semantics of transactions, called the decomposed semantics. The decomposed semantics of a
transaction are defined as a set of transition semantics. Each transition semantics performs
part of work of a transaction on the database, while preserving database consistency. To
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overcome the limitation on the decomposition, we do not assume a partitioning on the operations of a transaction with respect to the transitions. Instead, we consider each operation as
a candidate to implement a transition and define for each operation the relevant semantics
in the context of each transition. To exploit the weaker transaction semantics, we define a
schedule correct if it implies the semantics of a sequential composition of transitions. We
define this correctness criterion transition semantic serializable. Because the correctness criterion is based on a notion of serializability, we investigate whether conventional concurrency
control techniques can be used for scheduling.

5.1.3

Outline

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2 we introduce the refined definition of
operation and transaction semantics, called the decomposed transaction semantics. In section
5.3 we introduce correctness criteria that exploit the decomposed transaction semantics,
based on final state serializability, view serializability and conflict serializability. In section
5.4 we develop a concurrency control, based on graph testing and locking.

5.2

Semantic operation and transaction decomposition

As mentioned in the introduction, for many applications it may be sufficient if the results
are written to the database in multiple steps, rather than that all results are written to
a single database snapshot. To describe such semantics more precisely, we introduce the
definition of decomposed semantics.
Definition 5.2.0.1 (Semantic decomposition) Let R be the semantics of an application
state transition. Let RR be a set of application state transition semantics and < a partial
order on RR. Then (RR, <) is a semantic decomposition of R if:
(RR, <) ⊆ R
Essentially, the definition of semantic decomposition is the reverse definition of semantic
composition (see definition 3.2.0.11) with the exception that the composed semantics are
assumed known. Semantic decomposition can be considered in the context of both operations
and transactions. In this context we consider decomposed semantics for operations and
transactions in a similar way as conventional semantics. We illustrate the definition of
semantic decomposition in the following example.
Example 5.2.0.2 (Decomposed semantics) Reconsider transaction T from
example 5.1.0.3 that moves elements from a set s to set r with semantics:
RT = (
spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID =
6 p1 ∧ e.ID =
6 p2 } ∧
rpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 ∧ e.ID = p2 )} ∧ Inv (PVT ) ∪ {s, r })
As it is not required that the elements are removed from s in the final database state,
the application relevant semantics of T can be more accurately described by decomposed
semantics. Let RDT be a decomposed semantics for T , with:
RDT

=

({R1 , R2 , R3 }, {(R1 , R3 ), (R2 , R3 )})
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. . . where:
R1
R2
R3

= (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u}))
= (vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v }))
= (rpost = upre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r }))

. . . with u, v ∈ PVT .
To verify that RDT is a semantic decomposition of RT , we apply definition 5.2.0.1. We
have to prove that:
(R1 ⊕ R2 ⊕ R3 ∪ R2 ⊕ R1 ⊕ R3 ) ⊆ RT
We will only prove that: R1 ⊕ R2 ⊕ R3 ⊆ RT . The proof for R2 ⊕ R1 ⊕ R3 ⊆ RT is
similar. We have:
R1 ⊕ R2 ⊕ R3 ⊆ RT
⇔ (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u})) ⊕
(vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v })) ⊕ R3 ⊆ RT
⇔ (∃(s, u, v , . . .) :
(upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u}))
[(spost , upost , vpost , . . .) ← (s, u, v , . . .)] ∧
(vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v }))
[(spre , upre , vpre , . . .) ← (s, u, v , . . .)])
⊕ R3 ⊆ RT
⇔ (∃(s, u, v , . . .) :
(u = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ s = spre − u ∧ Inv({s, u})[(spost , upost , vpost , . . .) ←
(s, u, v , . . .)] ∧
vpost = {e|e ∈ s ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = s − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v })[(spre , upre , vpre , . . .) ←
(s, u, v , . . .)])
⊕ R3 ⊆ RT
⇔ (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧
spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ Inv({s, u, v })) ⊕ R3 ⊆ RT
⇔ (∃(s, u, v , r , ...) :
(upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧
spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ Inv({s, u, v }))
[(spost , upost , vpost , rpost , ...) ← (s, u, v , r , ...)] ∧
(rpost = upre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r }))[(spre , upre , vpre , rpre , . . .) ← (s, u, v , r , . . .)]) ⊆ RT
⇔ (∃(s, u, v , r , ...) :
(u = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ v = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧
s = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ Inv({s, u, v })[(spost , upost , vpost , rpost , ...) ←
(s, u, v , r , ...)] ∧
r = u ∪ v ∧ Inv({r })[(spre , upre , vpre , rpre , . . .) ← (s, u, v , r , . . .)]) ⊆ RT
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⇔ (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧
spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ r = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 ∧ e.ID =
p2 } ∧ Inv({s, u, v , r }))
⊆ (spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ r = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 ∧ e.ID =
p2 )} ∧ Inv (PVT ) ∪ {s, r })
⇔ TRUE
We conclude that RDT is indeed a semantic decomposition of RT .

5.3

Correctness for semantically decomposed transactions

Now we have defined decomposed semantics we can introduce novel correctness criteria based
on the decomposed semantics of transactions. Essentially, we consider a schedule correct, if
its composed semantics are no weaker than some sequential composition of the semantics of
the transitions of the transaction, as opposed to a sequential composition of transactions.
Such definition however only makes sense, if each transition performs its intended result
and database consistency is preserved. Therefore, we introduce the following property for
semantic decomposition.
Definition 5.3.0.3 (Consistent semantic decomposition) Let (RR, <) be a semantic
decomposition of R. (RR, <) is a consistent semantic decomposition, if:
^
I ((x 1pre , . . . , xmpre )) ⇒ I ((x 1post , . . . , xmpost ))
R0 ∈RR,((x 1pre ,...,xmpre ),(x 1post ,...,xmpost ))∈R0

With this additional property, we can introduce our novel correctness criteria. In section
5.3.1 we introduce novel correctness criteria similar to final state and view serializability and
in section 5.3.2 we introduce a correctness criterion that is similar to conflict serializability.

5.3.1

Decomposed semantic final state and view serializability

We define correctness notions in a similar way as we did in chapter 3. We define decomposed semantic final state serializable (DSFSR) and decomposed semantic view serializable
(DSVSR) as the equivalents of TSVSR and TSFSR in the context of decomposed transaction
semantics.
Definition 5.3.1.1 (Decomposed semantic final state serializability (DSFSR)) Let
S = (TS , PS , <S ) be a schedule and Rp a justified semantics for operation p ∈ PS . Let
(RT , <T ) be a consistent
S
S decomposed semantics for transaction T ∈ TS . Let RR =
R
and
<
=
T
r
T ∈TS
T ∈TS <T . Schedule S is decomposed semantic final state serializable if there is a total order <R with <r ⊆<R and :
[
[(
Rp, <S )]DB ⊆ [(RR, <R )]DB
p∈PS
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The definition of DSFSR is similar to the definition of TSFSR where the notion of
transaction is replaced by the definition of transition. The definition of decomposed semantic
view serializability is identical to DSFSR, except for the fact that transaction parameters
are now included.
Definition 5.3.1.2 (Decomposed semantic view serializability (DSVSR)) Let S =
(TS , PS , <S ) be a schedule and Rp a justified semantics for operation p ∈ PSS
. Let (RT , <T )
be a consistent
decomposed
semantics
for
transaction
T
∈
T
.
Let
RR
=
S
T ∈TS RT and
S
<r = T ∈TS <T . Schedule S is decomposed semantic view serializable if there is a total
order <R with <r ⊆<R and :
[
Rp , <S )]DB∪TP ⊆ [(RR, <R )]DB∪TP
[(
p∈PS

In the next section we introduce a class of schedules similar to conflict serializability that
can be scheduled efficiently.

5.3.2

Decomposed semantic conflict serializability

In this section we introduce a correctness criterion similar to conflict serializability that is
based on semantic decomposition. The criterion is similar to transaction semantic conflict
serializability as defined in chapter 3. There is however a complication here compared to
the approach with respect to transactions. Whereas each operation is uniquely assigned to
a transaction, in the context of decomposed transactions a single operation may implement
to the semantics of multiple transitions of the transaction. This means, that the semantics
of each operation should be considered in the context of each transition.
We solve this problem by semantically decomposing operations into multiple transitions,
similar to the decomposition of transactions into transitions. This allows us to assign each
transition of an operation to a transition of a transaction.
First of all, the decomposition of operations must be justified, i.e. the composition of
the operation’s semantics must not be stronger than its actual semantics.
Definition 5.3.2.1 (Justified decomposed operation semantics) Let R be the actual
semantics of operation p and let (R 0 , <0r ) be some partially ordered set of semantics for
operation p. (R 0 , <0r ) is a justified decomposed semantics for operation p if:
R ⊆ (R 0 , <0r ).
In addition to this requirement, the decomposed operation semantics must also be sufficient for the decomposed transaction semantics. We formalize this as follows.
Definition 5.3.2.2 (Sufficient decomposed operation semantics) Let T = (PT , <T
) be a transaction and (Rj , <j ) be a decomposed semantics for operation pj ∈ PT and
let (RT , <RT ) be a consistent decomposed semantics for transaction T , such that Rjk ∈
Rj denotes the semantics for operation pj in the context of RTk ∈ RT . The decomposed
semantics (Rj , < j ) of operations pj ∈ PT are sufficient in the context of (RT , <RT ) if:
^
[
((
R j k , < T ) ⊆ R Tk )
RTk ∈RT

pj ∈P
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We illustrate the definition of sufficient operation semantics with the following example.

Example 5.3.2.3 (Sufficient operation semantics) Reconsider transaction T from example 5.2.0.2. We defined the following decomposed semantics:
RDT = ({R1 , R2 , R3 }, {(R1 , R3 ), (R2 , R3 )})
. . . with:
R1
R2
R3

= (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u}))
= (vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v }))
= (rpost = upre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r }))

Assume that transaction T is implemented as:
T = ({remove1 , remove2 }, {(remove1 , remove2 )})
. . . with operation semantics:
Rremove1 = (spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 } ∧ rpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧
Inv({s, r }))
Rremove2 = (spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ rpost = rpre ∪ {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID =
p2 } ∧ Inv({s, r }))
We consider these operation semantics in the context of the semantics R1 , R2 and R3 .
Essentially, for R1 we only require the first conjunct of Rremove1 . Similarly, for R2 we
only require the first conjunct of Rremove2 . For R3 we require the second conjuncts of both
Rremove1 and Rremove2 .
We introduce the decomposed operation semantics:

RDremove1
RDremove2

= ({R11 , R21 , R31 }, {(R11 , R31 ), (R21 , R31 )})
= ({R12 , R22 , R32 }, {(R12 , R32 ), (R22 , R32 )})

. . . with:
R11
R21
R31

= (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u}))
= (Inv(∅))
= (rpost = upre ∧ Inv({r }))

R12
R22
R32

= (Inv(∅))
= (vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v }))
= (rpost = rpre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r }))

The decomposed operation semantics for R1 , R2 and R3 are sufficient, because:
R11 ⊕ R12 ⊆ R1
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⇔ (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u})) ⊕ (Inv(∅)) ⊆
(upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u}))
⇔ TRUE
R21 ⊕ R22 ⊆ R2
⇔ (Inv(∅)) ⊕ (vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v })) ⊆
(vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v }))
⇔ TRUE
R31 ⊕ R32 ⊆ R3
⇔ (rpost = upre ∧ Inv({r })) ⊕ (rpost = rpre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r })) ⊆ R3
⇔ (∃(r , . . .) : (rpost = upre ∧ Inv({r }))[(rpost , . . .) ← (r , . . .)] ∧ (rpost = rpre ∪ vpre ∧
Inv({r }))[(rpre , . . .) ← (r , . . .)]) ⊆ R3
⇔ (∃(r , . . .) : (r = upre ∧ Inv({r })[(rpost , . . .) ← (r , . . .)] ∧
rpost = r ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r })[(rpre , . . .) ← (r , . . .)]) ⊆ R3
⇔ (rpost = upre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r })) ⊆ (rpost = upre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r }))
⇔ TRUE
The great appeal of the decomposition of operations is that we now consider only part of
the semantics of an operation in the context of some transition. As partial operation semantics are generally weaker than the actual semantics of operations, it may be the case that
two operations are considered conflicting in the context of a non-decomposed transaction,
but may be considered non-conflicting in the context of a single transition of a semantically
decomposed transaction. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 5.3.2.4 (Non-conflicting in context of decomposition) Consider two transactions T and T 0 that are defined in an identical way as transaction T in example 5.3.2.3,
except that for T 0 the operations and variables r , u and v are primed. We consider the same
semantics for the operations, with:
Rremove1 = (spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 } ∧ rpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ Inv({s, r }))
0
0
Rremove20 = (spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ rpost
= rpre
∪ {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID =
0
p2 } ∧ Inv({s, r }))
In the context of the semantics Rremove1 and Rremove20 we have that the operations semantically conflict, because:
SCON (Rremove1 , Rremove20 )
⇔ (Rremove1 ⊕ Rremove20 6= Rremove20 ⊕ Rremove1 )
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⇔ ((spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 } ∧ rpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ Inv({s, r })) ⊕
0
0
(spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ rpost
= rpre
∪ {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧
0
Inv({s, r }))) 6=
0
0
((spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ rpost
= rpre
∪ {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧
0
Inv({s, r })) ⊕
(spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 } ∧ rpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ Inv({s, r })))
⇔ (spost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ rpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID =
0
0
p1 } ∧ rpost
= rpre
∪ {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6= p1 ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ Inv({s, r , r 0 })) 6= (spost =
{e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID 6=
0
0
p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ rpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 ∧ e.ID 6= p2 } ∧ rpost
= rpre
∪ {e|e ∈
0
spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ Inv({s, r , r }))
⇔ TRUE

The operations semantically conflict, because while the result on s is the same in either
order, the results on r and r 0 are different in either order.
Now, consider the weaker semantics for the operations in the context of transition R3 .
The decomposed semantics of operation remove1 and remove20 in the context of this transition
are defined:
R31
0
R32

= (rpost = upre ∧ Inv({r }))
0
0
0
= (rpost
= rpre
∪ vpre
∧ Inv({r 0 }))

Now we have:
0
SCON (R31 , R32
)
0
0
⇔ (R31 ⊕ R32
) 6= (R32
⊕ R31 )
0
0
0
⇔ ((rpost = upre ∧ Inv({r })) ⊕ (rpost
= rpre
∪ vpre
∧ Inv({r 0 }))) 6=
0
0
0
0
((rpost = rpre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r })) ⊕ (rpost = upre ∧ Inv({r })))
0
0
0
∧ Inv({r , r 0 })) 6=
∪ vpre
= rpre
⇔ (rpost = upre ∧ rpost
0
0
0
(rpost = upre ∧ rpost = rpre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r , r 0 }))

⇔ FALSE
Thus, even though the operations remove1 and remove20 semantic conflict in the context
of semantics Rremove1 and Rremove20 , their semantics in the context of transition R3 do not
conflict.
With the decomposed semantics, we can now introduce a correctness criterion that is
based on semantic conflict serializability with respect to the individual transitions of transactions.
Definition 5.3.2.5 (Decomposed semantic conflict serializable (DSCSR)) Let S =
(TS , PS , <S ) be a schedule. Let (Rp , <p ) be a decomposed semantics of operation
p ∈ PS .
S
Let (RT , <T ) be a decomposed semantics of transaction T ∈ TS . Let R = T ∈TS RT and
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S
RP = p∈PS Rp . Schedule S is decomposed semantic conflict
serializable with respect to the
V
decompositions if there is a total order <R on R with T ∈TS (<T ⊆ <R ) and:
^

(Ri <T Rj ∧ SCON (Rpi , Rqj ) ⇒ p <S q)

Rpi ,Rqj ∈RP

The definition states that there must be a total order of transitions of the transactions
in the schedule, such that whenever two operations p and q semantic conflict in the context
of two transitions Ri and Rj and Ri is ordered before Rj by the total order, then p must be
ordered before q in S .
We illustrate the definition of DSCSR by the following example.
Example 5.3.2.6 (DSCSR) Reconsider transaction T and T 0 from example 5.3.2.4. We
have for T (and T 0 in a similar way):
T = ({remove1 , remove2 }, {(remove1 , remove2 )})
RDT = ({R1 , R2 , R3 }, {(R1 , R3 ), (R2 , R3 )})
. . . with:
R1
R2
R3

= (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u}))
= (vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v }))
= (rpost = upre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r }))

We proposed the following semantic decomposition for the operations remove1 and remove2 :
RDremove1
RDremove2

= ({R11 , R21 , R31 }, {(R11 , R31 ), (R21 , R31 )})
= ({R12 , R22 , R32 }, {(R12 , R32 ), (R22 , R32 )})

. . . with:
R11
R21
R31

= (upost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p1 } ∧ spost = spre − upost ∧ Inv({s, u}))
= (Inv(∅))
= (rpost = upre ∧ Inv({r }))

R12
R22
R32

= (Inv(∅))
= (vpost = {e|e ∈ spre ∧ e.ID = p2 } ∧ spost = spre − vpost ∧ Inv({s, v }))
= (rpost = rpre ∪ vpre ∧ Inv({r }))

Now, consider schedule S :
remove1
T
T

0

remove10

remove2
remove20

From example 5.3.2.4 we know that SCON (Rremove1 , Rremove20 ). In the same way, we can
demonstrate that SCON (Rremove10 , Rremove2 ). Consequently, the schedule is not SCSR (see
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chapter 3). To verify whether the schedule is DSCSR, we consider the conflicts for the decomposed semantics. It can be verified that in this context, the only conflicting pairs include:
0
0
(R11 , R31 ), (R11 , R22 ), (R11 , R11
), (R11 , R22
),
0
0
(R22 , R32 ), (R22 , R11 ), (R22 , R22 ),
(R31 , R32 ),
0
0
0
0
(R11
, R31
), (R11
, R22
),
0
0
(R22 , R32 )

Next, we demonstrate that S ∈ DSCSR with the total order:
R1 <T R10 <T R2 <T R20 <T R3 <T R30 .
The fact that R1 <T R10 <T R2 <T R20 is satisfied by the schedule should be no surprise.
This leaves us to demonstrate that the orders on R3 and R30 are also satisfied.
Schedule S ∈
/ DSCSR if one of the following holds:
R10
R20
R1
R2

0
< R3 ∧ SCON (R11
, R31 )
0
< R3 ∧ SCON (R21 , R31 )
0
< R30 ∧ SCON (R12 , R31
)
0
0
< R3 ∧ SCON (R22 , R31 )

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

remove10
remove10
remove2
remove2

< remove1
< remove1
< remove10
< remove10

However, the semantic conflicts are all FALSE , and thus S ∈ DSCSR.
This leaves us to prove that any schedule that is in DSCSR has the semantics of a sequential
composition of the transitions, i.e. DSCSR ⊆ DSVSR. This is stated by theorem 5.3.2.7.
Theorem 5.3.2.7 All operations have justified and sufficient decomposed semantics in the
context of their decomposed transaction semantics ⇒ DSCSR ⊆ DSVSR.
Proof 5.3.2.8
Let S = (TS , PS , <S ) be an arbitrary schedule.
Let (RTi , <RTi ) be the decomposed semantics assigned to transaction Ti ∈ TS .
Let Rpi be the semantics assigned to operation pi ∈ PS .
Let (Ri , <i ) be the decomposed semantics assigned to operation pi .
Let Rik be the semantics of operation pi in the context of transition RTik ∈ RTi .
Let <RT be a total order on RT implied by DSCSR.
In addition, consider the following abbreviations:
[
RP =
Ri
pi ∈PS

RT

=

[

R Ti

Ti ∈TS

(RP , <rT ) = {(Rijk , Rrst )|Rijk , Rrst ∈ RP ∧ RTik <RT RTrt ∧ Rijk <Ti Rrst }
(RP , <rP ) = {(Rijk , Rrst )|Rijk , Rrst ∈ RP ∧ pij <S prs }
We have:
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S ∈ DSVSR
S
⇐ [( pi ∈PS Ri , <S )]DB∪TP ⊆ [(RT , <RT )]DB∪TP
⇐ (monotonicity of [R]W )
S
pi ∈PS Ri , <S ) ⊆ (RT , <RT )
⇐ (justified decomposed operation semantics)
(RP , <rP ) ⊆ (RT , <RT )
⇐ Lemma 3.3.2.8
(RP , <rT ) ⊆ (RT , <RT ) ∧ S ∈ DSCSR
⇐ (sufficient decomposed operation semantics)
S ∈ DSCSR
In the next section we introduce concurrency controls for DSCSR.

5.4

Concurrency control for DSCSR

We consider two types of concurrency control for DSCSR. First we discuss serialization
graph testing and then we discuss a locking protocol.

5.4.1

Serialization graph testing

Testing for DSCSR can be done in a similar way as conventional conflict serializability by
introducing a serialization graph that is tested for cycles. There are however two differences.
One difference is that the nodes in the graph correspond to transitions instead of transactions. Another difference is that the order among the transitions depends on the semantic
conflicts of the decomposed semantics of the operations in the context of the corresponding
transitions. We define the decomposed semantic serialization graph as follows.
Definition 5.4.1.1 (Decomposed semantic serialization graph (DSSG)) Let
S = (TS , PS , <S ) be a schedule and (RT , <T ) be a decomposed semantics for each transaction T ∈ TS and (Rp , < p) be a decomposed semantics of each operation p ∈ P . Its
decomposed semantic serialization graph DSSG(S ) is a directed graph (N , V ), with:
[
N =
RT
T ∈TS

V

= {(Ri , Rj )|∃Rpi , Rqj ∈

[

Rp : pi <S qj ∧ SCON (Rpi , Rqj ) ∧ pi <S qj }

p∈P

The serialization graph DSSG(S ) can be used to test S for DSCSR. This is expressed
in the serializability theorem below.
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Theorem 5.4.1.2 (Decomposed semantic conflict serializability)
S ∈ DSCSR ⇔ DSSG(S ) is acyclic
Proof 5.4.1.3 (only if ) (By contradiction) Assume S ∈ DSCSR but DSSG(S ) is cyclic.
By definition of DSCSR, a total order <R exists on the transaction transitions, such that
those pairs of operations are ordered according to this order for which there are conflicting
decomposed semantics. If DSSG(S ) is cyclic, there must be a set of operations, such that
they are conflict ordered in a cycle. This order must be consistent with <R , which contradicts
the fact that <R is a total order. Therefore, DSSG(S ) cannot contain a cycle.
(if ) (By contradiction) Assume DSSG(S ) is acyclic but S ∈
/ DSCSR. Let <R be a
total order on the transaction transitions that is consistent with the order in DSSG(S ). If
S∈
/ DSCSR, then there must be decomposed operation semantics Rpi and Rqj for operations
p and q, such that Ri < Rj ∧SCON (Rpi , Rqj )∧q <S p. However, by definition of DSSG(S ),
SCON (Rpi , Rqj )∧q <S p would result in (Rj , Ri ) ∈ V , which contradicts that (Ri , Rj ) ∈ <R .
The theorem can be used to verify whether a schedule S ∈ DSCSR by testing DSSG(S )
for cycles.

5.4.2

A locking protocol

Testing for cycles in a serialization graph has a complexity that is quadratic in the number
of transitions in the schedule. This complexity may be too high for certain applications.
Therefore, we propose a locking protocol for DSCSR.
We adopt two-phase locking and apply the protocol with respect to each transaction
transition. The difference with the conventional locking protocol, is that locks are not
acquired for each operation, but instead locks are acquired for the decomposed semantics of
each operation.
Under this interpretation, we adapt definition 2.2.1.4 of the two-phase locking protocol,
such that locks are defined in the context of the semantic decomposition. We establish the
following locking protocol.
Protocol 5.4.2.1 (Decomposed two-phase locking (D2PL)) Let (RT , <T ) be the decomposed semantics for transaction T and let (Rp , < p) be the decomposed semantics for
each operation p, where Rpi represents the semantics of operation p in the context of transition RTi ∈ RT .
• Lock acquisition rule: before operation p is executed, a lock Rpi is acquired on all
objects accessed by p for all Rpi ∈ Rp .
• Lock conflict rule: a lock Rpi is granted only if no lock Rqj is held by a different
transaction with SCON (Rqj , Rpi ) on the same object.
• Lock release rule: after a lock Rpi is released, no lock Rqi is acquired for the same
transition. All locks are released as soon as possible.
Effectively, the protocol applies two-phase locking with respect to each transaction transition and the corresponding decomposed operation semantics. Note that the lock conflict
rule is defined with respect to transactions, because it can be assumed that a transaction in
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isolation guarantees DSCSR. Because two-phase locking guarantees serializability, DSCSR is
guaranteed under the locking protocol. The proof is analogous to the conventional two-phase
locking case.

5.5

Conclusions

The definition of semantics of a transaction in terms of a single application state transition
is too restrictive for many applications. Therefore, we introduce the notion of decomposed
semantics. With decomposed semantics the semantics of a transaction can be expressed in
terms of a partially ordered set of semantics. A transition represents part of the execution
of a transaction that performs a state transition on the database while preserving database
consistency.
Based on the decomposed semantics of transactions, we introduce novel correctness criteria in line with conventional serializability theory. In particular, we defined decomposed
semantic conflict serializability (DSCSR). Schedules are decomposed semantic conflict serializable only if their semantics are equivalent to the semantics of a serial execution of
transitions. The desirable property of DSCSR is that it can be scheduled using conventional
concurrency control techniques.
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Chapter 6

Semantic forward reducibility
Atomicity requires that either all or none of the results of a transaction appear in the
database. Atomicity is generally guaranteed by backward recovery, where all results of the
transaction are removed from the database. However, backward recovery is undesirable for
long transactions, because much work is lost. Alternatively, backward recovery may also not
be possible, if some results cannot be backward recovered. In such cases, forward recovery
is often considered as an alternative recovery strategy where atomicity is guaranteed by
completing a transaction.
In this chapter we develop a model that supports both backward as well as forward
recovery to guarantee atomicity. It follows from our model that there is an inherent tradeoff between the knowledge about forward recovery and the degree of concurrency achieved.
To maximize concurrency while forward recovery is desired, we require only knowledge
about one possible forward recovery alternative. Alternative forward recovery strategies are
supported by allowing applications to resume execution after partial rollbacks.

6.1

Introduction

Atomicity of transactions is commonly guaranteed by applying backward recovery, where,
upon failure, all effects of a transaction are removed from the database. Although this
strategy guarantees atomicity, backward recovery may be undesirable for transactions that
produce expensive results, because these results are lost upon failure. Alternatively, for
certain applications, backward recovery may not even be possible. This is the case if results
are produced that cannot be undone, e.g. if physical objects are modified beyond repair.
In order to support these requirements, many advanced transaction models have been
proposed in the literature. We review the most important models below.

6.1.1

Related work

The traditional way of backward recovery in database systems is by means of before-image
restore. Here, values of database variables are recorded on persistent storage before they are
overwritten. Upon recovery, these old values are written back to the database, such that all
91
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effects of a transaction can be erased. To guarantee atomicity, it is further necessary to erase
the effects of transactions that have observed results of aborted transactions. Schedules that
satisfy this property are referred to as recoverable [45, 63, 21].
Recoverable schedules however have the undesirable property that transactions become
vulnerable to failures of other transactions, because they are allowed to observe uncommitted results. A common solution to this problem is to adopt cascadeless schedules, where
transactions are not allowed to observe uncommitted results. Unfortunately, this results
in considerable loss of concurrency. To make this worse, often the more conservative class
of strict schedules is adopted that not only prohibits transactions to observe uncommitted
results, but also prohibits overwriting uncommitted results. The reason for this is that recovery can be implemented more efficiently. However, strict schedules suffer from even less
concurrency than cascadeless schedules. In particular, the popular implementation of strict
and serializable schedules is strict two phase locking, where locks are held until the end of
transactions. It is not difficult to see, that this has severe implications for concurrency.
An important advance in improving concurrency while maintaining recoverability has
been made by recognizing that recovery can also be performed by semantically undoing
effects of a transaction. Semantic recovery [41, 37, 38] is based on the fact that operations
have compensating operations that semantically undo their effects. Then, if the compensating operations are executed in reverse order of the operations in the schedule, the effects are
removed from the database. For recoverability it is then sufficient to ensure that for each
transaction the necessary compensating operations can be executed. This strategy improves
concurrency over the before-image model, because the semantics of compensating operations
can be exploited to demonstrate commutativity with other operations in the schedule.
Only recently, a well founded theory has been established that supports this idea, referenced as the unifying theory of concurrency and recovery [69, 6, 76]. It was demonstrated
that a larger class of schedules can be considered serializable and recoverable than the
conventional serializable and recoverable class by exploiting the semantics of compensating
operations and the fact that the pair compensatable operation - compensating operation
has null semantics. Even it was demonstrated that relatively large subclasses exist that can
be scheduled in a reasonably efficient way.
Concurrency can be improved even more, if the atomicity requirement is interpreted in
the context of certain applications. In some cases, the semantic undo does not have to
restore the exact before database state, but a state that is semantically equivalent in the
context of the application can be considered correct as well [37]. This weaker notion of
atomicity is referred to as semantic atomicity.
One of the first models to overcome the limitations of backward recovery is the flexible transaction model [34]. This model was inspired by the application domain of multidatabases. In this domain it is sometimes not possible to perform backward recovery,
such that the model must accommodate for mixed transactions that include compensatable and non-compensatable sub-transactions. To guarantee atomicity, the commit of noncompensatable operations is delayed until the end of the transaction.
This approach however only works under two assumptions. First, all non-compensatable
operations must be able to participate in an atomic commit protocol to guarantee atomicity.
Second, the commit of non-compensatable operations must be delayed until the end of the
transaction. To guarantee recoverability this means that all operations that follow noncompensatable operations must participate in the atomic commit protocol. Both are very
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limiting assumptions.
A more general approach to forward recovery was introduced in [57, 58]. It was acknowledged that the commit of non-compensatable operations does not have to be delayed, as
long as the transaction can be guaranteed to complete. The model includes three types
of operations: compensatable, pivot and retriable operations. Retriable operations are operations that are guaranteed to succeed after a finite number of retries. Pivot operations
are operations that are neither compensatable nor retriable. Compensating operations are
considered to be retriable. To guarantee atomic execution of transactions, each transaction
must consist of at most one pivot sub-transaction. Then atomicity is guaranteed, if for each
transaction first all compensatable operations, then the pivot sub-transaction and then the
retriable sub-transactions are committed. Multiple pivot sub-transactions can be allowed,
as long as they all participate in the same atomic commit protocol [52].
Although the approaches of [57, 58] are considerably more flexible, multiple pivot operations are still required to participate in an atomic commit protocol. In [89] a flexible
transaction model was proposed that overcomes this restriction. Whereas the approach
in [57, 58] assumes that there is exactly one postfix of a transaction after a pivot operation that must consist of retriable operations, the flexible transaction model only requires
that there is some postfix of a transaction after each pivot operation. Before this postfix
is executed, multiple alternative postfixes may be tried of non-retriable, but compensatable
operations. As the retriable postfix is only executed if really necessary, this postfix can be
considered the forward recovery strategy of the transaction. The notion of semi-atomicity
is introduced by [89] to reference the fact that atomicity is guaranteed while considering
the alternative implementations of transactions. A protocol is proposed that guarantees
semi-atomicity.
In [88] the correctness with respect to semi-atomicity is extended with F-serializability in
the context of multi-database systems. A schedule is F-serializable if it is globally serializable
and compensation-interference free. The compensation-interference free requirement means
that for each compensatable sub-transaction it should always be possible to execute the
compensating operation. This is guaranteed, if sub-transactions are only interleaved between
an operation p and its compensating operation p − if its access set is disjoint with the write
set of the operation p. In addition, necessary and sufficient rules are identified to avoid
cascading aborts and compensations for reasons of serializability. These rules imply that
concurrent flexible transactions do not conflict with any possible future operation.
The approach of [88] avoids cascading aborts, which is a desirable property in general.
However, it comes at the cost of reduced concurrency because conflicting operations are
delayed until it is ensured that the compensating operations will not be executed. Also,
the approach of [88] delays operations that conflict with any possible future operations of
a transaction. This requires knowledge of all possible future operations, which may not be
available.
The work of [70] improves upon [88] in several aspects. First, it improves concurrency
by including the semantics of compensating operations. For this, the unifying theory of
concurrency and recovery is adopted. Second, concurrency is improved by relaxing the
requirement of cascadeless schedules to cascading aborts. The main gain here is that fewer
operations have to be delayed. Third, the requirement is dropped that all future operations
need to be known in advance. Here only operations that are actually scheduled are considered
for correctness, whereas in [88] all possible future operations need to be considered as well.
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This avoids unnecessary blocking of resources. Unfortunately, the strategy works only if
a single transactional process at a time is completing, i.e. cannot be backward recovered
anymore. This seriously compromises concurrency.

6.1.2

Approach

The work of [88] has demonstrated that it is possible to guarantee atomicity for transactions with multiple non-compensatable operations if all operations of each transaction are
announced to the scheduler. In turn, [70] has demonstrated that no operations need to be
announced if each pivot operation can be followed by a suffix of retriable operations. The
latter approach is appealing because the scheduler does not require knowledge about the
forward recovery strategy. However, the lack of knowledge may result in considerable loss
of concurrency, because only one active transaction at any point in time is allowed to have
executed a non-compensatable operation. The loss of concurrency particularly applies to
applications with long transactions.1
Therefore, we develop a model where knowledge about forward recovery is exploited
to enlarge concurrency. To maximize concurrency in the presence of forward recovery, we
guarantee only one forward recovery strategy. We support alternative forward recovery
strategies by allowing applications to resume execution after partial backward recovery.
However, none of these alternative executions by the application are guaranteed.
Partial backward recovery is supported by extending the conventional model with a
rollback operation. A rollback operation implies the backward recovery up to the last noncompensatable operation of the transaction.
The scope of the backward recovery can be further customized by means of durability
operations. Durability operations are special types of non-compensatable operations which
only purpose it is to provide persistency of intermediate results and thus protect intermediate results for backward recovery. We note that durability operations are different from
conventional savepoint operations, because savepoint operations generally do not provide
persistency of results.
Further, we enlarge concurrency, by allowing for cascaded aborts. Generally, cascaded
aborts are not supported by transaction models, because much work may be lost in case of
an abort. In our case, cascaded aborts can be allowed, because application designers can
limit the amount of work lost by means of durability operations.
We present our model as an extension to the unifying theory of concurrency and recovery [76].

6.1.3

Outline

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2 we introduce our
recovery model. This includes an extension to the conventional execution model with new
transactional operations and the distinction between non-compensatable operations and
compensatable operations. Then, in section 6.3 we introduce the definition of correctness
of schedules in the context of the extended execution model. In section 6.4 we develop
concurrency controls for this correctness criterion. We demonstrate the applicability of
1 In [70] it is argued that this should not be a problem, because pivot operations are often executed at
the end of a long transaction. We argue that this is not true for all applications.
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the approach to the tree model in section 6.5 and the applicability of the approach to the
semantic decomposition in section 6.6. We conclude in section 6.7.

6.2

Recovery model

In this section, we introduce our recovery model. First, we discuss the extensions to the execution model that include the distinction between compensatable and non-compensatable
operations and new transactional operations. Second, we formalize the backward and forward recovery in terms of a forward expanded schedule. Third, we introduce a definition for
sufficient operation semantics in the context of the recovery model.

6.2.1

Extended execution model

In the unifying theory of concurrency and recovery it is assumed that all operations are
compensatable. We consider this assumption too strong. Instead, we assume that the
set of database operations PDB is partitioned into compensatable operations and noncompensatable operations. Let P be a set of operations, then we denote the subset of
compensatable operations in P with Cmp(P ) and the subset of non-compensatable operations with NCmp(P ).
In addition to this, we introduce a new transactional operation, the durability operation,
denoted Dr. The durability operation can be considered an intermediate commit of a transaction that protects the results so far from backward recovery. For a set of operations P we
denote the subset of durability operations with Dur (P ).
To support partial backward recovery, we introduce another new transactional operation:
the rollback operation, written as Rb. A transaction may consist of multiple rollback operations. Each occurrence of a rollback operation implies backward recovery of the transaction
up to the last non-compensatable or durability operation. From here, it is assumed that the
local state of the transactional program is restored and the application resumes execution.
For a set of operations P , we denote the subset of rollback operations as Rbk (P ).
Similar to a rollback operation, we assume that an abort operation also implies backward recovery of the transaction up to the last non-compensatable or durability operation.
However, in this case it is assumed that backward recovery is followed by forward recovery.
Forward recovery is basically the completion of a transaction by means of the execution of
a set of partially ordered operations. This set remains implicit in the execution model. The
commit operation remains the same as in the conventional model.
The extensions to the execution model result in an extended definition of a transaction.
The transaction with extended recovery semantics is defined as follows.
Definition 6.2.1.1 (Transaction with extended recovery semantics) A transaction
with extended recovery semantics is a tuple T = (P , <) with:
• P a set of compensatable and non-compensatable data operations, durability operations,
rollback operations and one termination operation Tm, with Tm ∈ {Cm, Ab},
• < a partial order on P , called the intra-transaction order, with:
V
– p∈P,q∈P\Cmp(P) p < q ∨ q < p, and
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–

V

p∈P\Tm

p < Tm.

The definition extends the conventional definition 2.1.0.1 by distinguishing the new compensating operations, non-compensating, durability and rollback operations. In addition,
the partial order is defined such, that all non-compensatable, durability and rollback operations are totally ordered with respect to other operations. This way, the backward recovery
scope is uniquely defined.

6.2.2

Recovery model

We assume that a rollback operation and an abort operation imply backward recovery up
to the last non-compensatable operation. In line with the unifying theory of concurrency
and recovery, we assume that backward recovery is implemented by means of compensating
operations. We denote p − to denote the compensating operation of p.
As a notational convenience, we introduce a shorthand to denote the first operation before and after some operation p, including p, that is not a compensatable operation in the
transaction T of p:
Pr(p) = the operation q such that q ∈ P \Cmp(P )∧q ≤ p ∧(¬∃r ∈ P \Cmp(P ) : q < r < p),
and is undefined otherwise.
Fr(p) = the operation q such that q ∈ P \Cmp(P )∧p ≤ q ∧(¬∃r ∈ P \Cmp(P ) : p < r < q),
and is undefined otherwise.
Note that we omit the context of p’s transaction (P , <) to improve readability. Each
operation p in the context of transaction (P , <) is associated with its backward recovery
operation p − if it is not followed by a non-compensatable or commit operation:
backward(P,<) (p)
backward(P,<) (p)

= {p − }, if Fr(p) ∈ (Rbk (P ) ∪ {Ab})
= ∅, otherwise

For abort operations it is assumed that backward recovery is followed by forward recovery.
Forward recovery is performed as a set of partially ordered operations that is executed after
the backward recovery. This set of operations can be different for each non-compensatable
and durability operation of the transaction. Therefore, we associate each non-compensatable
and durability operation p with a forward recovery set FR(p) in the context of its transaction.
We have FR(p) = ∅ for compensatable operations p.
For each transaction, we associate the abort operation with the forward recovery set of
the last non-compensatable operation. We define:
forward(P,<) (Ab) = FR(Pr(Ab)) ∪ {Cm}
forward(P,<) (p) = ∅, if p 6= Ab
The definitions of backward and forward can be used to make the recovery of a transaction
explicit. As a notational convenience, we additionally define:
expand(P,<) (p) =
({p} ∩ (Cmp(P ) ∪ NCmp(P ))) ∪ backward(P,<) (p) ∪ forward(P,<) (p)
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A transaction in which the recovery related operations are made explicit is called the forward
expanded transaction.
Definition 6.2.2.1 (Forward expanded transaction) Let T = (P , <) be a transaction.
The forward expansion of transaction T is a transaction FX (T ) = (P 0 , <0 ) with:
S
• P 0 = p∈P expand(P,<) (p)
• <0 = {(r , s) | p, q ∈ P ∧ p < q ∧ r ∈ expand(P,<) (p) ∧ s ∈ expand(P,<) (q)}
The forward expansion T 0 of a transaction T is a transaction that includes all database
operations of the original transaction T and all recovery related operations. In addition,
the intra-transaction order is defined such that the recovery related operations are ordered
in the same way as their corresponding rollback or abort operations.
We define operations that are followed by a durability, non-compensatable or commit
operation as committed. Also, operations that are followed by a rollback or abort operation
are defined rollbacked. An operation that is followed by an abort operation is defined aborted.
We define:2
Cm(p) = (Fr(p) ∈ NCmp(P ) ∪ Dur (P ) ∪ {Cm})
Rb(p) = (Fr(p) ∈ Rbk (P ) ∪ {Ab})
Ab(p) = (Fr(p) = Ab)
To reason about the total effect of a transaction on the database, we need not only
consider the committed operations, but also the forward recovery operations for aborted
transactions. This is captured by the following definition.
Definition 6.2.2.2 (Committed and forward projection of a transaction) Let T =
(P , <) be a transaction. The committed and forward projection of transaction T is a transaction CF (T ) = (P 0 , <0 ) with:
• P 0 = {p | p ∈ P ∧ Cm(p)} ∪ {p | Ab ∈ P ∧ p ∈ forward(P,<) (p)},
• <0 = {(p, q) | p, q ∈ P ∧ p < q ∧ Cm(p) ∧ Cm(q)} ∪ {(p, s) | p, q ∈ P ∧ Cm(p) ∧ s ∈
forward(P,<) (q)}
The committed and forward projection of a transaction contains all committed and
forward recovery operations. In addition, the intra-transaction order is defined identical to
the order of the original transaction, but additionally orders the forward recovery operations
at the end of the transaction.

6.2.3

Sufficient semantics of operations

Now we have defined the recovery structure of transactions, we are ready to discuss the
semantics of the operations in the context of recovery. We take the same approach as in
chapter 3. There we assumed an assignment of semantics to a transaction and considered the
semantics of operations sufficient, if their semantics imply the semantics of the transaction.
This time however, we apply the definition to the forward expanded transaction.
2 Again,

we omit the transaction context (P , <) to improve readability.
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Definition 6.2.3.1 (Expansion sufficient operation semantics) Let T = (P , <) be a
transaction. Let FX (T ) = (P 0 , <0 ) be the forward expansion of T . Let Rp be a semantics for
each operation p ∈ P 0 and let RT be a correct semantics for transaction T . The operation
semantics are expansion sufficient for transaction T if:
[
R p , <0 ) ⊆ R T
(
p∈P 0

The definition is similar to the definition 3.4.2.3 of sufficient semantics. However, in this
case, the definition also constrains the semantics for compensating and forward recovery operations. However, the definition does not imply that each compensating operation removes
all effects of its corresponding compensatable operation. This means that backward recovered operations cannot be ignored when verifying for serializability. Instead, their semantics
must be considered, which could result in lower degrees of concurrency. This is illustrated
by the following example.
Example 6.2.3.2 (Insufficient backward recovery semantics) Let T be a transaction
with T = ({inc, Rb, reset, Cm}, {(inc, Rb), (Rb, reset), (reset, Cm)}). Let dec be the compensating operation of inc. Let the following semantics be assigned to the transaction and
its operations:
RT
Rinc
Rdec
Rreset

= (xpost = 0 ∧ Inv ({x }))
= (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv ({x }))
= (Inv ({x }))
= (xpost = 0 ∧ Inv ({x }))

Let FX (T ) = (P 0 , <0 ) with:
P0
<0

= {inc, dec, reset, Cm}
= {(inc, dec), (dec, reset), (reset, Cm)}

The semantics for T are sufficient, because:
S
( p∈P 0 Rp , <0 ) ⊆ RT
⇔ Rinc ⊕ Rdec ⊕ Rreset ⊆ RT
⇔ ···
⇔ TRUE
However, even though the operation semantics are expansion sufficient, the semantics of
Rdec are not sufficient to conclude that the semantics of Rinc can be ignored in a schedule.
We can resolve the issue, by imposing extra conditions on the semantics of uncommitted operations. In particular, we require that the semantics of a compensatable and its
compensating operation are such that their joint semantics implement the semantic identity
relation on the database. The semantic identity relation RId is an application specific relation, such that for all (v , v 0 ) ∈ RId the states v and v 0 are identical from the perspective of
the application.
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Definition 6.2.3.3 (Sufficient compensation semantics) Let R and R 0 be two semantics. Semantics R and R 0 are compensation sufficient if:
[R ⊕ R 0 ]DB ⊆ [RId ]DB
In the context of this definition, we can consider operation q to be the compensating
operation of compensatable operation p, if Rp and Rq are assigned to operation p and q
respectively and Rq compensates for semantics Rp .
Note that definition 6.2.3.3 does not require that compensating operations remove the
effects from the local state of a program. This is not required, because it is assumed that
the required local state for each compensating operation can be retrieved from persistent
storage. In addition, it is assumed that the local state required for forward recovery can be
retrieved from persistent storage.
Unfortunately, definition 6.2.3.3 imposes additional constraints not only on the compensating operation, but also on the compensatable operation. This means, that the semantics
for a compensatable operation may be stronger than the sufficient semantics. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 6.2.3.4 (Stronger semantics for compensatable operations) Assume operations inc and dec with semantics:
Rinc
Rdec

= (xpost > xpre ∧ Inv ({x }))
= (xpost = xpre − 1 ∧ Inv ({x }))

We verify whether Rdec is sufficient for dec to be a compensating operation for operation
inc with semantics Rinc . We have:
Rinc ⊕ Rdec ⊆ RId
⇔ (xpost > xpre ∧ Inv ({x })) ⊕ (xpost = xpre − 1 ∧ Inv ({x })) ⊆ RId
⇔ ∃(xmid , . . .) : (xpost > xpre ∧ Inv ({x }))[(xpost , . . .) ← (xmid , . . .)] ∧ (xpost = xpre − 1 ∧
Inv ({x }))[(xpre , . . .) ← (xmid , . . .)] = Id
⇔ ∃(xmid , . . .) : (xmid > xpre ∧ Inv ({x })[(xpost , . . .) ← (xmid , . . .)] ∧ xpost = xmid − 1 ∧
Inv ({x })[(xpre , . . .) ← (xmid , . . .)] ⊆ RId
⇔ (xpost > xpre − 1 ∧ Inv ({x })) ⊆ RId
⇔ FALSE
We conclude that the semantics of Rinc and Rdec are not sufficient for dec to be a
compensatable operation for inc. This means, that stronger semantics are required. In case
Rdec are the actual semantics of dec, but Rinc are not the actual semantics of inc, we can
only consider stronger semantics for operation inc. For example, if the actual semantics for
0
inc would be Rinc
, with:
0
Rinc
= (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv ({x }))

. . . then the semantics for both operations would be sufficient for dec to be the compensating operation of inc, since we have:
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Rinc ⊕ Rdec ⊆ RId

⇔ (xpost = xpre + 1 ∧ Inv ({x })) ⊕ (xpost = xpre − 1 ∧ Inv ({x })) ⊆ RId
⇔ ···
⇔ Inv(∅) ⊆ RId
⇔ TRUE
The example illustrates that in case of semantic compensation stronger semantics may
have to be considered in the context of backward recovery. This may have a negative effect
on the degree of concurrency, even if no failures occur.Fortunately, we can ignore these
stronger semantics for compensatable operations that have committed.
In the remainder of this chapter, we assume expansion sufficient semantics for each operation p and sufficient compensation semantics for uncommitted compensatable operations
and their corresponding compensating operations.

6.3

Semantic forward reducibility (SFRED)

Now we have defined backward and forward recovery of transactions, we can define correctness of schedules for the extended execution model. We redefine a schedule for the extended
execution model in a similar way as a conventional schedule. To reason about the semantics
of the backward and forward recovery in the schedule, we introduce a forward expanded
schedule. The forward expanded schedule is defined in a similar way as an expanded schedule.3 The difference now is that we consider the forward expansions of transactions in the
extended execution model.
The forward expanded schedule is defined as follows.
Definition 6.3.0.5 (Forward expanded schedule) Let S = (TS , PS , <S ) be a schedule.
The forward expansion of S is a schedule FX (S ) = (TS0 , PS0 , <0S ) with:
S
• TS0 = T ∈TS FX (T )
S
• PS0 = (P 0 ,<0 )∈T 0 P 0
S

• <0S = {(r , s) | (Pp , <p ), (Pq , <q ) ∈ TS ∧p ∈ Pp ∧q ∈ Pq ∧p <S q∧r ∈ expand(Pp ,<p ) (p)∧
s ∈ expand(Pq ,<q ) (q)}
The forward expansion of a schedule S contains all forward expansions of the transactions
TS of S . In addition, the operations that are in S and FX (S ) are ordered the same.
The newly introduced recovery operations are ordered in the same way as their originating
rollback or abort operation was ordered. In analogy of transactions, we additionally define
the committed and forward projection of a schedule.
3 See

definition 2.3.0.8
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Definition 6.3.0.6 (Committed and forward projection of a schedule)
Let S = (TS , PS , <S ) be a schedule and let FX (S ) = (TX , PX , <X ) be its forward expansion.
The committed and forward projection of schedule S is a schedule CF (S ) = (TC , PC , <C )
with:
S
• TC = T ∈TS CF (T )
S
• PC = (P,<)∈TC P
• <C = {(p, q)|p, q ∈ PC ∧ p <X q}
With these definitions, we can now reason about the correctness of schedules in the
presence of rollback and abort operations. We take a similar approach as discussed in
section 2.3. We define a schedule semantic forward reducible, if its forward expansion can
be rewritten to a serial schedule by the commute, compensate and order rules.
Definition 6.3.0.7 (Semantic forward reducible schedule (SFRED))
Let S = (TS , PS , <S ) be a schedule. Let FX (S ) = (TS0 , PS0 , <0S ) be the forward expanded
schedule of S . For each operation p ∈ PS0 , let Rp be a semantics for operation p that
are sufficient in the context of its transaction and compensation sufficient. Schedule S is
semantic forward reducible if FX (S ) can be rewritten to a serial schedule of transactions
with the following rules:
• commute rule: for an adjacent ordered pair of operations pi <0S pj reverse the order,
if ¬SCON (Rpi , Rpj ) and not pi <0k pj for some (Pk0 , <0k ) ∈ TS0 .
• compensate rule: remove any adjacent ordered pair pi <0S pi− , where pi− is the compensating operation of pi .
• order rule: an unordered pair pi and pj is ordered either pi <0S pj or pj <0S pi .
We illustrate semantic forward reducibility by means of the following example.
Example 6.3.0.8 (SFRED) Consider two transactions T and T 0 , with:
T
T0

= ({intake, deliver , Ab}, {(intake, deliver ), (deliver , Ab)})
= ({update, Cm}, {(update, Cm)}).

We assume that operation deliver is compensatable, and operation intake is non-compensatable
with FR(intake) = {bill }. We assign the following operation semantics:
Rintake
Rdeliver
Rdeliver −
Rbill
Rupdate

=
=
=
=
=

(valid (npre ) ⇒ valid (apost ) ∧ Inv ({a}))
(dpost = apre ∧ ppost = dpre ∧ Inv ({d , p}))
(dpost = ppre ∧ Inv ({d }))
(valid (bpost ) ∧ Inv ({b}))
(valid (apost ) ∧ Inv ({a}))

It can be verified that (Rintake , Rupdate ), (Rupdate , Rdeliver ) ∈ SCON . Next, consider
schedule S :
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T
T0

intake

deliver
update

Ab

Cm

We verify whether S ∈ SFRED.
First, we construct the forward expanded schedule FX (S ):
T
T0

intake

deliver −

deliver
update

bill

Cm

Cm

Then, we verify whether it can be rewritten to a serial schedule of transactions:
T
intake
0
update
T
⇔ (compensate rule)
T
intake
0
T
⇔ (commute rule)
T
T0

intake

update
bill

deliver −

deliver

bill

Cm

Cm
bill

Cm

update

Cm

Cm
Cm

As the resulting schedule is a serial schedule of transactions T and T 0 , we conclude that
S ∈ SFRED.

6.3.1

Limited knowledge about forward recovery

So far, we assumed that the semantics of the forward recovery are known. For some applications, it may however be the case that it is impossible or hard to specify how forward
recovery will be performed. One can think of applications where human intervention is
required to perform the forward recovery.
These cases can be supported by the model by extending the forward recovery set with
all operations that may be required for the forward recovery. Alternatively, an artificial
operation can be introduced that captures the semantics of all these operations. In the
extreme, if no knowledge is available about the exact forward recovery, the only semantics
that can be assumed is that database consistency is restored. For this we can use the
following semantics for the forward recovery set:
FI = I [(x 1, . . . , xm) ← (x 1post , . . . , xmpost )] ∧ Inv(DB)
. . . with I the database consistency constraint.

6.4

Concurrency control for SFRED

In this section, we develop a concurrency control for SFRED based on graph testing and a
hybrid concurrency control based on locking and graph testing.
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Graph testing protocol

We consider a graph testing protocol for SFRED that consists of two phases. The first phase
verifies reducibility by removing all compensating operations from the forward expanded
schedule. The second phase verifies whether the reduced schedule is serializable.
Reducibility of a schedule can be verified in a similar way as verifying RED by reducing
the conflict graph of the forward expanded schedule (see section 2.3.1). We construct a
conflict graph of the forward expansion of the original schedule S . We refer to this graph
as the forward expanded conflict graph FXCG(S ), with FXCG(S ) = CG(FX (S )). Graph
FXCG(S ) can be reduced by the conflict graph reduction protocol (see definition 2.3.1.4 ).
If after completion of the procedure FXCG(S ) does not contain any node that represents a
compensating operation, then FXCG(S ) is said to be reducible. If FXCG(S ) is reducible,
we need to verify that the remaining schedule is serializable in order to verify SFRED.
Assuming that the backward recovered operations can be reduced by the reduction protocol,
the remaining schedule is identical to CF (S ). If CF (S ) is also serializable, then S ∈ SFRED.
Serializability can be verified by testing the serialization graph of the committed and
forward recovery projection of schedule S for cycles. We define such serialization graph as
the committed forward serialization graph CFSG(S ), with CFSG(S ) = SG(CF (S )).
Reducibility of FXCG(S ) and acyclicity of CFSG(S ) are necessary and sufficient for
S ∈ SFRED. This is expressed by theorem 6.4.1.1 .
Theorem 6.4.1.1 S ∈ SFRED ⇔ (FXCG(S ) is reducible and CFSG(S ) is acyclic)
Proof 6.4.1.2 (⇒) Assume S ∈ SFRED and FXCG(S ) is not reducible. Because S ∈
SFRED, there is an order of commute and compensate rules that reduces the forward expanded schedule S 0 of S . Let operations pi and pi− be the next pair of operations that are
reduced. Then, they can be moved together by the commute rule and subsequently removed
by the compensate rule. If they can be moved together, FXCG(S ) cannot contain a conflict
path between pi and pi− and thus the operations pi and pi− can be removed from FXCG(S ).
Because S ∈ SFRED this can also be done for the next pair, until all pairs pi and pi− are
removed. This implies that FXCG(S ) must be reducible.
Assume S ∈ SFRED and CFSG(S ) contains a cycle. Because S ∈ SFRED, FX (S ) can
be rewritten to CF (S ) by the commute and order rules. In addition, S ∈ SFRED implies
that there is a procedure of commute rules that interchanges the remaining operations such
that a serial schedule remains. Such interchange procedure does not change the order of
conflicting operations, such that CFSG(S ) must have the same conflict order as a serial
schedule. This contradicts that CFSG(S ) contains a cycle.
(⇐) Assume FXCG(S ) is reducible, CFSG(S ) is acyclic and S ∈
/ SFRED. If S ∈
/
SFRED, then:
a) either some compensating operation cannot be removed from the forward expansion by
the compensate rule, or
b) the remaining schedule cannot be written to a serial schedule.
Case a). If FXCG(S ) is reducible, then there is an iteration of protocol 2.3.1.4 where
each time two operations pi and pi− can be identified such that there is no conflict path
between pi and pi− . If there is no conflict path between pi and pi− , the operations can be
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moved together by means of the commute rule and subsequently removed by the compensate
rule. This means that all compensating operations can be removed by some procedure of
commute and compensate rules.
Case b). If the remaining schedule cannot be rewritten to a serial schedule, then there
must be a transaction with operations pi and pj such that pi and pj cannot be moved together
by the commute rule. This means that there is a conflict path pi < pk < . . . < pm < pj over
operations of different transactions. This however contradicts that CFSG(S ) is acyclic.
Thus, if FXCG(S ) is reducible and CFSG(S ) is acyclic we must have that S ∈ SFRED.
By theorem 6.4.1.1 we can verify FRED by reducing FXCG(S ) and verifying that
CFSG(S ) has no cycles.

6.4.2

Hybrid protocol

The complexity of the graph testing protocol is at least polynomial, due to the serialization
graph testing. This may be too high for many applications. A more efficient protocol can
be developed if we use a combination of locking and graph testing.
For the protocol to guarantee SFRED, we take a similar approach as the development
of protocol 2.3.1.8 for RED in section 2.3.1 . The development of protocol 2.3.1.8 for RED
was constructed based on the classes BSF and CSR, such that BSF ∩ CSR ⊂ RED. The
hybrid protocol is essentially based on the fact that BSF can be verified by graph testing
and CSR can be guaranteed by two-phase locking.
In a similar way, for guaranteeing SFRED instead of RED, we introduce a class semantic forward recovery backward safe (SFBSF ) as the equivalent of BSF in our recovery model. As the equivalent of CSR, we introduce the class of committed and forward
recovery semantic conflict serializable schedules (CFSCSR). We will demonstrate that
SFBSF ∩ CFSCSR ⊆ SFRED. The extension of SFBSF with respect to BSF is done
by treating non-compensatable operations in a similar way as commit operations in BSF .
In particular, the first non-compensatable operation Fr(p) after a compensatable operation
p is considered as ’its’ commit. In a similar way, Pr(p) is the last non-compensatable before
operation p. As a result, the forward recovery set that would be executed if operation p
aborts, is defined by FR(Pr(p)). In addition, forward recovery and rollback operations are
added to the definition.
We define SFBSF as follows.
Definition 6.4.2.1 (Forward recovery backward safe (SFBSF )) Let S = (T , P , <S )
be a schedule. For each operation p ∈ P , let Rp be the semantics assigned to operation p.
Schedule S is forward recovery backward safe if:
∀Ti , Tj ∈ T , pi ∈ Pi , pj ∈ Pj , Ti 6= Tj , Ti = (Pi , <i ), Tj = (Pj , <j ) :
• pi <S pj
• (Fr(pi ), pj ) ∈
/ <S
• SCON (Rpj , Rp − )) ⇒
i

– Cm(pj ) ⇒ (Cm(pi ) ∧ Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj ))
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– Rb(pi ) ⇒ (Rb(pj ) ∧ (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈
/ <S )
W
• ( pi ∈FR(Pr(pi )) SCON (Rpj , Rpis )) ⇒
s
– Cm(pj ) ⇒ (¬Ab(pi ) ∧ Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj ))
– Ab(pi ) ⇒ (Rb(pj ) ∧ (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈
/ <S )
W
• ( pj ∈FR(Pr(pj )) SCON (Rpjs , Rp − )) ∨
i
W s
( pj ∈FR(Pr(pj )),pi ∈FR(Pr(pi )) SCON (Rpjs , Rpis )) ⇒
s
s
– Ab(pj ) ⇒ (Fr(pj ), Fr(pi )) ∈
/ <S
The class SFBSF imposes an order on commit, rollback and abort operations, such that the
compensating operations and forward recovery operations can always be moved backwards
in the forward expanded schedule.
The first implication in the definition guarantees that any backward recovery operation
of Ti can be moved backward by delaying the commit of operation pj . This way, pj can
always be backward recovered when pi must be backward recovered.
The second implication guarantees that any forward recovery operation of Ti can be
moved backward by delaying the commit of operation pj .
The third implication considers the case where pj is aborted. In this case, backward
recovery of pi may be jeopardized by a forward recovery operation of Tj . If such conflicting
forward recovery operation is executed to forward recovery Tj , transaction Ti is aborted
before Tj , to guarantee that the backward and forward recovery operations of Ti can be
moved to pi .
The class SFBSF is not sufficient to guarantee SFRED, because it does not consider
serializability of the reduced schedule. To capture the notion of serializability of the reduced
schedule, we introduce the class of committed forward semantic conflict serializable schedules
(CFSCSR). The class considers semantic conflict serializability of the committed projection
of the forward expanded schedule, including the forward recovery operations.
Definition 6.4.2.2 (Committed forward semantic conflict serializability (CFSCSR))
A schedule S = (T , P , <S ) is committed forward semantic conflict serializable, if CF (S ) ∈
SCSR.
From the following theorem it follows that SFBSF and CFSCSR are sufficient for
SFRED.
Theorem 6.4.2.3 SFBSF ∩ CFSCSR ⊆ SFRED
Proof 6.4.2.4
(By induction)
The induction is over the prefixes of some arbitrary schedule S . The induction hypothesis
is that for some prefix Sk of S , we have Sk ∈ SFBSF ∩ CFSCSR and Sk ∈ SFRED, i.e. in
the forward expanded schedule Sk0 of Sk the compensating operations can be removed by the
commute, compensate and order rules in the context of the backward semantics and subsequently the schedule can be rewritten to a serial schedule by the commute rule in the context
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of the forward semantics.
(Base case)
The base case involves an empty schedule. As the forward expanded schedule is then also
empty, the induction hypothesis trivially holds.
(Inductive case)
We consider a prefix Sk −1 that satisfies the induction hypothesis that Sk −1 ∈ SFBSF ∩
CFSCSR and Sk −1 ∈ SFRED. We have to prove that prefix Sk also satisfies this induction
hypothesis, where Sk is prefix Sk −1 with an additional operation pk . The induction hypothesis
is satisfied, if the forward expansion Sk0 of prefix Sk can be rewritten according to definition
6.3.0.7.
We distinguish the cases where operation pk is a compensatable operation, a non-compensatable operation, an abort operation, a rollback operation and a commit operation.
Case: pk is compensatable
In the forward expanded schedule Sk0 , the operations pk and pk - are adjacent. By applying
the compensate rule, the forward expanded schedule of Sk0 −1 is achieved. As Sk0 −1 can be
reduced by assumption, such procedure also exists for Sk0 .
Case: pk is a non-compensatable operation
If Sk ∈
/ SFRED, then either the uncommitted operations cannot be removed from Sk0 by the
commute, compensate or undo rules, or otherwise, the remaining schedule cannot be rewritten to a serial schedule by the commute rule. We consider both cases.
Case: uncommitted operations cannot be removed from Sk0
We demonstrate that all uncommitted operations can be removed from Sk0 by iteratively removing the first compensating operation. Assume that this first compensating operation
cannot be removed. Then, there must be a conflict path pi < . . . < pj < pi− in Sk0 due to
operation pj . We demonstrate that operation pj cannot exist.
Assume that operation pj is an uncommitted operation. By definition of SFBSF we have
that pj < pi− implies that Rb(pj ) and (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S . But then, by definition of a
forward expanded schedule (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S implies that (pi− , pj −) ∈<
/ S . This means
that pj− can be moved to pj , which contradicts that the conflict path exists.
Assume that operation pj is a committed operation. Then, by definition of SFBSF we have
that Cm(pi ) and Fr(pi ) < Fr(pj ). This contradicts that pi− is in Sk0 .
Assume that operation pj is a forward recovery operation. By definition of SFBSF we would
have (Abj , Abi ) ∈<
/ S or (Abj , Rbi ) ∈<
/ S . By definition of the forward expanded schedule,
this would result for either case in (pj , pi− ) ∈<
/ S . This however contradicts our path.
This means, that the conflict pj < pi− cannot exist in Sk0 and thus pi− can be moved to pi by
means of the commute rule. Then, the compensate rule can be used to remove pi and pi− .
This process can be repeated until all pairs operations are removed from Sk0 .
Case: the committed and forward recovery projection of Sk0 cannot be serialized
Let Sk00 be the remaining schedule of Sk0 after removing all pairs pi and pi− . If Sk00 cannot be se-
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rialized by the commute and order rules, there must be some conflict path pi < . . . < pm < pin
0
of committed and forward recovery operations with pi , pin ∈ Pi0 and pm ∈ Pm
with Ti 6= Tm .
According to the definition of the forward expanded schedule, the conflict order among forward recovery operations and committed operations is consistent with the order of the corresponding abort operations of the forward recovery operations. This means, that we can
rewrite the conflict path by merging adjacent forward recovery operations of the same transaction by its corresponding abort operation, without changing the order of abort operations
with respect to committed operations. The resulting conflict path would then also be reflected
in the committed projection and abort operations with forward recovery semantics. This
however contradicts the fact that the committed projection with abort operations is semantic
conflict serializable (i.e. Sk ∈ CFSCSR).
Case: pk is an abort operation
We follow a similar reasoning as the case with the non-compensatable operation. If Sk ∈
/
SFRED, then either the uncommitted operations cannot be removed from Sk0 by the commute, compensate or order rules, or otherwise, the remaining schedule cannot be rewritten
to a serial schedule by the commute, compensate and order rules. We consider both cases.
Case: uncommitted operations cannot be removed from Sk0
We demonstrate that all compensating operations can be removed from Sk0 from left to right
in the schedule. Let pi− be the first compensating operation that cannot be removed from Sk0
due to conflict path pi < . . . < pj < pi− .
If pj is not a forward recovery operation, then by definition of SFBSF we have Rb(pj ) ∧
(Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S . This means, by definition of the forward expanded schedule that pj−
can be ordered before pi− by the order rule, which contradicts the fact that pi− is the first
compensating operation.
If pj is a forward recovery operation, then by definition of SFBSF we have (Abj , Abi ) ∈<
/ S.
By definition of the forward expanded schedule this implies that (pj , pi− ) ∈<
/ 0S . This contradicts the conflict path.
Case: the committed and forward recovery projection of Sk0 cannot be serialized
In this case, there must be a conflict path pi < . . . < pj < pis due to some forward recovery
operation pis ∈ Pi0 and committed or forward recovery operation pj .
If pj is a committed operation, then by definition of SFBSF we have Ab(pj ) and
(Abi , Abj ) ∈<
/ S . This however contradicts that pj is committed.
If pj is a forward recovery operation, then by definition of SFBSF we have (Abj , Abi ) ∈<
/ S.
By definition of the forward expanded schedule, this means that (pj , pis ) ∈<
/ S . This however
contradicts our conflict path.
We conclude that the new conflict path cannot exist, and thus Sk00 can be serialized by the
commute and order rules. This implies that Sk ∈ SFRED.
Case: pk is a rollback operation
This case is similar to the case of an abort operation without forward recovery operations.
Case: pk is a commit operation
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A commit operation behaves in a similar way as a non-compensatable operation pk with
null semantics and FR(pk ) = ∅. Therefore, the same reasoning applies as with a noncompensatable operation.
We have demonstrated that the induction hypothesis is preserved for all possible extensions of prefix Sk −1 to prefix Sk . Therefore, we conclude that SFBSF ∩ CFSCSR ⊆ SFRED.
With theorem 6.4.2.3 we are ready to propose our protocol for SFRED. We develop
the protocol in two steps. First, we develop a protocol for SFBSF and then we develop a
protocol for CFSCSR. We demonstrate that the combination of both protocols guarantees
SFRED.
For SFBSF we propose a graph testing protocol that includes graphs to represent the
obligatory commit order <Cm and abort order <Ab among active transactions according
to the definition of SFBSF . In addition, we consider orders for the case of rollbacks in the
schedule. We refer to these orders as the rollback commit order <RCm and the rollback
abort order <RAb . The orders are represented by corresponding graphs.
Protocol 6.4.2.5 (SFBSF) Consider a commit, Rcommit, abort and Rabort graph with
transactions as nodes and edges between the nodes according to the orders <Cm , <RCm ,
<Ab and <RAb . When operation pj is the submitted operation, then schedule according to
the following rules:
• Compensatable operation pj :
– include transaction Tj of pj to the commit and abort graph, and for some nonterminated pi ∈ Ti :
∗ add
W an edge Ti <Cm Tj in the commit graph, if
pis ∈FR(Pr(pi )) SCON (Rpj , Rpis )
∗ add an edge Ti <RCm Tj in the Rcommit graph, if
SCON (Rpj , Rp − )
i

∗ add
W an edge Ti <Ab Tj in the abort graph, if
pjs ∈FR(Pr(pj )),pis ∈FR(Pr(pi )) SCON (Rpjs , Rpis )
∗ add
W an edge Ti <RAb Tj in the Rabort graph, if
−
pj ∈FR(Pr(pj ) SCON (Rpjs , Rp ))
s

i

• Non-compensatable operation pj /Commit Cmj :
– if Ti <Cm Tj or Ti <RCm Tj then delay pj or Cmj
– else remove Tj from all graphs
• Abort Abj :
– group abort Tj with all Ti that satisfy
Tj <Cm Ti or Tj <RCm Ti or Ti <Ab Tj or Ti <RAb Tj
– remove the aborted transactions from all graphs
• Rollback Rbj :
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– group rollback Tj with all Ti that satisfy Tj <RCm Ti
– remove the rollbacked transactions from all graphs except the abort graph
The following theorem states that the protocol guarantees the class SFBSF .
Theorem 6.4.2.6 Gen(SFBSF ) ⊆ SFBSF
Proof 6.4.2.7 (By induction) We prove by induction of the prefixes of some schedule S .
(Base case)
The base case involves an empty schedule, which trivially satisfies the induction hypothesis.
(Inductive case)
As induction hypothesis we assume that schedule prefix Sk ∈ Gen(SFBSF ) and Sk ∈ SFBSF .
Consider a schedule prefix Sk −1 that satisfies the induction hypothesis, and schedule prefix
Sk with Sk ∈ Gen(SFBSF ) but Sk ∈
/ SFBSF due to the additional operation pk .
By definition, SFBSF can only be violated if operation pk is not a compensatable operation. We consider the cases where pk is a non-compensatable operation, an abort operation
or a rollback operation. We do not consider a commit operation, as this operation can be
considered a non-compensatable operation with an empty forward recovery set. For all cases,
we assume that the initial condition of SFBSF is true: pi <S pj ∧ (Fr(pi ), pj ) ∈<
/ S.
Case: pk is a non-compensatable operation
Case: pk = Fr(pi )
In this case, SFBSF is violated only if:
a) (SCON (Rpj , Rp − )) ∨ (∨(pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpj , Rpis ))) ∧
i
Cm(pj ) ∧ (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S
b) ((∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )))SCON (Rpjs , Rp − )) ∨
i
(∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )), pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpjs , Rpis ))) ∧
Ab(pj ) ∧ Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj )
Case a)
In this case, we must have the execution order: pi < pj , with (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S.
If ∨pi ∈FR(Pr(pi )) SCON (Rpj , Rpis ) the compensatable operation rule inserts edge Ti <Cm Tj
s
after executing pj . But then, the non-compensatable operation rule would delay Fr(pj ) until
Fr(pi ) has executed, which contradicts (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S.
Likewise, if SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) the compensatable operation rule inserts edge Ti <RCm Tj
i
after executing pj . The non-compensatable operation rule delays Fr(pj ) after Fr(pi ), which
contradicts (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S.
Case b)
In this case, we must have execution order: pi < pj < Fr(pi ) < Abj .
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If ∨pj ∈FR(Pr(pj )) SCON (Rpjs , Rp − ) then after operation pj , an edge Ti <RAb Tj is inserted.
s
i
Upon abort Abj , the edge Ti <RAb Tj implies that Ti is aborted as well. This contradicts
that Fr(pi ) is a non-compensatable operation.
If ∨pj ∈FR(Pr(pj )),pi ∈FR(Pr(pi )) SCON (Rpjs , Rpis ) then after operation pj , an edge Ti <Ab
s
s
Tj is inserted. The edge Ti <Ab Tj implies that Ti is aborted as well, which contradicts
that Fr(pi ) is a non-compensatable operation.
Case: pk = Fr(pj )
In this case, SFBSF is violated only if:
a) SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) ∧
i
(Fr(pi ) = Abi ∨ Fr(pi ) = Rbi ∨ (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S)
b) ∨(pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpj , Rpis ) ∧
(Fr(pi ) = Abi ∨ (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S)
Case a)
We have the execution order pi < pj such that SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) implies that Ti <RCm Tj
i
after operation pj . If Fr(pi ) = Abi or Fr(pi ) = Rbi then the abort and rollback rules would
imply the abort or rollback of transaction Tj as well, which contradicts that Fr(pj ) is a
non-compensatable operation. The non-compensatable operation rule implies that Fr(pj ) is
delayed until Fr(pi ) has executed. Therefore, (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S cannot occur either.
Case b)
We have the execution order pi < pj and because ∨(pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpj , Rpis ) an
edge Ti <Cm Tj is inserted after operation pj . By the non-compensatable operation rule,
operation Fr(pj ) is not executed before Fr(pi ), which contradicts (Fr(pi ), Fr(pj )) ∈<
/ S . Also,
if Fr(pi ) = Abi then the abort rule would imply the abort of Tj , which contradicts that Fr(pj )
is a non-compensatable operation.
From the discussion above, we can conclude that the protocol guarantees SFBSF if pk is
a non-compensatable operation.
Case: pk is an abort operation
Case: pk = Fr(pi )
In this case, SFBSF is violated only if:
a) (SCON (Rpj , Rp − )) ∨ (∨(pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpj , Rpis ))) ∧
i
Fr(pj ) 6= Abj ∧ Fr(pj ) 6= Rbj
b) (∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )))SCON (Rpjs , Rp − )) ∨
i
(∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )), pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpjs , Rpis )) ∧
Fr(pj ) = Abj ∧ Fr(pj ) <S Fr(pi )
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Case a)
If SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) then an edge Ti <RCm Tj was inserted after operation pj . The noni
compensatable operation rule would delay Fr(pj ) until Fr(pi ) executed. Then, when Abi
executes, by the abort rule, Tj would also be aborted. This contradicts that Fr(pj ) 6= Abj .
Likewise, if ∨(pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpj , Rpis ) then an edge Ti <Cm Tj was inserted
after operation pj . Again, the non-compensatable operation rule would delay Fr(pj ) until
Fr(pi ) executed, and Tj would be aborted when Abi executes.
Case b)
If ∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )))SCON (Rpjs , Rp − ) then an edge Ti <RAb Tj was inserted after opi
eration pj . By the abort rule, the abort of transaction Tj would then result in a group
abort together with transaction Ti . This contradicts Fr(pj ) <S Fr(pi ). Likewise, if (∨(pjs ∈
FR(Pr(pj )), pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpjs , Rpis )) then an edge Ti <Ab Tj was inserted after operation pj . Again, by the abort rule, the abort of transaction Tj results in a group
abort with Ti , which contradicts Fr(pj ) <S Fr(pi ).
Case: pk =Fr(pj )
In this case, SFBSF is violated only if:
a) SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) ∧ (Fr(pi ) = Abi ∨ Fr(pi ) = Rbi ) ∧ Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj )
i

b) ∨(pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpj , Rpis ) ∧ Fr(pi ) = Abi ∧ Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj )
c) ((∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )))SCON (Rpjs , Rp − )) ∨
i
(∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )), pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpjs , Rpis ))) ∧
Fr(pj ) <S Fr(pi )
Case a)
If SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) then an edge Ti <RCm Tj was inserted after operation pj . Then, by the
i
abort rule, the abort of Ti implies a group abort with Tj . This contradicts Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj ).
In a similar way, the rollback rule also implies a group abort with Ti , which contradicts
Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj ).
Case b)
The same reasoning can be applied as for Case a). An edge Ti <Cm Tj is inserted after
operation pj . Then, by the abort rule the abort of Ti implies a group abort with Tj , which
contradicts Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj ).
Case c)
If ∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )))SCON (Rpjs , Rp − ) then an edge Ti <RAb Tj was inserted after opi
eration pj . By the abort rule, the abort of Tj implies a group abort with Ti . This however
contradicts Fr(pj ) <S Fr(pi ).
Likewise, because ∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )), pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpjs , Rpis )), an edge Ti <Ab
Tj was inserted after operation pj . By the abort rule, Tj implies a group abort with Ti , which
contradicts Fr(pj ) <S Fr(pi ).
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Case: pk is a rollback operation
Case: pk = Fr(pi )
In this case, SFBSF is violated only if:
a) SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) ∧
i
Fr(pj ) 6= Abj ∧ Fr(pj ) 6= Rbj
b) (∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )))SCON (Rpjs , Rp − )) ∨
i
(∨(pjs ∈ FR(Pr(pj )), pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpjs , Rpis )) ∧ Fr(pj ) = Abj ∧ Fr(pj ) <S
Fr(pi )
Case a)
If SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) then an edge Ti <RCm Tj was inserted after operation pj . The noni
compensatable operation rule would delay Fr(pj ) until Fr(pi ) executed. Then, when Rbi
executes, by the abort rule, Tj would also be aborted. This contradicts that Fr(pj ) 6= Abj .
Case b)
The reasoning is the same as for Case b) with pk = Abi .
Case: pk =Fr(pj )
In this case, SFBSF is violated only if:
a) SCON (Rpj , Rp − ) ∧ (Fr(pi ) = Abi ∨ Fr(pi ) = Rbi ) ∧ Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj )
i

b) ∨(pis ∈ FR(Pr(pi )))SCON (Rpj , Rpis ) ∧ Fr(pi ) = Abi ∧ Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj )
Case a)
The reasoning is the same as for Case a) with pk = Abi .
Case b)
The same reasoning can be applied as for Case a). An edge Ti <Cm Tj is inserted after
operation pj . Then, by the abort rule the abort of Ti implies a group abort with Tj , which
contradicts Fr(pi ) <S Fr(pj ).
From the discussion above, we can conclude that the protocol guarantees SFBSF if pk is
a rollback operation.
At this point we recall that only non-compensatable, abort or rollback operations can
violate SFBSF (where commit operations are considered non-compensatable operations with
empty forward recovery set). As the protocol guarantees SFBSF in all possible problematic
cases, we can conclude that the protocol guarantees SFBSF .
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In addition to the protocol for SFBSF , we also need a protocol for CFSCSR. We start
with two-phase locking, because we know that this guarantees conflict serializability. Twophase locking is applied to all operations, including uncommitted operations. This means,
that the protocol is stronger than necessary for CFSCSR alone. This is however not a
problem, because we will see that our final protocol requires two-phase locking anyway.
To guarantee semantic conflict serializability with respect to forward recovery operations,
we include an additional abort rule. The abort rule aborts any transaction Ti that hold
a lock on a forward recovery operation that is executed due to the abort of transaction
Tj . This way, an aborting transaction can always acquire the required locks for forward
recovery. In addition, we add a rule for rollbacks of transactions. This rule is added to
guarantee two-phase locking with respect to the committed operations, even in the presence
of rollbacks.
The protocol is defined as follows.
Protocol 6.4.2.8 (CFSCSR) Let RT be the semantics assigned to transaction T and let
Rp be the semantics for each operation p.
• Lock acquisition rule: before operation p is executed, a lock Rp is acquired on all
accessed objects.
• Lock conflict rule: a lock Rp is granted only if no lock Rq is held by a different transaction with SCON (Rq , Rp ).
• Lock release rule: after a lock Rp is released, no lock Rq of the same transaction is
acquired. All locks are released as soon as possible.
• Abort rule: upon abort Tj , group abort all transactions that hold a lock Rp with
∨r ∈FR(q) SCON (Rp , Rr ) and q is the last non-compensatable operation of Tj .
• Rollback rule: upon rollback Tj , release all locks that have been acquired after the last
non-compensatable operation. The lock release rule is considered only with respect to
locks that have been acquired before the last non-compensatable operation of Tj .
The first three lock rules of the CFSCSR protocol represent conventional two-phase locking. The abort rule is the additional rule to guarantee that each aborted transaction can
acquire forward recovery locks. The rollback rule releases all locks that have been acquired
after the last non-compensatable operation, because these operations are backward recovered. To guarantee two-phase locking after rollback, the lock release rule is interpreted with
respect to the locks that have been acquired before the last non-compensatable operation.
This implies that once one of these locks has been released during execution, no new locks
can be acquired by the transaction.
We note that the protocol is not sufficient for CFSCSR. This is due to the fact that a
transaction is allowed to release locks before it aborts. This way, the locks of the transaction
including the forward recovery locks may not be acquired two-phase, such that serializability
with respect to committed and forward recovery operations is guaranteed.
This issue is solved by combining the CFSCSR protocol with the SFBSF protocol. This
is achieved by the SFBSF protocol, by guaranteeing that any operations that are interleaved
between committed and forward recovery operations are uncommitted.
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Theorem 6.4.2.9 Gen(SFBSF ) ∩ Gen(CFSCSR) ⊆ CFSCSR
Proof 6.4.2.10 A schedule is not CFSCSR if the committed and forward recovery projection
of a schedule is not serializable. In such case, there is a transaction Ti with conflict path
pi < pm < . . . < pj < pi2 , with pi , pi2 ∈ Pi , pi is a committed operation and pm , pj and pi2
are either committed or forward recovery operations. By Theorem 6.4.2.6 we know that the
combinations with pi2 a forward recovery operation do not occur if S ∈ Gen(SFBSF ). This
leaves us to prove that the case where pi2 is a committed operation.
First, we consider the case where pm is a forward recovery operation. If Ti held the
lock for pi at the time that Tm aborted, the abort rule would have induced the abort of Ti ,
which contradicts the execution of pi2 . Therefore, we conclude that pm must be a committed
operation.
We proceed by proving that the conflict path cannot exist if pj is a committed operation,
or a forward recovery operation.
Case: pj is a committed operation.
Because pi < pm , Ti must have released a lock before operation pj . Also, because pj < pi2 ,
Ti must have acquired a lock after pj . This contradicts the two-phase locking regime of the
protocol CFSCSR.
Case: pj is a forward recovery operation.
Because pi < pm , Ti must have acquired all locks before Tj aborts. This means that lock
pi2 was held by Ti at the time Tj aborts. By the abort rule, Ti would have been aborted,
which contradicts that operation pi2 committed.
This leaves us to prove that the assumption of two-phase locking with respect to committed operations in the presence of rollbacks is justified.
Reconsider the conflict path pi < pm < . . . < pj < pi2 . This time, we consider the case
where Ti is rollbacked during execution. We consider all cases where the rollback could occur
in the conflict path and demonstrate that two-phase locking with respect to the committed
operations is always guaranteed.
Case Rbi < pi < pm . . . < pj < pi2
If some lock was released before Rbi , then by the rollback rule, the lock for pi2 must have
been acquired before Rbi . This however contradicts that pi2 is acquired after pj . If no lock
was released before Rbi , then, because pi releases its lock, lock pi2 must have been acquired
before pi . This however contradicts that pi2 is acquired after pi .
Case pi < Rbi < pm < . . . < pj < pi2
If some lock was released before Rbi , then by the rollback rule, lock pi2 was acquired
before Rbi . This contradicts pj < pi2 . If no lock was released before Rbi , then all locks are
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still held after rollback. Because pi < pm , lock pi2 was held before pm , which contradicts that
lock pi2 is acquired after pj .
Case pi < pm < Rbi < pj < pi2
Lock pi was released before Rbi , such that lock pi2 must have been acquired before Rbi .
This however contradicts that pi2 is acquired after pj .
Case pi < pm < . . . < pj < Rbi < pi2
Lock pi was released before Rbi , such that the lock pi2 must have been acquired before pi .
This contradicts that the lock pi2 is acquired after pj .
Case pi < pm < . . . < pj < pi2 < Rbi
As pi2 is committed, the schema satisfies two-phase locking and thus the path cannot exist.
Hence, we have demonstrated that no conflict path can occur between committed and
forward recovery operations of a transaction, such that CFSCSR is guaranteed.
By theorem 6.4.2.6 and theorem 6.4.2.9, the protocols SFBSF and CFSCSR are sufficient
for SFBSF ∩CFSCSR. From theorem 6.4.2.3 it follows that Gen(SFBSF )∩Gen(CFSCSR) ⊆
SFRED. In other words, the protocols SFBSF and CFSCSR are sufficient to guarantee
SFRED.

6.5

Semantic forward reducibility for the tree model

The results of the previous sections can be applied to the tree model by combining the
definitions for expanded transactions and schedules with the definitions of transaction trees
and ordered tree schedules. For each non-leaf operation, we consider the expansion with
respect to its children.
First, we define a transaction tree with extended recovery semantics as follows.4
Definition 6.5.0.11 (Transaction tree with extended recovery semantics) A transaction tree with extended recovery semantics is a tuple T = (P , <a , <i ) with:
• P a set of data operations and transactional operations,
• <a a hierarchical order on P, called the abstraction order,
• <i a partial order on P , called the intra-transaction order,
• ∀k ∈ P : Ch(k ) 6= ∅ ⇒
– Ch(k ) is a set of compensatable and non-compensatable data operations, durability
operations, rollback operations and one termination operation Tmk , with Tmk ∈
{Abk , Cmk }
4 Recall

the definition of Ch(k ) in section 2.4.
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V

p∈Ch(k ),q∈Ch(k )\Cmp(Ch(k )) (p

–

V

p∈Ch(k )\{Tmk } (p

<i q ∨ q <i p), and

<i Tmk ).

• ∀pi , pj , pi0 , pj0 ∈ P : pi <i pj ∧ pi <a pi0 ∧ pj <a pj0 ⇒ pi0 <i pj0
Essentially, the transaction tree with extended recovery semantics is similar to a transaction tree, except that the new recovery operations are distinguished among the children
of each non-leaf operation pk .
The forward expanded transaction tree can be defined in a similar way as definition
6.2.2.1 of the forward expanded transaction, except that forward expansion is now defined
in the context of parent opeations and their children.
Definition 6.5.0.12 (Forward expanded transaction tree) Let T = (P , <a , <i ) be a
transaction tree. The forward expansion of transaction tree T is a transaction tree FX (T ) =
(P 0 , <0a , <0i ) with:
S
• P 0 = k ∈P,p∈Ch(k ) expand(Ch(k ),<i ) (p)
• <0a = {(r , s) | k , l ∈ P ∧ p ∈ Ch(k ) ∧ q ∈ Ch(l ) ∧ p <a q ∧ r ∈ expand(Ch(k ),<i ) (p) ∧ s ∈
expand(Ch(l),<i ) (q)}
• <0i = {(r , s) | k , l ∈ P ∧ p ∈ Ch(k ) ∧ q ∈ Ch(l ) ∧ p <i q ∧ r ∈ expand(Ch(k ),<i ) (p) ∧ s ∈
expand(Ch(l),<i ) (q)}.
In a similar way, we define the ordered tree forward expanded schedule as follows.
Definition 6.5.0.13 (Forward expanded ordered tree schedule) Let S = (T , P , <m
, <d ) be an ordered tree schedule. The forward expansion of S is an ordered tree schedule
FX (S ) = (T 0 , P 0 , <0m , <0d ) with:
S
• T 0 = T 00 ∈T FX (T 00 )
S
• P 0 = (P 00 ,<00 )∈T 0 P 00
• <0m = {(r , s) | (Pp , <ap , <ip ), (Pq , <aq , <iq ) ∈ T ∧ k ∈ Pp ∧ l ∈ Pq ∧ p ∈ Ch(k ) ∧ q ∈
Ch(l ) ∧ p <m q ∧ r ∈ expand(Ch(k ),<ip ) (p) ∧ s ∈ expand(Ch(l),<iq ) (q)}
• <0d = {(r , s) | (Pp , <ap , <ip ), (Pq , <aq , <iq ) ∈ T ∧ k ∈ Pp ∧ l ∈ Pq ∧ p ∈ Ch(k ) ∧ q ∈
Ch(l ) ∧ p <d q ∧ r ∈ expand(Ch(k ),<ip ) (p) ∧ s ∈ expand(Ch(l),<iq ) (q)}
The forward expanded ordered tree schedule is defined as a schedule of forward expanded
transaction trees, where the composition orders and dynamic orders are extended over the
newly introduced operations according to the orders on their originating operations.
The class of ordered semantic tree forward reducible schedules (OSTFRED) can then be
defined by combining the definition for OSTCSR (definition 4.3.0.10 ) and SFRED (definition 6.3.0.7 ).
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Definition 6.5.0.14 (Ordered semantic tree forward reducible (OSTFRED)) An ordered tree schedule S = (T , P , <m , <d ) is ordered semantic tree forward reducible if the
semantics of the committed and forward recovery operations of all transaction trees are sufficient and schedule S can be transformed into a serial tree schedule by the following rules:
• commute rule: for an adjacent pair of ordered leaf operations p <d q reverse the order,
if ¬SCON (Rp , Rq ) and not p <0i q for some (P 0 , <0a , <0i ) ∈ T .
• compose rule: for all operations k , remove the operations Ch(k ), if Ch(k ) are leaf
operations according to <m and are non-interleaved by other leaf operations,
• compensate rule: remove any adjacent ordered pair of leaf operations p <d p − , where
p − is the compensating operation of p.
• order rule: an unordered pair of leaf operations p and q is ordered either p <d q or
q <d p.
The definition of OSTFRED is similar to OSTCSR, except for the fact that the forward
ordered tree expanded schedule is considered instead of the conventional tree expanded
schedule and reducibility is required by means of the compensate rule.
We develop the concurrency control for OSTFRED such that each level of the tree
schedule is scheduled according to the concurrency control developed in section 6.4.2. To
guarantee consistency of the conflict order among the levels, we adopt the strategy of including the parent lock in the two-phase regime of its children, along the lines of locking
protocol OSTCSR in section 4.3.1. We develop the concurrency control for OSTFRED such
that SFBSF and CFSCSR are guaranteed for each level of the ordered tree schedule and
additionally guarantee consistency of the conflict orders among the different levels. Both
criteria are sufficient for OSTFRED. This is expressed by theorem 6.5.0.15 .
Theorem 6.5.0.15 (Level-by-level SFBSF and CFSCSR) Let S be a semantic ordered
tree schedule. We have S ∈ OSTFRED if for each level Sk : Sk ∈ SFBSF ∩ CFSCSR and
the conflict order on the committed and forward recovery operations in the forward expanded
schedule is consistent with the conflict order at level k + 1.
Proof 6.5.0.16 (By induction)
We prove by induction over the levels of tree schedule S .
(Base case)
At level S0 we have by theorem 6.4.2.3 that S0 ∈ SFBSF ∩ CFSCSR ⇒ S0 ∈ OSTFRED.
(Induction case)
Let schedule Sk be the schedule at level k and let Sk be the first level-by-level schedule of the
ordered semantic tree forward expanded schedule of S that cannot be reduced and serialized.
Because Sk ∈ SFBSF ∩ CFSCSR we have by theorem 6.4.2.3 that Sk ∈ SFRED. This means
that at each level a procedure exists for the forward expanded schedule to remove uncommitted
operations and serialize the committed operations. The fact that Sk ∈
/ OSTFRED however
indicates that this is not true if Sk was composed from level Sk + 1. This means, that through
the procedure OSTSPRED a conflict path pi < pj < . . . < pm < pi0 arises at some point
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in the rewriting procedure where pi and pi0 should be moved together if Sk is composed from
Sk + 1, while the conflict path does not arise when Sk is considered separately. Apparently,
the procedure of OSTFRED must contradict some conflict order that was assumed by the
procedure of SFRED at level Sk .
Let these two operations be pi and pj , with pi < pj in Sk and pj < pi the order that results
from the procedure of OSTFRED after composing level Sk + 1. In the latter case, operations
pj and pi were composed by the compose rule, such that the order of the children of operations
pj and pi must have been pj1 < . . . < pjn < pi1 < . . . < pjm in the level Sk +1 . Operations pi
and pj must conflict, because otherwise the commute rule could have been applied to reverse
the order. Similarly, some of the children of operations pi and pj must conflict, because
otherwise the commute rule could reverse the order of all children of operations pi and pj in
level Sk +1 . The operations pi and pj cannot be an uncommitted operation or compensatable
operation, because Sk +1 ∈ SFRED and thus these operations are removed from Sk +1 before
the compose rule is applied. This leaves us committed and forward recovery operations. But
then the conflict order of the children of pi and pj is inconsistent with the conflict order of
its parents, which contradicts the assumption that this order be consistent.
The fact that Sk ∈
/ OSTFRED can therefore not exist and thus S ∈ OSTFRED.
The implication of theorem 6.5.0.15 is that for preserving OSTFRED we can re-use the
protocols for SFBSF and CFSCSR for each level of the schedule, as long as we guarantee the
consistency of the conflict orders on committed operations and forward recovery operations.
This conflict order can be guaranteed to be consistent in a similar way as protocol OST 2PL.
For this, we extend the protocol CFSCSR according to the same principle of including the
parent operation in two-phase locking. In addition to this, we apply the protocols SFBSF
and CFSCSR level by level.
Protocol 6.5.0.17 (OSTCFSCSR)
Let Rp be the semantics for each operation p.
• Lock acquisition rule: before operation p is executed, a lock Rp is acquired on all
accessed objects.
• Lock conflict rule: a lock Rp is granted only if no lock Rq is held by a different parent
operation than the parent of p with SCON (Rq , Rp ) such that operations p and q share
a level.
• Lock release rule: after a lock Rp is released, no lock Rq is acquired if p and q have
the same parent or either is the parent of the other. All locks are released as soon as
possible.
• Abort rule: upon abort of operation l , group abort all operations k that share a
level with l and hold a lock Rp with ∨r ∈FR(q) SCON (Rp , Rr ) and q is the last noncompensatable operation of operation l .
• Rollback rule: upon rollback of operation l , release all locks that have been acquired
after the last non-compensatable operation. The lock release rule is considered only with
respect to locks that have been acquired before the last non-compensatable operation of
l.
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The first extension of protocol OSTCFSCSR with respect to protocol CFSCSR is the replacement of all references to transactions by references to non-leaf operations. Additionally,
the lock conflict rule is bound to the levels in which the operations appear. To guarantee the
consistency of the conflict orders over the schedule levels, the lock release rule is extended
such that the lock for the parent operation is included in the growing phase. This is similar
to the OST 2PL protocol (see definition 4.3.1.1 ).

6.6

SFRED for semantically decomposed transactions

The results of the previous sections can also be applied to the case where transactions are
semantically decomposed. The particular property of semantically decomposed transactions
is that operations may have different relevant semantics for each unit of consistency of the
same transaction. This was the motivation to define correctness class DSCSR in terms of
semantic conflict serializability with respect to each unit of consistency.
The question now arises how failure semantics of operations should be defined in the
context of semantically decomposed transactions. We follow the approach of the previous
sections by considering each operation an atomic unit with respect to recovery. This means,
that the decomposed semantics of an operation either all appear in the database or none.
This is achieved by considering the compensation sufficient semantics for each uncommitted
operation and its compensating operation (see definition 6.2.3.3).
Given this assumption, we define the class of decomposed forward reducible schedules
(DSFRED). The problem however is that DSCSR was not defined in terms of a rewriting
procedure, such as the alternative definition 2.2.0.18 for CSR. Therefore, we introduce a
definition for DSFRED, where the requirement for DSCSR for the reduced schedule is stated
explicitly in the definition. We define the class as follows.
Definition 6.6.0.18 (Decomposed semantic forward reducible schedule (DSFRED))
For each operation p, let Rp be the compensation sufficient semantics of p. A schedule
S = (T , P , <) is decomposed semantic forward reducible if its forward expanded schedule
FX (S ) = (T 0 , P 0 , <0 ) can be rewritten to a decomposed semantic conflict serializable schedule of transactions with the following rules:
• commute rule: for an adjacent ordered pair of operations p < q reverse the order, if
¬SCON (Rp , Rq ) and not p <k q for some (Pk , <k ) ∈ T .
• compensate rule: remove any adjacent pair p < p − , where p − is the compensating
operation of p.
• order rule: an unordered pair p and q is ordered either p < q or q < p.
The definition is a straightforward interpretation of the definition of SFRED. However,
two aspects are worth noting here. First, the reduced schedule is required to be decomposed
semantic conflict serializable, instead of a serial schedule. Second, the semantics under
consideration of the commute rule are the compensation sufficient semantics (see definition
6.2.3.3 ) and not the sufficient decomposed semantics in the context of DSCSR.
For the concurrency control of DSFRED, this means that we can leave SFBSF and
its protocol unmodified to guarantee reducibility of a schedule. For preserving DSCSR for
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the reduced schedule, we do have to introduce a different class than CFSCSR: the class of
decomposed committed and forward semantic conflict serializable schedules (CFDSCSR).
CFDSCSR is the semantic unit of consistency interpretation of CFSCSR.
Definition 6.6.0.19 (CFDSCSR) A schedule S = (T , P , <) is committed forward decomposed semantic conflict serializable, if CF (FX (S )) ∈ DSCSR.
The protocol for CFDSCSR can be derived by combining the protocol CFSCSR and
D2PL (see protocol 5.4.2.1). We define protocol CFD2PL as follows.
Protocol 6.6.0.20 (CFD2PL) Let (RT , <T ) be the decomposed semantics for transaction
T and let (Rp , <p ) be the decomposed semantics for each operation p, where Rpi represents
the semantics of operation p in the context of transition RTi ∈ RT .
• Lock acquisition rule: before operation p is executed, a lock Rpi is acquired on all
objects accessed by p for all Rpi ∈ Rp .
• Lock conflict rule:a lock Rpi is granted only if no lock Rqj is held by a different transaction with SCON (Rqj , Rpi ) on the same object.
• Lock release rule: after a lock Rpi is released, no lock Rqi is acquired. All locks are
released as soon as possible.
• Abort rule: upon abort Tj , group abort all transactions that hold a lock Rpi with ∨(r ∈
FR(q), RTs ∈ RT )SCON (Rpi , Rrs ) and q is the last non-compensatable operation of
Tj .
• Rollback rule: upon rollback Tj , release all locks that have been acquired after the last
non-compensatable operation. The lock release rule is considered only with respect to
locks that have been acquired before the last non-compensatable operation of Tj .
The first three rules implement the D2PL protocol. The abort and rollback rules are
taken from the protocol CFSCSR. Note that in protocol SBSF we need to consider the
compensation sufficient semantics of the operations.

6.7

Conclusions

Backward recovery is the conventional recovery technique for database applications. However, backward recovery has important drawbacks. One obvious drawback is that upon
backward recovery a considerable amount of work may be lost. Another drawback, is that
backward recovery cannot be applied to applications with non-compensatable operations. To
overcome these drawbacks, forward recovery was proposed in the literature as an alternative
recovery technique.
Forward recovery guarantees atomicity by completing a transaction, even in case of
failure. To guarantee that a transaction can complete successfully, we introduced a forward
recovery set for each non-compensatable operation that contains the operations that are
sufficient for the forward recovery.
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To enhance the flexibility of recovery, we extended the execution model with durability
operations and rollback operations. Durability operations are operations that guarantee
persistence of intermediate results of a transaction. Rollback operations imply backward
recovery up to the last non-compensatable or durability operation. This operation enhances
execution flexibility considerably, because after a rollback, control can be returned to the
application to complete the transaction in arbitrary ways.
To formalize these ideas, we introduced the definitions of forward expanded transactions
and forward expanded schedules as extensions to the unifying theory of concurrency and
recovery in the context of our extended execution model. In addition, we defined sufficient
semantics of operations in the context of forward recovery.
As a correctness criterion, we introduced the class of semantic forward reducible schedules (SFRED). We developed a concurrency control based on graph testing, and a hybrid
protocol based on graph testing and locking. We proved both protocols correct.
In the remainder of the chapter, we defined SFRED in the context of the tree model
and in the context of semantic decomposition. With this, we demonstrated the applicability
of the approach in these contexts as well. For the tree model as well for the semantic
decomposition case we sketched possible concurrency controls.
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Chapter 7

Case study
In this chapter we demonstrate how our developed theory can be applied to a realistic
application to improve concurrency and recovery. For the case, we consider the web-shop
application proposed for the TPC -W benchmark [24]. We choose the TPC-W benchmark,
because this is a benchmark proposed by the Transaction Processing Council to evaluate the
performance of database systems for novel applications. As such, the web-shop application
can be considered a blueprint for novel applications with high demands for transaction
processing. The chapter discusses how the developed theory can be applied to the application
and we demonstrate that our theory results in improved concurrency and recovery with
respect to conventional transaction theory.

7.1

TPC-W benchmark

The TPC-W benchmark involves a transactional web application where users can order
books through a web interface. The application’s data is stored in eight relational tables,
including three tables that store the customer’s data, a relation item that stores the book
information and the stock level of each book, and a relation author that stores the author
information of the books. The relations order and orderline store the order information.
Finally, there is a relation that contains credit card transactions.
The TPC-W application is described by a web page interaction diagram as given in
Figure 7.1. Each circle represents a web page that is presented to the user. From each web
page, a user can navigate to another page either by pressing a button or a link on the page.
The Home page is the initial state. From this page, a user can request the list of new
products (New Product), the list of bestsellers (BestSeller ), view its current shopping cart
(ShoppingCart), or invoke the search page (SearchRequest). All three pages result in a list of
books. The user can click on the link of one book to see the product’s details (ProductDetail ).
Either from this web page or the previous three pages, a book can be added to the shopping
cart (ShoppingCart). From this page, the user can repeat the addition of books, or start the
order sequence CustomerRegistration, BuyRequest, BuyConfirm. In addition to these web
pages, the AdminRequest and AdminConfirm pages can be used to update the information
about a book, and the OrderInquiry and OrderDisplay pages can be used to get the current
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Figure 7.1: TPC-W application’s web interactions [24]
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order status.

7.2

Case study description

In this case study we consider a representative subset of the possible transactions and a
subset of the data to demonstrate the strength of our theory.
For the data, we consider only the relations item, author , order and orderline. In addition, we consider the shopping cart as a database relation, as opposed to the TPC-W
specification, where the shopping cart relation is a global program variable. In addition,
we distinguish three relations to generate unique keys: sessionid, orderid and orderlineid.
For the sake of the example, we consider only a subset of the attributes of the relations, with:
author (A ID,A NAME)
item(I ID,I A ID,I TITLE,I COST,I STOCK)
order (O ID,O TOTAL)
orderline(OL ID,OL O ID,OL I ID,OL QTY,OL REMAIN)
cart(C SESSION ID,C I ID,C COST,C QTY)
sessionid (S ID)
orderid (O ID)
orderlineid (OL ID)
The author relation stores primary key A ID and the name of the author in A NAME.
Relation item stores books with primary key I ID, a foreign key I A ID to A ID, a title
I TITLE, the price of the book I COST and the current stock level I STOCK of the book.
Relation order stores all orders with primary key O ID and the total cost of the order
O TOTAL. Relation orderline contains the details of each order, with OL ID the primary
key, OL O ID a foreign key to the order, OL I ID a foreign key to the book ordered, OL QTY
the number of books delivered and OL REMAIN the number of books that remain to be
delivered if the stock level was insufficient. Relation cart represents the shopping cart,
with C SESSION ID the key of the current user session, C I ID a foreign key to an item
in the cart, C COST the price of the item and C QTY the number of items. The relations
sessionid, orderid and orderlineid contain the current session number, order number and
orderline number. In addition to the database relations, we consider program variables. We
denote the name of program variables with a preceding colon.
For the transactions, we consider three traces through the web interaction diagram of
figure 7.1 . We consider an order transaction, an update transaction and a status transaction.
For each transaction we describe the operations with their implementation below.

7.2.1

Order transaction

The order transaction is the transaction where a user orders a set of books. We assume
that the user iteratively accesses the Home, SearchRequest, SearchResult and ShoppingCart
pages to add books to his shopping cart. After the last iteration, the order is placed through
the CustomerRegistration, BuyRequest and BuyConfirm pages. The program logic between
the web page transitions is captured by the transaction’s operations given in table 7.1.
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From page
StartUserSession
Home
SearchRequest
SearchResult
ShoppingCart
CustomerRegistration
BuyRequest

To page
Home
SearchRequest
SearchResult
ShoppingCart
CustomerRegistration
BuyRequest
BuyConfirm

Operation
start
search
add
order

Table 7.1: Operations of transaction order
From page
StartUserSession
Home
SearchRequest
SearchResult
ProductDetail
AdminRequest

To page
Home
SearchRequest
SearchResult
ProductDetail
AdminRequest
AdminConfirm

Operation
start
search
detail
update
-

Table 7.2: Operations of transaction update
We did not include an operation for the transition between the Home - SearchRequest, ShoppingCart - CustomerRegistration, and CustomerRegistration - BuyRequest because these transitions do not change data within our scope. The implementation of each
operation is given in figure 7.2.

7.2.2

Update transaction

The update transaction searches for a book, displays the book’s details and then updates
its cost. For this, the user accesses the Home, SearchRequest, SearchResult, ProductDetail,
AdminRequest and AdminConfirm pages in this order. For each page transition, we assume
the operations as given in table 7.2.
For the update transaction, we consider the same operations start and search to identify
the product to be updated. The new operations include detail and update, that retrieve and
update the price of the particular product. We have omitted the operation for the transition
between AdminRequest and AdminConfirm, because it only returns a confirmation. The
implementation of the update transaction is defined as in figure 7.4.

7.2.3

Status transaction

The status transaction retrieves the status of a specific order. The user accesses the Home
page to start, then the user identifies itself by the OrderInquiry page. Subsequently, the
status of the last order is provided by the OrderDisplay page. For each page transition, we
assume the operations as given in table 7.3.
For reasons of simplicity, we merge the identification of the user and the display of the
last order. The implementation of the status transaction then becomes as in figure 7.4.
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OPERATION start:
SELECT S ID INTO :session id FROM SESSIONID
UPDATE SESSIONID SET S ID = :session id + 1
OPERATION search:
/* the user provides the name of an author that is stored in local variable
:author name */
USER TEXT(:author name)
SELECT I ID,I TITLE,I COST, A NAME INTO :author books FROM
ITEM,AUTHOR WHERE I A ID = A ID AND A NAME = :author name
OPERATION add:
/* all books in :author books are presented to the user and for one book
with book ID :book id the user fills out the quantity :quant */
USER SELECT(:author books, :book id, :quant)
SELECT I ID, I COST INTO :book FROM :author books WHERE I ID =
:book id
INSERT INTO CART VALUES (:session id,:book.I ID,:book.I COST,:quant)
OPERATION order:
SELECT O ID INTO :order id FROM ORDERID
UPDATE ORDERID SET O ID = :order id + 1
SELECT SUM(C COST) INTO :total cost FROM CART WHERE
C SESSION ID = :session id
INSERT INTO ORDER VALUES (:order id,:total cost)
SELECT C SESSION ID,C I ID,C COST,C QTY INTO :cart FROM CART
WHERE C SESSION ID = :session id
DELETE FROM CART WHERE C SESSION ID=:session id
FOR (:c IN :cart)
SELECT OL ID INTO :orderline id FROM ORDERLINEID
UPDATE ORDERLINEID SET OL ID = :orderline id + 1
SELECT MIN(:c.C QTY,I STOCK) INTO :filled[:c] FROM ITEM WHERE
I ID = :c.C I ID
UPDATE ITEM SET I STOCK = I STOCK - :filled[:c] WHERE I ID =
:c.C I ID
INSERT
INTO
ORDERLINE
VALUES
line id,:order id,:c.C I ID,:filled[:c],:c.QTY-:filled[:c])
Figure 7.2: Implementation of the transaction order

(:order-
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OPERATION start:
/* as defined in transaction order */
OPERATION search:
/* as defined in transaction order */
OPERATION detail:
USER SELECT( :author books, :book id)
OPERATION update:
/* the user enters the new cost for the book */
USER TEXT(:cost)
UPDATE ITEM SET I COST = :cost WHERE I ID = :book id
Figure 7.3: Implementation of the transaction update

From page
StartUserSession
Home
OrderInquiry

To page
Home
OrderInquiry
OrderDisplay

Operation
start
status

Table 7.3: Operations of the transaction status

OPERATION start:
/* as defined in transaction order */
OPERATION status:
SELECT MAX(O ID) INTO :last order id FROM ORDER
SELECT O ID, O TOTAL FROM ORDER INTO :last order WHERE O ID =
:last order id
SELECT OL ID, OL O ID, OL I ID, OL QTY, OL REMAIN FROM ORDERLINE INTO :last orderline WHERE OL O ID = :last order id
Figure 7.4: Implementation of the transaction status
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CON
start
search
add
order
detail
update
status

start
+

search
-

add
-

order
+

detail
-

update
+
+
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status
+
-

Table 7.4: Conflict relation CON

7.3

Semantics-based concurrency control

In this section we demonstrate that the semantics of the TPC-W application can be exploited
to achieve a higher degree of concurrency than without these semantics. We demonstrate
this by applying the approaches of chapter 3, 4 and 5 in section 7.3.1, section 7.3.2 and
section 7.3.3.

7.3.1

Semantics-based concurrency control for the basic model

To demonstrate the improvement of the semantics-based approach over the conventional
approach, we derive the conventional conflict relation CON on the operations of the transactions order , update and status. The conflict relation is derived from the implementations
provided in the previous section. Then, we define the semantic conflict relation SCON in
two steps. First, we specify the semantics for the transactions order , update and status.
Second, we derive sufficient semantics for the operations of the transactions. We conclude
that concurrency is improved, if the semantic conflict relation SCON is weaker than the
conflict relation CON . By definition 2.2.0.11 of conflict relation CON , two operations are
conflicting if their composed functional semantics are different in either order. The conflict
table is given in table 7.4. For each pair of operations p and q, we write ’+’ if CON (p, q)
and ’-’ if ¬CON (p, q) or p and q never access the same variable. As the conflict relation is
symmetric, only the upper right corner is marked.
We can explain the conflicts as follows:
• CON (start, start) : in either order the returned value for :session id is different,
• CON (search, update) : in either order the returned price of a book is different,
• CON (order , order ) : in either order the returned value for :order id is different, and
the stock levels may be different,
• CON (update, update) : in either order the final price of the book is different,
• CON (order , status) : in either order the last order of a customer is different.
Next, we demonstrate that for some of the conflicting operations sufficient semantics can be
identified that are not semantically conflicting. For this, we first define the semantics of the
three transactions. Based on these semantics, sufficient semantics for their operations are
derived. These semantics are used to define the semantic conflict relation SCON .
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RTorder = (
∃ordered books, order id , order id new , session id , session id new , orderline id [] :
(order id , . . .) ∈
/ orderpre ∧ (order id new ) ∈ orderidpost ∧ (order id new , . . .) ∈
/ orderpost
∧
/ cartpre ∧
(session id , . . .) ∈
/ cartpost
(session id new ) ∈ sessionidpost ∧ (session id new , . . .) ∈
∧
/* each ordered book must have a price and author which name is provided by the user */
ordered books ⊆ {(i id , i cost, :qtypre [i id ]) |
(i id , a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempre ∧ (a id , :author namepre [a id ]) ∈ authorpre }
∧
/* the new order is added to the order
P relation */
orderpost = orderpre ∪ {(order id , (b id,b i cost,b qty)∈ordered books b i cost)}
∧
/* for each ordered book, the stock is maximally lowered with the quantity ordered */
itempost = {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) |
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre ∧
((i id , b i cost, b qty) ∈ ordered books ⇒ i stock post = min(i stock pre, b qty)) ∧
((i id , b i cost, b qty) ∈
/ ordered books ⇒ i stock post = i stock pre)}
∧
/* for each ordered book an orderline is inserted in the orderline relation with the delivered
items and the remaining items */
orderlinepost = orderlinepre ∪
{(orderline id [b], order id , b id , i stock pre − i stock post, b qty − (i stock pre −
i stock post)) |
(b id , b i cost, b qty) ∈ ordered books ∧
(b id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre ∧
(b id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) ∈ itempost }
∧
/* orderline ID is unique */
∀b ∈ ordered books : (orderline id [b], . . .) ∈
/ orderlinepre
∧
(orderline id new , . . .) ∈ orderlineidpost ∧ (orderline id new ) ∈
/ orderlinepost
∧
∀bi , bj ∈ ordered books : bi 6= bj ⇒ orderline id [bi ] 6= orderline id [bj ]
∧
Inv({:session id , :author , :author books, :book , cart, :cart, :order id , orderid ,
:total cost, :orderline id , orderlineid , :filled [], item, orderline})
)

Figure 7.5: Semantics of the transaction order
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Semantics of the order transaction
The semantics of the order transaction are given in figure 7.5. The first line introduces a set
of variables. Importantly, these variables do not represent application variables. Instead,
they are only used to support the definition of the semantics and are therefore only defined in
the context of these semantics specification. In addition, we captured the multiple entry of
the :author name by the user by the array :author name[]. Variable order id represents the
order id of the transaction. The order id must be unique for each order. This is guaranteed
/ orderpre . Such order id is guaranteed to exist, because the
by the conjunct (order id , ...) ∈
relation orderid maintains the numbers that are not yet used as an order id. This fact is
guaranteed by the conjunct:
/ orderpost )
(order id new ) ∈ orderidpost ∧ (order id new , . . .) ∈
. . . for some arbitrary variable order id new .
It is important to note that these semantics for the order id and orderid relation are
weaker than the actual semantics defined for order id and orderid . The reason is that
order id is not required to have the same value as orderidpre . We will see that this is of
primary importance to the gain in concurrency. The semantics for the variables session id
and orderline id are defined in a similar way. For the variables orderline id [b] an additional
constraint is imposed to guarantee that the id’s of each of the added orderlines are unique. In
order to achieve the semantics of the transaction, we assign the semantics to the operations
as given in figure 7.6. Note that in this case program variables are introduced. It can be
verified that the operation semantics are sufficient for the transaction.
Semantics of the update transaction
The update transaction updates the cost of a book that is selected by the user by means of
the author name. The semantics of the update transaction are defined as in figure 7.7. The
book that is updated, is represented by variable selected book . The selected book is bound
to the states itempre and authorpre in a similar way as was the case for ordered books in
transaction order . The author name of the selected book must be equal to :author namepre .
The last conjunct specifies that the price of the selected book is updated.
The update transaction is implemented with the operations start, search, detail and
update. This leaves us the specification of the semantics for the detail and update operations.
Their semantics are given in figure 7.8. Again it can be verified that the semantics of the
operations start, search, detail and update are sufficient for the update transaction.
Semantics of the status transaction
The status transaction displays the order information of the last order for some user. The
semantics of the transaction are defined as in figure 7.9. The semantics of the transaction
describe the transaction parameters :last order id, :last order and :last orderline that represent the last order id, its corresponding order and its corresponding orderlines that are
returned to the web page. The second conjunct guarantees that this order is the order with
the highest order id.
The status transaction is implemented by means of the operations start and status. The
semantics of the start operation are considered the same as the previously defined semantics.
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Rstart = (∃session id new :
(:session idpre , . . .) ∈
/ cartpre ∧
/ cartpost
(session id new ) ∈ sessionidpost ∧ (session id new , . . .) ∈
∧
Inv({:session id , sessionid }))
Rsearch = (:author bookspost = {(i id , i title, i cost, a name) |
(i id , a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempre ∧ (a id , :author namepre ) ∈ authorpre }
∧
Inv({:author books}))
Radd = (∃book cost : (:book idpre , book cost) ∈ :author bookspre
∧
cartpost = cartpre ∪ {(:session idpre , :book idpre , book cost, :quantpre )}
∧
Inv({cart, :book }))
Rorder = (∃order id new , orderline id new :
(:order idpost , . . .) ∈
/ orderpre ∧(order id new ) ∈ orderidpost ∧(order id new , . . .) ∈
/ orderpost
∧
P
orderpost = orderpre ∪ {(:order idpre , (:session idpre ,c i id,c cost,c qty)∈cartpre c cost)}
∧
:cartpost = {(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) |
(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ∧ c session id 6= :session idpre }
∧
itempost = {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) |
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre ∧
((:sessionpre id , i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ⇒ i stock post = min(i stock pre, c qty) ∧
(:sessionpre id , i id , c cost, c qty) ∈
/ cartpre ⇒ i stock post = i stock pre)}
∧
orderlinepost = orderlinepre ∪ {
(orderline id [c], :order idpre , c i id , i stock pre − i stock post, c qty − (i stock post −
i stock pre)) |
(:session idpre , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ∧
(c i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre ∧
(c i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) ∈ itempost }
∧
∀c ∈ cartpre : (orderline id [c], . . .) ∈
/ orderlinepre
∧
(orderline id new ) ∈ orderlineidpost ∧ (orderline id new , . . .) ∈
/ orderlinepost
∧
∀ci , cj ∈ cartpre : ci 6= cj ⇒ orderline id [ci ] 6= orderline id [cj ]
∧
Inv({:order id , orderid , :total cost, order , :cart, cart, :orderline id , orderlineid , orderline}))
Figure 7.6: Operation semantics for transaction order
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RTupdate = (
∃selected book , session id new :
(session id new ) ∈ sessionidpost ∧ (session id new , . . .) ∈
/ cartpre
∧
/* each selected book must have a price and author with name author name that once
existed in the database */
selected book ∈ {(i id , i title, i cost, :author namepre ) |
(i id , a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempre ∧ (a id , :author namepre ) ∈ authorpre }
/* the cost of the selected book is updated */
itempost = {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost post, i stock ) |
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost pre, i stock ) ∈ itempre ∧
(i id , . . .) = selected book ⇒ i cost post = :costpre ∧
(i id , . . .) 6= selected book ⇒ i cost post = i cost pre}
∧
Inv({:session id , sessionid , :author name, :author books, :book id , item})
)

Figure 7.7: Semantics of the transaction update
SCON
Rstart
Rsearch
Radd
Rorder
Rdetail
Rupdate
Rstatus

Rstart
-!

Rsearch
-

Radd
-

Rorder
+

Rdetail
-

Rupdate
+
+

Rstatus
+
-

Table 7.5: Semantic conflict relation
The semantics of the status operation are the same as the semantics of the transaction, except
for the predicates on the sessionid relation. The semantics of the update operation are given
in figure 7.8. Again, it can be verified that the semantics of the start and status operations
are sufficient for the semantics of the transaction status.
The semantic conflict relation
Now we have identified operation semantics that are sufficient for the transaction semantics,
we can derive the corresponding semantic conflict relation. The resulting conflict table is
given in table 7.5. The differences with respect to the previous conflict relation of table 7.4
are marked with an exclamation mark.
The semantics result in the disappearance of one conflict with respect to CON . The
conflict CON (start, start) disappears in SCON , because Rstart only states that the session
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Rdetail = (
(:book idpre , . . .) ∈ :author bookspre
∧
Inv({:book })
)
Rupdate = (
itempost = {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost post, i stock ) |
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost pre, i stock ) ∈ itempre ∧
i id = :book idpre ⇒ i cost post = :costpre ∧
i id 6= :book idpre ⇒ i cost post = i cost pre}
∧
Inv({item})
)
Rstatus = (
:last order idpost = max {o id | (o id , o total ) ∈ orderpre }
∧
:last orderpost ∈ {(o id , o total ) | (o id , o total ) ∈ orderpre ∧ o id = :last order idpost }
∧
:last orderlinepost = {(ol id , ol o id , ol i id , ol qty, ol remain) |
(ol id , ol o id , ol i id , ol qty, ol remain) ∈ orderlinepre ∧ ol o id = :last order idpost }
∧
Inv({:last order id , :last order , :last orderline, orderid }))
Figure 7.8: Semantics of the operations detail , update and status

RTstatus = (
∃session id new :
/ cartpost
(session id new ) ∈ sessionidpost ∧ (session id new , . . .) ∈
∧
:last order idpost = max {o id | (o id , o total ) ∈ orderpre }
∧
:last orderpost ∈ {(o id , o total ) | (o id , o total ) ∈ orderpre ∧ o id = :last order idpost }
∧
:last orderlinepost = {(ol id , ol o id , ol i id , ol qty, ol remain) |
(ol id , ol o id , ol i id , ol qty, ol remain) ∈ orderlinepre ∧ ol o id = :last order idpost }
∧
Inv({:last order id , :last order , :last orderline, orderid })
)
Figure 7.9: Semantics of the transaction status
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id must be unique. This contrasts with the definition of CON where the value of :session id
must be the same. Even though only one conflict has disappeared, this may already result
in higher degrees of concurrency, because start is the first operation of each transaction.
However, we will see that we achieve far better results in the context of the tree model.

7.3.2

Semantics-based concurrency control for the tree model

The consideration of semantics in the previous section improved concurrency with respect
to the conventional approach. In this section we investigate the improvement in concurrency
in the context of the tree model.
The main limitation of the semantics-based approach of the previous section is the fact
that only a single database transition is considered for the semantics of transaction order.
In the context of the tree model, we can consider multiple transitions, i.e. the transitions of
each of the operations. We reference to the transaction tree for transaction order as Trorder .
To capture these multiple transitions in the specification of transaction order, we refer to
the application variables of operation p by a superscript p. Thus, if operation p references
p
p
and itempost
. The semantics of transaction
variables itempre and itempost , we write itempre
tree Trorder can now be specified as RTrorder as given in figure 7.10.
We remark that the specification of RTrorder is much weaker than the earlier specification
RTo rder . This follows directly from the fact that the references to the initial and final states
order
order
of the operations are hidden through the new variables, i.e. orderpre,post
, orderlinepre,post
,
search
itempre,post and are therefore not related anymore to the initial and final states of the transaction. We can allow this, because we assume that each of the operations satisfies the original
semantics as given in section 7.3. However, to guarantee that the transaction semantics are
correct1 , we must extend the weak specification of RTrorder with the following constraints on
the database:
• (orderid , . . .) ∈ orderpost ∧
∀b ∈ ordered books : (orderlineid [b], order id , . . .) ∈ orderlinepost
• ∀(i id , b i cost, b qty) ∈ ordered books, (i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempost :
i stock ≥ 0
The first constraint implies that the added order is in the database, and that all orderlines of
the order are in the database. The second constraint implies that the modified stock levels
are never less than zero.
The sufficient semantics of the operations in the context of the new specification are now
also weaker, because they need only implement the semantics RTrorder . The corresponding
operation semantics are given in figure 7.11. We describe the semantics for the transactions
Tupdate and Tstatus in a similar way. We refer to figures 7.12 and 7.13 for the semantics of
transaction trees Trupdate and Trstatus , and to figure 7.14 for the semantics of the operations
detail , update and status in the context of these semantics. We note that an additional
predicate was added to the semantics of transacton tree status, to guarantee that all orderlines are read by the status transaction. This is also reflected in the semantics of operation
1 The

semantics of a transaction must preserve database consistency (see definition 3.4.1.1).
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SCON
Rstart
Rsearch
Radd
Rorder
Rdetail
Rupdate
Rstatus

Rstart
-!

Rsearch
-

Radd
-

Rorder
-!

Rdetail
-

Rupdate
-!
-!

Rstatus
-!
-

Table 7.6: Semantic conflict relation for the tree model
status. The new semantic conflict relation is represented in table 7.6. The differences with
respect to table 7.5 are marked with an exclamation mark.
The weaker semantics have dramatic consequences for the semantic conflict relation.
With the refined semantics for the transaction order , all semantic conflicts have disappeared.
In particular, the semantic conflict between the semantics of the update operation and the
search operation has disappeared. This is explained from the fact that in either order, the
specification of :author bookspost is met. The semantic conflict between semantics of two
order operations has also disappeared, because in either order the orderid and orderlineid ’s
remain unique, and the added orders and orderlines exist in either order in the database. The
semantic conflict between operations order and status has disappeared, because operation
order always adds all orderlines for each order. Even the semantic conflict between two
update operations has disappeared, because in either order they perform their update on
the database.
Obviously, now all conflicts have disappeared, semantic conflict serializability is guaranteed for all possible interleavings of operations. In fact, no concurrency control is necessary
at the higher level, such that we achieve maximum concurrency here. We need only guarantee semantic conflict serializability with respect to the individual operations.

7.3.3

Semantic decomposition

In this section, we take the approach of semantic decomposition to improve concurrency.
We start with the semantics of section 7.3, to clearify the added value of the approach with
respect to the basic semantic approach.2 We start with the semantics of section 7.3. We
observe that the semantics of the order transaction as given in figure 7.5 are too strong,
because they state that the observed stock for all ordered books must come from the same
database snapshot. Instead, it is also sufficient if the observed stock levels come from different database snapshots. This weaker requirement can be captured by distinguishing multiple
consistent transitions. We decompose transaction order into a transition Torder .select that
selects the books to be ordered, a set of transitions Torder .stock [b] that update the stock
for each ordered book b, and a transition Torder .order that updates the order and orderline
relations. In addition, we define a partial order <RTorder on the transitions, with:
2 We

note that it is possible to use semantic decomposition in the context of the tree model as well.
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order
order
RTrorder = (∃orderpre,post
, orderlinepre,post
, itempre,post ,
ordered books, order id , order id new , session id , session id new , orderline id [] :
(order id , . . .) ∈
/ orderpre ∧ (order id new ) ∈ orderidpost ∧ (order id new , . . .) ∈
/ orderpost
∧
/ cartpre ∧
(session id , . . .) ∈
(session id new ) ∈ sessionidpost ∧ (session id new , . . .) ∈
/ cartpost
∧
/* each ordered book must have a price and author which name is provided by the user */
ordered books ⊆ {(i id , i cost, :qtypre [i id ]) | (i id , a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈
search[i id]
search[i id]
itempre
∧ (a id , :author namepre [a id ]) ∈ authorpre
}
∧
/* the new order is added to the order
Prelation */
order
order
orderpost
= orderpre
∪ {(order id , (b id,b i cost,b qty)∈ordered books b i cost)} ∧
(orderid , . . .) ∈ orderpost
∧
/* for each ordered book, the stock is maximally lowered with the quantity ordered */
order
= {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) |
itempost
order
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre
∧
((i id , b i cost, b qty) ∈ ordered books ⇒ i stock post = min(i stock pre, b qty)) ∧
((i id , b i cost, b qty) ∈
/ ordered books ⇒ i stock post = i stock pre)}
∧
∀(i id , b i cost, b qty) ∈ ordered books,
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempost : i stock ≥ 0
∧
/* for each ordered book an orderline is inserted in the orderline relation with the delivered
items and the remaining items */
order
order
∪
= orderlinepre
orderlinepost
{(orderline id [b], order id , b id , i stock pre − i stock post, b qty − (i stock pre −
i stock post)) |
(b id , b i cost, b qty) ∈ ordered books ∧
order
(b id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre
∧
order
(b id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) ∈ itempost
}
∧
∀b ∈ ordered books : (orderlineid [b], orderid , . . .) ∈ orderlinepost
∧
/* orderline ID is unique */
/ orderlinepre
∀b ∈ ordered books : (orderline id [b], . . .) ∈
∧
(orderline id new , . . .) ∈ orderlineidpost ∧ (orderline id new ) ∈
/ orderlinepost
∧
∀bi , bj ∈ ordered books : bi 6= bj ⇒ orderline id [bi ] 6= orderline id [bj ]
∧
Inv({:session id , :author , :author books, :book , cart, :cart, :order id , orderid ,
:total cost, :orderline id , orderlineid , :filled [], item, orderline}))

Figure 7.10: Semantics of the transaction tree order
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0
Rstart
= Rstart
0
search
search
Rsearch
= (∃itempre
, authorpre
:
:author bookspost = {(i id , i title, i cost, a name) |
search
search
∧ (a id , :author namepre ) ∈ authorpre
}
(i id , a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempre
∧
Inv({:author books}))
0
Radd
= Radd
0
order
order
Rorder
= (∃itempre,post
, orderlinepre,post
, order id new , orderline id new :
/ orderpre ∧(order id new ) ∈ orderidpost ∧(order id new , . . .) ∈
/ orderpost
(:order idpost , . . .) ∈
∧
P
order
order
∪ {(:order idpre , (:session idpre ,c i id,c cost,c qty)∈cartpre c cost)}
= orderpre
orderpost
∧
(:order idpre , . . .) ∈ orderpost
∧
:cartpost = {(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) |
(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ∧ c session id 6= :session idpre }
∧
order
= {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) |
itempost
order
∧
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre
((:sessionpre id , i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ⇒ i stock post = min(i stock pre, c qty) ∧
(:sessionpre id , i id , c cost, c qty) ∈
/ cartpre ⇒ i stock post = i stock pre)}
∧
∀(:session idpre , i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ,
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempost : i stock ≥ 0
∧
order
order
∪{
= orderlinepre
orderlinepost
(orderline id [c], :order idpre , c i id , i stock pre − i stock post, c qty − (i stock post −
i stock pre)) |
(:session idpre , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ∧
order
(c i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre
∧
order
(c i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) ∈ itempost
}
∧
∀c ∈ cartpre : (orderline id [c], . . .) ∈ orderlinepost ∧
∀c ∈ cartpre : (orderline id [c], . . .) ∈
/ orderlinepre
∧
(orderline id new ) ∈ orderlineidpost ∧ (orderline id new , . . .) ∈
/ orderlinepost
∧
∀ci , cj ∈ cartpre : ci 6= cj ⇒ orderline id [ci ] 6= orderline id [cj ]
∧
Inv({:order id , orderid , :total cost, order , :cart, cart, :orderline id , orderlineid , orderline}))

Figure 7.11: Operation semantics for the transaction tree order
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RTrupdate = (
search[]
search[]
update
∃selected book , session id new , itempre,post
, itempre
, authorpre
:
/ cartpre
(session id new ) ∈ sessionidpost ∧ (session id new , . . .) ∈
∧
/* each selected book must have a price and author with name author name that once
existed in the database */
selected book ∈ {(i id , i title, i cost, :author namepre ) |
search[i id]
(i id , a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempre
∧
search[i id]
}
(a id , :author namepre ) ∈ authorpre
/* the cost of the selected book is updated */
update
itempost
= {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost post, i stock ) |
update
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost pre, i stock ) ∈ itempre
∧
(i id , . . .) = selected book ⇒ i cost post = :costpre ∧
(i id , . . .) 6= selected book ⇒ i cost post = i cost pre}
∧
Inv({:session id , sessionid , :author name, :author books, :book id , item})
)
Figure 7.12: Semantics of the transaction tree update

RTrstatus = (
status
status
∃session id new , orderpre
, orderlinepre
:
(session id new ) ∈ sessionidpost ∧ (session id new , . . .) ∈
/ cartpost ∧ :last order idpost =
status
}
max {o id | (o id , o total ) ∈ orderpre
∧
status
:last orderpost ∈ {(o id , o total ) | (o id , o total ) ∈ orderpre
∧ o id = :last order idpost }
∧
:last orderlinepost = {(ol id , ol o id , ol i id , ol qty, ol remain) |
status
(ol id , ol o id , ol i id , ol qty, ol remain) ∈ orderlinepre
∧ ol o id = :last order idpost }
∧
∀(ol id , :last order idpost , ol i id , ol qty) ∈ orderlinepost :
(ol id , :last order idpost , ol i id , ol qty) ∈ :last orderlinepost
∧
Inv({:last order id , :last order , :last orderline, orderid })
)
Figure 7.13: Semantics of the transaction tree status
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0
Rdetail
= Rdetail
0
Rupdate
=(
update
update
∃itempre,post : itempost
= {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost post, i stock ) |
update
∧
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost pre, i stock ) ∈ itempre
i id = :book idpre ⇒ i cost post = :costpre ∧
i id 6= :book idpre ⇒ i cost post = i cost pre}
∧
Inv({item})
)
0
=(
Rstatus
status
status
∃orderpre
, orderlinepre
:
status
:last order idpost = max {o id | (o id , o total ) ∈ orderpre
}
∧
status
:last orderpost ∈ {(o id , o total ) | (o id , o total ) ∈ orderpre
∧ o id = :last order idpost }
∧
:last orderlinepost = {(ol id , ol o id , ol i id , ol qty, ol remain) |
status
(ol id , ol o id , ol i id , ol qty, ol remain) ∈ orderlinepre
∧ ol o id = :last order idpost }
∧
∀(ol id , :last order idpost , ol i id , ol qty) ∈ orderlinepost :
(ol id , :last order idpost , ol i id , ol qty) ∈ :last orderlinepost
∧
Inv({:last order id , :last order , :last orderline, orderid })
)

Figure 7.14: Semantics of the operations detail , update and status for the transaction trees
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b {(RTorder .select , RTorder .stock [b] ), (RTorder .stock [b] , RTorder .order )}

The semantics are defined as in figure 7.15.
Unfortunately, the implementation suggested by the TPC-W specification cannot exploit
these weaker semantics. This is due to the fact that the order operation atomically updates
the stock of all ordered books. As a consequence, the stock levels of all books are always
observed from and updated into a single snapshot.
To still be able to demonstrate the power of the approach, we split the order operation
into an operation order’ and multiple operations orderline for each ordered book. The
operation order’ contains the implementation for the update of the order and cart relations.
The orderline operations contain the updates for the stock levels and the orderlines. The
implementations of the operations order’ and orderline operations are given in figure 7.16.
The operation order’ inserts a new order in the order relation and moves the contents
of the shopping cart to the local variable :cart. The operations orderline update the stock
for each ordered book and insert the number of delivered books into the orderline relation.
The next step is to assign decomposed semantics to each of new the operations. For
transition Torder .select we have the relevant operation semantics as given in figure 7.18.
According to these semantics, the transition Torder .select is completely implemented by the
first three operations of the order transaction.
For transition Torder .stock we have the relevant operation semantics as given in figure
7.3.3. None of the semantics of operations start, search and stock are assigned to transition
Torder .stock . Instead, part of the semantics of operations order’ and orderline are assigned to
Torder .stock . The semantics for order’ include the preparation of the local variable :cart for
the set of orderline operations. The relevant operation semantics of the orderline operations
involve the update of the stock level of each item in :cart. The amount filled is stored in
local variables :filled[:c] for each item :c ∈ :cartpre .
For transition Torder .order we have the relevant operation semantics as given in figure
7.19. Again, no semantics of the start, search and add operations are assigned to transition
Torder .order . The relevant semantics of operation order’ include the generation of a unique
:order id, the clean-up of the cart relation and the insertion of the order in the order relation.
The semantics of the orderline operations involve the insertion of an orderline for each
ordered book. For this, a unique orderline id is generated.
With the decomposition of the order operation into the operations order’ and orderline with corresponding decomposed semantics, a new semantic conflict relation is defined.
The new semantic conflict relation is depicted in table 7.7 . We abbreviated order’.stock,
orderline.stock, order’.order, orderline.order to o’.s, ol.s, o’.o and ol.o respectively. The
differences with respect to the previous conflict relation of table 7.5 are marked with an
exclamation mark.
With the decomposition of the order operation, the previous conflict SCON (Rorder , Rorder )
is now spread over the semantic conflicts on the operations order’.order, orderline.order, order’.stock, and orderline.stock. If the decomposition did not have any effect on concurrency,
we would have conflicts for all combinations of these operation semantics. However, the
table suggests that this is not the case. Instead, we see that with the new semantics we even
have only one conflict SCON (Rorderline.stock , Rorderline.stock ) left. The reason for this conflict
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RTorder .select =
∃session id new , ordered books :
(:session idpost , . . .) ∈ cartpre ∧
/ cartpost
(session id new ) ∈ sessionidpost ∧ (session id new , . . .) ∈
∧
ordered books ⊆ {(i id , i cost, :qty(i id ) |
(i id , a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempre ∧ (a id , :author name[ai d ]) ∈ authorpre }
∧
cartpost = cartpre ∪ {(:session idpre , i id , i cost, i qty) |
(i id , i cost, i qty) ∈ ordered books}
∧
Inv({:session id , sessionid , :author books, cart, :book , :author name, :book id })
)
RTorder .stock [(:session idpre , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ] = (
:filledpre [c i id ] = min(c qty,
max {i stock | (i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempre ∧ i id = c qty})
∧
itempost = {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock post) |
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre ∧
(i id = c i id ⇒ i stock post = min(i stock pre, c i qty)) ∧
(i id 6= c i id ⇒ i stock post = i stock pre)}
∧
Inv({item, :filled []})
)
RTorder .order = (
∃order id , order id new , orderline id [], orderline id new :
(order id , . . .) ∈
/ orderpre ∧ (order id new ) ∈ orderidpost ∧ (order id new , . . .) ∈
/ orderpost
∧
P
orderpost = orderpre ∪ {(order id , :session idpre ,c i id,c cost,c qty∈cartpre c i cost)}
∧
orderlinepost = orderlinepre ∪ {
(orderline id [c i id ], order id , c i id , :filledpre [c i id ], c qty − :filled [c i id ]) |
(:session idpre , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre }
∧
∀(:session idpre , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre : (orderline id [c i id ], . . .) ∈
/ orderlinepre
∧
∀ci , cj ∈ cartpre : ci 6= cj ⇒ orderline id [ci ] 6= orderline id [cj ]
∧
Inv({cart, :cart, :orderline id , orderlineid , orderline, :order id , orderid , :total cost, order })
)

Figure 7.15: Decomposed transaction semantics
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OPERATION order’:
SELECT ORDER ID INTO :order id FROM ORDERID
UPDATE ORDERID SET ORDER ID = :order id + 1
SELECT SUM(C COST) INTO
C SESSION ID = :session id

:total cost

FROM

CART

WHERE

INSERT INTO ORDER VALUES (:order id,:total cost)
SELECT C SESSION ID,C I ID,C COST,C QTY INTO :cart FROM CART
WHERE C SESSION ID = :session id
DELETE FROM CART WHERE C SESSION ID=:session id
OPERATION orderline (:c ∈ :cart):
SELECT OL ID INTO :orderline id FROM ORDERLINEID
UPDATE ORDERLINEID SET OL ID = :orderline id + 1
SELECT MIN(:c.QTY,I STOCK) INTO :filled[:c] FROM ITEM WHERE I ID
= :c.C I ID
UPDATE ITEM SET I STOCK = I STOCK - :filled[:c] WHERE I ID = :c.C I ID
INSERT INTO ORDERLINE VALUES
(:orderline id,:order id,:c.C I ID,:filled[:c],:c.C QTY−:filled[:c])
Figure 7.16: Implementation of the order 0 and orderline operations

Rstart.select = Rstart
Rsearch.select = Rsearch
Radd.select = Radd
Rorder 0 .select = Inv (∅)
Rorderline.select = Inv (∅)
Figure 7.17: Operation semantics of transition order.select
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Rstart.stock = Inv (∅)
Rsearch.stock = Inv (∅)
Radd.stock = Inv (∅)
Rorder 0 .stock = (
:cartpost = {(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) |
(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ :cartpre ∧ cs essioni d = :session idpre }
∧
Inv({:cart})
)
Rorderline.stock [(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ :cartpre ] = (
/* for each ordered book, the stock is maximally lowered with the quantity ordered */
:filledpost [c i id ] = min(c i qty, max {i stock |
(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock ) ∈ itempre ∧ i id = c i qty})
∧
itempost = {(i id , i a id , i title, i cost, i stock pre) ∈ itempre ∧
(i id = c i id ⇒ i stock post = min(i stock pre, c i qty)) ∧
(i id 6= c i id ⇒ i stock post = i stock pre)}
∧
Inv({item, :filled []})
)

Figure 7.18: Operation semantics for transition Torder .stock

SCON
Rstart
Rsearch
Radd
Ro 0 .s
Rol.s
Ro 0 .o
Rol.o
Rdetail
Rupdate
Rstatus

Rstart Rsearch Radd Ro 0 .s Rol.s Ro 0 .o Rol.o Rdetail Rupdate Rstatus
+
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!
+
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!
+
-!
+
+
Table 7.7: Semantic conflict relation for decomposed semantics
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Rstart.order = Inv (∅)
Rsearch.order = Inv (∅)
Radd.order = Inv (∅)
Rorder 0 .order = (
∃order id , order id new :
(order id , . . .) ∈
/ orderpre ∧ (order id new ) ∈ orderidpost ∧ (order id new , . . .) ∈
/ orderpost
∧
P
orderpost = orderpre ∪ {(order id , (:session idpre ,c i id,c cost,c qty)∈cartpre c cost}
∧
cartpost = {(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) |
(c session id , c i id , c cost, c qty) ∈ cartpre ∧ c session id 6= :session id }
∧
Inv({order , cart, :order id , order , :total cost})
)
Rorderline.order (:s ∈ :cart) = (
unique(:orderline idpost )
∧
orderlinepost = orderlinepre ∪
{(:orderline idpost , :order idpre , :s.I ID, :s.I COST , :filledpre , :stock oldpre − :filledpre )}
∧
Inv({orderline, :orderline id })
)

Figure 7.19: Operation semantics for transition Torder .order
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operation
start
search
add
order’

operation−
start−
search−
add−
order’−

orderline

orderline−

detail
update
status

detail−
update−
status−

description
the session ID is decreased by one
the search results are discarded
the added item is removed from the shopping cart
the session ID is decreased by one and
the order is removed from the order relation
the orderline ID is decreased by one,
the orderline is removed from the orderline relation,
the book stock level is increased
the detail data of the book are discarded
the original price of the book is restored
the order status information is discarded

Table 7.8: Overview of compensating operations
is that the values of OL QTY and OL REMAIN may be different if two orderline operations
are executed in different order. Also note that the semantic decomposition for operations
order’ and orderline results in the removal of semantic conflicts between Rorder 0 .stock and
Rstatus , and Rorderline.stock and Rstatus . The reason for this is that the status is not influenced
by changes in the stock level.
We note that with the decomposition, the desirable property of arbitrary interleaving of
operations is lost. This is due to the fact that the status operation cannot be interleaved
with the order’ and orderline operations for transitions Torder .order . The intuition behind
this, is that in the case of interleaving, the status operation would not read all orderlines.
This is however the only guarantee that must be provided by the concurrency controller,
and thus we conclude that concurrency is improved over the case without decomposition.

7.4

Semantics-based recovery

In this section, we demonstrate that recovery can be improved by exploiting application
semantics. We proceed by first applying the approach where no application semantics are
exploited and the conventional conflict relation CON is used. In the second step, we exploit
application semantics.
We start with the observation that all operations are compensatable. The compensating
operations for each compensatable operation are described in table 7.8 together with an
informal description of their semantics.
For verifying reducibility of a schedule, we need to define the conflict relation among
the compensatable and compensating operations. Note that we need not define the conflict
relation among two compensating operations, because the protocols developed in chapter 6
do not require these conflicts. The relevant conflicts are given in table 7.9 .
The operations start and start − conflict in CON , because start returns a different session ID in the local variable :session id when executed in different order. This also applies to CON (order 0 , order 0− ) and CON (orderline, orderline − ) with respect to the program
variables :order id and :orderline id . The operation search and update − conflict, because
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CON
start
search
add
order 0
orderline
detail
update
status

start −
+
-
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search −
-

add −
-

order 0−
+
+

orderline −
+
+

detail −
-

update −
+
+
+
-

status −
-

Table 7.9: Conflict relation on compensating operations
update − restores the previous price and thus the retrieved price by search would be different
in either order. The same applies to operation detail and update − . The operations update
and update − conflict, because in either order the resulting price of the book is different. Finally, the order 0− and orderline − operations conflict with operation status, because status
returns different results in either order.
Next, we consider the case where application semantics are exploited. The resulting
semantic conflict table is depicted in table 7.10. Again, the differences with respect to the
conventional case are marked with an exclamation mark. In this case, we see that the
conflict between start and start − disappears. The reason is that from the application’s
point of view, it is not required that start − compensates for operation start, because it is
only required that the session ID is unique. Hence, we can consider both states semantically equivalent.3 As a result, the compensating operation for operation start can have
null semantics. Unfortunately, this conflict is also the only conflict that disappears when
considering the application semantics in this way (see table 7.10). This should not come
as a surprise, because backward recovery imposes very strong constraints on the semantics
of the compensatable and compensating operations by definition 6.2.3.3. Fortunately, the
semantic conflict relation has no disastrous effects on concurrency, except that commits may
be delayed for a relatively long time, and the chance of cascaded aborts is enlarged. For
example, if a status operation reads from an uncommitted order, it cannot commit and
aborts if the order aborts.
At this point, the power of forward recovery can be exploited. As a start, we can prevent the
status operation to read uncommitted orders by declaring the operation non-compensatable.
Then, by protocol SFBSF (see protocol 6.4.2.5) the operation status will only read committed orders. In a similar way, we can exploit forward recovery by making the order operation
non-compensatable with the corresponding orderline operations as forward recovery set.
This way, it is avoided that the order is lost after the order was added to the order relation.

7.5

Conclusions

In this chapter we demonstrated how application semantics can be exploited by our theory
to improve concurrency and recovery. We demonstrated this for the TPC-W benchmark
3 See

definition 6.2.3.3
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SCON
Rstart
Rsearch
Radd
Rorder 0
Rorderline
Rdetail
Rupdate
Rstatus

Rstart − Rsearch − Radd − Rorder 0− Rorderline − Rdetail − Rupdate − Rstatus −
-!
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Table 7.10: Semantic conflict relation on semantics of compensating operations
application. We choose this application, because it is representative for novel applications
with high transaction processing demands. For the discussion, we considered a representative
subset of the application data and three possible transactions order , update and status.
In the first part of the chapter, we demonstrated improvement of concurrency by comparing the conflict relation CON with the semantic conflict relation SCON . For the application,
the semantic conflict relation SCON proves to be slightly weaker than the conflict relation
CON , such that concurrency is improved under conflict based concurrency protocols. After
that, we modeled the semantics by means of the tree model. Here, it appears that we can
allow arbitrary interleaving of the operations while preserving correctness. This means that
we achieve maximum concurrency for the application. Finally, we demonstrated how the
decomposition approach can be applied to improve concurrency. Initially, it appears, that
the decomposition has no effect on concurrency because the granularity of the operations is
too high. Therefore, we split the problematic operation into two smaller operations. In this
situation, it appears that we almost achieve arbitrary interleaving: we only require that the
status operation is not interleaved between the newly introduced operations.
In the second part of the chapter, we demonstrated improvement of recovery by exploiting
application semantics. As a first step, we derived the state-based conflict relation CON for
each pair of compensatable and compensating operation. In a second step, we derived the
semantic conflict relation SCON based on the application semantics. We demonstrated
that SCON is only slightly weaker than CON : only one conflict disappears. We argue that
this can be expected for backward recovery, because of the strong definition of sufficient
compensating semantics. This motivates our extension of conventional theory with forward
recovery for the application. We sketched how this theory can be applied to the application.

Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work
8.1

Conclusions

In this thesis we have demonstrated how application semantics can be exploited for improving concurrency and recovery in database systems. We developed a theory and practical
concurrency controls. We recall the research questions defined in the introduction and discuss the answers to these questions below.
What application semantics should be included in the transaction model?
We have answered this question in two steps. First, we considered application semantics to improve concurrency in chapter 3, chapter 4 and chapter 5. Second, we considered
semantics to improve recovery in chapter 6.
For improving concurrency, we have proposed the following application semantics:
• operation and transaction semantics,
• semantics of sets of operations,
• decomposed transaction semantics.
In chapter 3 we proposed to exploit operation and transaction semantics to improve
concurrency. We defined these semantics in terms of relations on the states of database
variables, program variables and transaction parameters. In line with existing theory, we
have defined a schedule correct, if the semantics of the schedule imply the semantics of a
serial execution of transactions.
The motivation for expressing semantics in terms of relations on application states,
instead of functions, is that it allows for expressing correctness in terms of a set of acceptable
states, instead of a single state in conventional approaches. Because more states can be
defined correct, more concurrency can be allowed.
An important result we achieved by this approach is that we established a formal relationship between transaction semantics and operation semantics, so that the weakest operation
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semantics can be identified that are sufficient in the context of the transaction semantics.
This is an important result, because weaker operation semantics result in more concurrency.
In chapter 4 we extended this result to exploit semantics of sets of operations in the
context of transaction trees in the tree model. We demonstrated that these extra semantics
result in more concurrency for certain applications.
In chapter 5 we proposed a definition of decomposed semantics of transactions, where
semantics are expressed in terms of multiple transitions on the application state. Each transition is assumed to transform a consistent database state into another consistent database
state. This has motivated us to define correctness in terms of serializability with respect to
transitions. As transitions are generally smaller than transactions, more schedules can be
considered serializable and thus a higher degree of concurrency can be achieved.
The results on the improved concurrency are supported by the case study in chapter 7.
We demonstrated improved concurrency by comparing the conventional state-based conflict
relation with our semantic conflict relation on the operations of the application. We demonstrated that the semantic conflict relation is weaker than the conventional conflict relation,
which translates in improved concurrency. For this particular application, we even achieved
maximum concurrency in the context of the tree model. The concurrency is maximal, because the operations of the three transactions can be arbitrarily interleaved. In addition,
we demonstrated that concurrency is improved by decomposing the semantics of the order
transaction. It appeared that the refined semantics can be exploited only if one of the operations is decomposed in smaller operations.
For improving recovery, we have proposed the following semantics:
• compensatability and non-compensatability of operations,
• forward recovery semantics,
• rollback and durability semantics for transactions.
We started our discussion on recovery by extending the execution model with compensatable and non-compensatable operations. To guarantee atomicity after a non-compensatable
operation, we proposed forward recovery.
Even though forward recovery is not new, the novel aspect of our recovery theory is that
we improve concurrency by exploiting the semantics of forward recovery. For this, we assume
that the set of operations that is required for forward recovery is known by the scheduler in
case a non-compensatable operation is executed. In particular, the model supports limited
knowledge of forward recovery, such that it is a generalization of models that support either
no or full knowledge.
We have improved the flexibility of the model by allowing applications to use alternative forward recovery strategies and by allowing applications to make intermediate results
durable. We support alternative forward recovery strategies by means of rollback operations.
A rollback operation backward recoveres the uncommitted work of a transaction after which
control can be returned to the application. This way, the application can make an attempt
to complete the transaction.
Durability is improved in our model, because applications can make intermediate results
durable by submitting a durability operation. After a durability operation has been submitted, the current results of a transaction are never backward recovered, even in the presence
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of failures. Although its semantics are related to a classical savepoint operation, a savepoint
does not protect intermediate results from failures. It appears that durability operations can
be considered non-compensatable operations with null semantics. A desirable consequence
is that durability operations can be seemlessly integrated in the model.
Finally, we considered the semantics of transactions and operations in the context of
recovery. In particular, we established that the semantics of compensatable operations generally need to be made stronger to guarantee compensation. This may have a negative effect
on the degree of concurrency. Fortunately, these stronger semantics are not required after
compensatable operations have committed.
How can the transactional semantics be integrated into a single model?
As a general approach to the integration of the semantics into a single model, we adopted
serializability theory, because this theory has proven itself as a sound basis for the development of concurrency theory with efficient protocols. In addition, conflict serializability
theory has also proven to be extendible with recovery semantics, referred to as the unifying
theory of concurrency and recovery.
With respect to the semantics for improving concurrency, we achieved an alignment of the
semantics of transactions with conflict serializability theory by deriving relevant semantics
of operations from the semantics of transactions. We introduced a conflict relation based on
these weaker relevant operation semantics, defined as the semantic conflict relation. With
this semantic conflict relation we have been able to extend conventional conflict serializability
theory with application semantics. Additionally, in chapter 4 we have demonstrated that it
is possible to extend the conflict serializability theory in the context of the tree model as
well.
In chapter 5 we proposed a refinement of the definition of transactional semantics by
distinguishing semantics of smaller transitions in a transaction. Importantly, we have been
able to define a correctness criterion for transitions in line with conventional conflict serializability. For this, we introduced a definition for decomposed operation semantics. Each
semantic element of an operation is associated with a transition, such that the union of
these elements implement the corresponding transition. These elements can be used to
define conflict serializability in the context of transitions.
With respect to the semantics for improving recovery, we have demonstrated that the
unifying theory of concurrency and recovery can be extended with non-compensatable, rollback and durability operations. In addition, we demonstrated that the extended unifying
theory of concurrency and recovery can be combined with the semantic conflict serializability theory. We discussed how the extended unifying theory of concurrency and recovery can
be applied in the context of the tree model and in the context of semantically decomposed
transactions.
What transaction management technique is suitable for scheduling?
The fact that we have developed our theory based on conflict serializability theory has
the desirable property that efficient concurrency controls can be built. Indeed, we have been
able to develop such efficient concurrency controls. In particular we succeeded in developing
concurrency control protocols based on locking, graph testing and a combination of both.
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For the case where no failures occur, we developed graph testing protocols for the flat
model, tree model and the model with semantically decomposed transactions. To overcome
the polynomial complexity of the graph testing protocols, we additionally proposed locking
protocols, generally based on two-phase locking. In chapter 4 we discussed an interesting
subclass of the tree model that can exploit the high-level semantics of prefixes of transactions.
A remarkably simple locking protocol can be used to schedule this class, while still exploiting
high-level semantics.
For the case where failures occur, we developed hybrid protocols along the lines of the
protocols of the conventional unifying theory of concurrency and recovery. The hybrid
protocols adopt two-phase locking to guarantee conflict serializability and graph testing for
guaranteeing recoverability. The complication of the proposed protocols over those already
proposed in literature, is that both backward recovery operations due to rollback operations,
and forward recovery operations due to aborts must be considered as well. Finally, we have
been able to establish protocols for the extended theory in combination with the tree model
and model with semantically decomposed transactions.

8.2

Future work

In this thesis we have proposed a novel theory that exploits semantics of applications to
improve concurrency and recovery. We have demonstrated that concurrency and recovery
are indeed improved over existing models, because larger classes of schedules are accepted.
One important question that remains however, is how large the improvement is for
particular applications. Of course, this question cannot be answered in general, because the
answer is application dependent. Experiments have to be carried out to demonstrate the
quantitative improvement for particular applications.
Even in case of performance improvement, the question remains whether the performance
gain outweighs the additional complexity of program analysis. At this point we can mention
an additional advantage of the model: as the model aligns with conventional conflict serializability theory, the semantics need only be analyzed for those parts of applications that
are responsible for performance bottlenecks. Such analysis may prove that two operations
that conflict according to the state-based interpretation, may not conflict when considering
the application semantics.
Still, the complexity may impair practical application. We see two solutions to this
problem. One solution is that the analysis of the semantics of applications are done in an
informal way, based on the intuition of the application designer. The obvious disadvantage
of this approach is that correctness is not guaranteed. Alternatively, a theorem prover can
be used to derive sufficient semantics for operations, and derive the conflict relation for
each pair of operations. Such formal approach would guarantee correctness of the conflict
relation. The challenge however is to keep the problem computationally tractible. This is
an interesting direction for future work.

Appendix A

Summary
Transaction management theory and its techniques have proven extremely successful for
many applications to preserve correctness of a database in the presence of concurrency and
failures. This is witnessed by their advance into modern database systems such as Oracle,
IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL Server. At the same time, it has been acknowledged that
transaction management theory and its techniques are still insufficient for applications that
involve long running transactions, because they result in considerable loss of throughput. As
a result, novel applications such as electronic commerce applications and business process
management applications cannot be adequatly supported.
This thesis therefore addresses the question how current transaction management theory
can be improved such that these novel applications can be better supported by transaction
management.
The approach taken in this thesis is to exploit more semantics of the particular application
than in existing approaches. We exploit application semantics to improve concurrency and
application semantics to improve recovery.
To improve concurrency we exploit the fact that certain transactions do not need to
execute in full isolation, i.e. can tolerate some interference while still achieving their intended
result. We formalize this approach by specifying application-relevant semantics in terms of
a relation on application states. Such semantics are defined for operations, transactions
and schedules. The main appeal of this approach, is that sufficient application-relevant
operation semantics can be derived for each transaction. Sufficient operation semantics
may be weaker than the actual semantics of operations, which potentially results in higher
degrees of concurrency. We demonstrate that even when using conventional concurrency
control techniques based on serialization graph testing and locking, weaker semantics result
in higher degrees of concurrency than with conventional approaches.
In addition, we demonstrate that the approach can be generalized to the case where the
semantics of subsets of operations of transactions are exploited to improve concurrency. This
results in higher degrees of concurrency, because the semantics for a subset of operations
may be generally weaker than the composition of the individual operation semantics.
Another direction to exploit application semantics is by refining the definition of transaction semantics. Instead of assuming a single result for each transaction, we assume that each
transaction performs multiple smaller transitions that transform a consistent database state
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into another consistent database state. Whereas in the conventional approach transactions
must be serialized, in this approach only transitions need to be serialized. Because the unit
of serialization is smaller, concurrency is improved.
To improve recovery, we extend the existing unifying theory of concurrency and recovery with forward recovery. Forward recovery is induced after an operation was executed
that cannot be backward recovered. This means, that all results of a transaction before a
non-compensatable operation are considered durable. We propose a specific case of such
operation: the durability operation. The durability operation implies that the results of a
transaction are made durable, without compromising isolation. This operation is particularly relevant for long running transactions, because expensive intermediate results can be
protected from backward recovery.
In addition, we extend the execution model with a rollback operation. The rollback
operation backward recovers all results of a transaction up to the last non-compensatable
operation. From here, the application can retake control. An important property of the
rollback operation is that it backward recovers both the database as well as the application
data.
We demonstrate with our model that forward recoverability can be guaranteed, even if no
knowledge is present about the forward recovery of a transaction. We also demonstrate that
concurrency is improved if more semantics of forward recovery are known to the scheduler.
Further, we demonstrate how the recovery model can be integrated with the models for
the concurrency control. In addition, we demonstrate that the application-relevant operation
semantics can be too weak for backward recovery, and that in some cases stronger semantics
are required. We develop hybrid protocols for the models based on locking and graph testing.
We validate our approach by applying our model to the TPC-W benchmark application.
The TPC-W benchmark application represents a generic web-shop application and is representative for the novel applications targeted in this thesis. We demonstrate improvement of
concurrency by comparing the conventional conflict relation with the semantic conflict relation, based on the semantics of the application. It turns out the semantic conflict relation
is weaker, which is an indication of improved concurrency. Even, for this particular application, we achieved maximal concurrency when considering application semantics in one of
our models. Although this cannot be expected for all applications, it demonstrates the potential improvement in concurrency by our approach to application semantics. In addition,
we established improvements when considering the semantic decomposition of transactions.
We demonstrated improvement in recovery, by deriving a weaker conflict relation with
respect to backward recovery operations. We further suggested improvements for the application by exploiting forward recovery.
We conclude that our approach can be expected to present similar results for different
applications, because the TPC-W benchmark application is representative for many novel
applications.

Appendix B

Samenvatting
Transactie management theorie en haar technieken zijn erg succesvol gebleken om de correctheid van een database te waarborgen in de context van concurrente toegang en fouten. Dit
blijkt uit het feit dat zij zijn toegepast in moderne database systemen zoals Oracle, IBM DB2
en Microsoft SQL Server. Tegelijkertijd wordt onderkend dat transactie management theorie
en haar technieken onvoldoende zijn voor applicaties met lang lopende transacties, omdat
zij resulteren in een aanmerkelijk verlies in doorloopsnelheid. Als gevolg hiervan kunnen
moderne applicaties zoals electronic commerce en bedrijfsproces ondersteunende applicaties
onvoldoende worden ondersteund.
Dit proefschrift behandelt de vraag hoe transactie management theorie kan worden verbeterd, opdat deze nieuwe applicaties beter kunnen worden ondersteund door transactie
management.
Om dit te bereiken, volgen we een aanpak waarbij meer semantiek van applicaties wordt
gebruikt dan in bestaande aanpakken. We gebruiken applicatiesemantiek om concurrente
toegang tot data en herstelprocedures na systeemfouten te verbeteren.
Om concurrente toegang tot data te verbeteren gebruiken we de wetenschap dat bepaalde
transacties niet volledige isolatie vereisen, d.i. enige interferentie is mogelijk door andere
transacties terwijl het bedoelde eindresultaat van de transactie toch wordt gehaald. We formalizeren deze aanpak door applicatie-relevante semantiek te definieren in termen van een
relatie op applicatie toestanden. Deze semantiek is gedefinieerd voor operaties, transacties
en executies. Het aantrekkelijke aspect van deze benadering is dat voldoende applicatierelevante operatie semantiek kan worden afgeleid voor iedere transactie. Voldoende applicatiesemantiek kan zwakker zijn dan de eigenlijke semantiek van operaties, zodat een potentieel hogere mate van concurrente toegang kan worden verwacht. We tonen aan dat zelfs
met conventionele technieken, gebaseerd op graaf testen en het zetten van locks, zwakkere
semantiek resulteert in een hogere mate van concurrente toegang dan de traditionele benadering.
Daarbij tonen we aan dat deze aanpak kan worden gegeneralizeerd naar groepen van
operaties. Dit resulteert in hogere graad van concurrente toegang, omdat de semantiek van
een groep van operaties in het algemeen zwakker is dan de compositie van de individuele
semantiek van de operaties.
Een andere manier om applicatie semantiek te gebruiken is door de definitie van trans155
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actiesemantiek te verfijnen. In plaats van één resultaat per transactie nemen we nu aan
dat een transactie meerdere kleinere transities uitvoert die een consistente database toestant transformeren in een andere consistente database toestant. Terwijl in de conventionele
benadering transacties moeten worden geserializeerd, hoeven nu slechts de transities worden
geserializeerd. Omdat de eenheid van serializatie kleiner is, wordt de graad van concurrente
toegang verbeterd.
Om de herstelprocedures na een systeemfout te verbeteren, breiden we bestaande theorie
uit met voorwaardse herstelprocedures. De voorwaardse herstelprocedure wordt gebruikt
indien een operatie is uitgevoerd die niet kan worden hersteld door een compenserende
operatie uit te voeren. Dit betekent dat alle resultaten van een transactie voor een nietcompenseerbare operatie worden beschouwd als duurzaam. We introduceren een specifiek
geval van een dergelijke operatie: de duurzame operatie. De duurzame operatie impliceert
dat de resultaten van een transactie duurzaam worden gemaakt, zonder dat isolatie van een
transactie wordt opgeheven. Deze operatie is in het bijzonder van belang voor lang lopende
transacties, omdat dure tussenresultaten kunnen worden beschermd tegen achterwaardse
herstelprocedures.
Daarbij breiden we het executiemodel uit met een terugrol operatie. De terugrol operatie
herstelt de resultaten van een transactie tot de laatste niet-compenseerbare operatie. Vanaf
dat punt kan de applicatie de controle overnemen. Een belangrijke eigenschap van de terugrol
operatie is dat zowel de database als ook de applicatie data achterwaards wordt hersteld.
We tonen aan dat met ons model voorwaards herstel kan worden gegarandeerd, zelfs
als geen kennis aanwezig is van de voorwaardse herstelprocedure. Ook tonen we aan dat
concurrente toegang verbetert als meer semantiek van de voorwaardse herstelprocedure
bekend is.
Daarbij tonen we aan hoe het herstelmodel kan worden geı̈ntegreerd met de modellen
voor de concurrente toegangscontrole. Ook tonen we aan dat applicatie-relevante operatiesemantiek te zwak kan zijn voor een achterwaardse herstelprocedure, en dat sterkere
semantiek nodig kan zijn. We ontwikkelen hybride protocollen voor de modellen, gebaseerd
op het zetten van locks en het testen van grafen.
We valideren onze aanpak door ons model toe te passen op de TPC-W benchmark
applicatie. De TPC-W benchmark applicatie representeert een generieke web-shop applicatie
en is representatief voor de nieuwe applicaties waarop dit proefschrift zich richt. We tonen
verbetering van concurrente toegang aan door de conventionele conflict relatie te vergelijken
met de semantische conflict relatie, die is gebaseerd op de semantiek van de applicatie. Het
blijkt dat de semantische conflict relatie zwakker is, hetgeen wijst op verbeterde concurrente
toegang. We hebben voor deze toepassing zelfs maximale concurrente toegang bereikt voor
een van onze modellen. Hoewel dit niet kan worden verwacht voor alle applicaties, toont het
wel de potentiele verbetering aan van onze aanpak met applicatie semantiek. Ook hebben
we verbeteringen aangetoond middels de semantische decompositie van transacties.
We tonen verbetering van herstelprocedures aan door een zwakkere conflict relatie af te
leiden voor compenserende operaties. Ook geven we suggesties voor verbeteringen voor de
applicatie door voorwaardse herstelprocedures te gebruiken.
We besluiten dat het verwacht mag worden dat onze aanpak dezelfde resultaten zal
opleveren voor andere applicaties, omdat de TPC-W benchmark applicatie representatief is
voor veel nieuwe applicaties.
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